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About this guide
Carers make a huge difference to the lives of children and young
people in out-of-home care in NSW. Communities and Justice
acknowledges the invaluable role you play in providing love and
stability to vulnerable children.

Caring for kids aims to support you in this role. It has been developed
by Communities and Justice for foster, relative and kinship carers of
children who are in out-of-home care as a result of an order of the
Children’s Court. Carers with non-government agencies and those
caring for children without a formal court order may also find it useful.
In Caring for kids, you’ll find important legal, policy and practical
information, including:
●

●
●

●

the different roles and responsibilities of carers, caseworkers,
kids and their birth families
how we can work together to provide the best care
what sort of support and assistance is available to you, including
training and financial help
ways to support culture, identity and connections with family.

You’ll also find lots of ideas and suggestions on how to manage
everyday life with the child in your care, from parenting advice
to guidance on how to understand and support kids who have
experienced abuse, trauma or neglect. On the following pages,
you’ll see information and links from evidence-based resources
including the Raising Children Network (raisingchildren.net.au),
Healthy Kids (healthykids.nsw.gov.au), Be You (beyou.edu.au),
School A to Z: Practical Help for Parents (http://education.nsw.gov.au/
parents-and-carers/a-z-parents-guide) and ReachOut (au.reachout.
com).
While this guide aims to be the most useful resource possible, it does
not have answers to every question. We encourage you to contact your
caseworker or agency, carer support services, or specialists such as
psychologists, GPs or teachers when you need further assistance.


Caring for kids has been
developed and updated
by Communities and
Justice in consultation with
the Aboriginal Child, ‑
(AbSec), My Forever
Family NSW, the
Association of Children’s
Welfare Agencies (ACWA)
and representatives from
non-government
agencies and NSW Carer
Reference Groups.
Information is correct at
time of printing.


Caring for kids is also
available online at caring.
childstory.nsw.gov.au
If you have family
or friends interested
in fostering, see
myforeverfamilynsw.com.au
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Children tend to reach their fullest potential when they grow up in
stable, loving, nurturing home environments. When parents are unable
to provide this care, it is other family members, guardians, fostering
and adopting families who meet this need.
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book,
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Out-of-home care
in NSW
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What is out-of-home care?
Children and young people are sometimes not able to live safely
at home. This may be because they are at risk of significant harm
such as sexual abuse, physical abuse or neglect, because they’ve
experienced significant harm, or because their families can’t care
for them because of disability, drug and alcohol abuse, domestic
violence or mental illness.
Foster, relative and kin care in a family-based setting provides a safe,
nurturing and secure environment. While in out-of-home care, children
and young people are supported to maintain contact with their birth
family and community, as long as it is safe for them to do so.
The Permanency Support Program (PSP) provides services and
supports, to help children and young people achieve permanency, or .
You can learn more about the PSP by visiting DCJ.nsw.gov.au/families/
permanency-support-program.
Children and young people who are placed with carers for emergency
or short-term care remain in out-of-home care until they can safely
return home to their birth families. If they cannot return to their family,
the intention is to find a permanent home for them through adoption,
guardianship or sometimes long-term care, depending on their
circumstances and needs. Foster carers also play a valuable role by
offering emergency and short term care.

Provide a stable environment, a loving and caring
environment for them to be in. And roll with
the punches.

- Stephen, carer, St Ives

●
●

●

●

permanency for children and young people as early as possible
maintaining cultural identity and connections with family and
community
participation of children and young people in decision-making
about their lives
supporting carers to care for children and young people.

out of home care

The guiding principles of out-of-home care are:
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Types of care
There are three types of out-of-home care arrangements defined in the
Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998.

Statutory care is provided for a period of more than 14 days following
an order of the Children’s Court, or because the child or young person
is a protected person. Under the Act, a protected person includes a
child who is a ward of the Supreme Court, a child who is under the
parental responsibility of the Communities and Justice Secretary while
awaiting adoption, or a child for whom the Communities and Justice
Minister has parental responsibility under the Family Law Act 1975.

Supported out-of-home care (OOHC) is care arranged, provided
or supported by Communities and Justice (DCJ) when DCJ has
assessed that a child or young person is in need of care and
protection, and the Children’s Court has made an order giving the
relative or kin carer full parental responsibility for the child.
It also includes situations where an order has been made in the Family
Court or Federal Circuit Court (rather than the Children’s Court), but
only when DCJ has been involved in the court process.
Some children and young people are in supported out-of-home care
with no court order. These care arrangements are historic and it is
no longer possible for children to enter supported out-of-home care
without a court order. The arrangements for these children are subject
to annual reviews, and/or must not exceed two years.
Supported out-of-home care can also include:
●

●

Temporary care where the birth family is supported to resolve
issues concerning the child or young person’s safety, welfare and
wellbeing. Temporary care usually requires the consent of the
parents and may range from a few weeks up to several months.
Other supported out-of-home care which is care of 21 days or
less, arranged, provided or supported by DCJ with no order.

caring for kids
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Voluntary care is a voluntary arrangement made by the birth family
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with a designated agency or an agency registered with the NSW
Children’s Guardian. Voluntary care includes respite care for children
and young people with disabilities. DCJ has no involvement in this sort
of placement.

Types of placements
Placement of a child or young person may be organised through DCJ
or an accredited non-government agency. There are different types of
placements to suit different needs and situations.

Relative and kinship care Arrangements are made
for children and young people to live with relatives and
kin. This is the preferred option. Every effort is made
to support children to live with extended family –
especially where the child already has a relationship
and connection.

Foster care Arrangements are made for a child or
young person, or siblings, to live in a family setting with
authorised carers from the community who are not family or kin.
The carer’s own children may be living in the home, too.
●

●

●

●

Emergency Children and young people are placed in emergency
when there are concerns for their immediate safety. This can occur
after hours and on weekends. Crisis carers may be asked to provide
care at short notice.
Short-term and medium-term care Sometimes children and
young people need to stay with someone while their parents or
family are working on making changes so their children can be
returned to them. These placements may last up to six months.
Long-term care When children and young people can’t return to their
family, and guardianship and adoption are not options, arrangements
are made for them to live permanently with another family.
Respite From time to time, parents and carers need a break from
their caring role. Respite care is for short periods of time such as
weekends, once a month or during school holidays.

Guardianship A guardian has full parental responsibility for a child or
young person until they reach the age of 18. Relatives and carers may
seek guardianship through an order of the NSW Children’s Court.

Open adoption Adoption permanently transfers all parental rights and
responsibilities from birth parents to the adoptive parents. Adoption
offers a secure, stable home for children and young people when
they cannot be safely restored to family. The term ‘open adoption’
means supporting children and young people to remain connected
to their birth family and cultural heritage. It is an integral part of adoption
legislation and practice in NSW. Adoption is not usually suitable for
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander children and young people.
These arrangements have children and young people in supported
family group homes or short-term therapeutic residential settings.
Placement in a family-based setting is preferred, but sometimes
residential care may be the most suitable option for children and
young people who have already been through multiple placement
breakdowns.

out of home care

Intensive Therapeutic Care (ITC) - also known as residential care
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The Aboriginal view on adoption
When Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young
people come into out-of-home care they must be placed according
to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Child and Young Person
Placement Principles. The aim is to keep Aboriginal children and
young people connected to family, culture and community. See
‘Understanding the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Child and
Young Person Placement Principles’ on page 81.


Some grandparents may
be eligible to apply for
guardianship. Go to
‘Guardianship’ on
page 58 for more
information about
guardianship orders.

Grandparent carers
Becoming the carer for a grandchild can be a challenge – especially
when it’s an unexpected development in your life. Sometimes
grandparents haven’t been aware of the issues that have led to this
situation. At first, they may experience feelings of shock, grief and
even shame. If this describes how you are feeling, don’t worry: you’re
not alone. Grandparents are the primary carers for grandchildren in
thousands of families across Australia.
It might be a big lifestyle change but, over time, many grandparent
carers come to enjoy the experience of raising a grandchild and take
pride in providing a safe and caring home.


The Grandparent, Relative
and Kinship Carer Alliance
(GRaKCA) is an advocacy
group run by The Council
of the Ageing (COTA) that
can put you in touch with
support services and with
other grandparent carers.
Visit cotansw.com.au to
find out more about
GRaKCA.

Some grandparent carers need a lot of support from their caseworkers
as they get used to looking after a child or young person again. Others
are very confident in their role, and feel they need very little assistance.
If you are a grandparent carer, it’s important to discuss your needs
and circumstances with your caseworker, especially when raising
pre-teens and teenagers. Think about joining a local grandparent
carer support group or attending a parenting course if you feel
you want to build your confidence.

Do it from the point of view that if you don’t step in and
do it, what would happen to the kids that you intend to
care for? Do it with love. Do it with a lot of patience.

caring for kids
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- Paul, grandparent carer, Strathfield
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Carer support
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The support and training you need
Caring for vulnerable children and young people in out-of-home
care can be both challenging and rewarding.
Your support needs may change over time, depending on your
own experience and confidence levels, and the needs and age of
the child in your care. Communities and Justice (DCJ) and
non-government agencies offer a range of support services, training
and assistance to meet those changing needs.
These can include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

after-hours and crisis support
training, resources and carer connection events
carer support groups (including some grandparent groups)
respite care and childcare
access to psychologists
carer advocacy
financial supports
referral to specialist supports, depending on needs.

Talk to your caseworker about what is available and how to access
support, training and advice.

The best caseworkers recognise your abilities and
experience, not only as a carer but as a person.

support for carers

- Vikki, carer, Southern Highlands
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Dedicated support staff
In some parts of NSW, DCJ carers have access to a caseworker or
caseworkers who are specially trained to provide support to carers.
Their key responsibilities are to:
●
●
●
●

●

recruit, assess and develop new carers
support new long-term carers through their first 12 months
provide ongoing training, education and support for existing carers
support crisis, respite and short-term carers and manage their
Carer Development Plans
provide information to carers before a placement begins.

Some (but not all) non-government agencies have dedicated staff
that focus on carer support (sometimes known as Carer Assessment,
Recruitment and Training or ‘CART’). Carers should always talk to their
caseworker about what support is available and how to access the
different types of support on offer locally to foster and kinship carers.

Carer support organisations
My Forever Family NSW
myforeverfamily.org.au
1300 782 975
My Forever Family NSW supports foster, relative and kinship carers,
guardians and adoptive parents from out-of-home care
by providing:
●

●
●

access to personalised support via its carer support helpline
(Monday to Friday)
advocacy, support and advice to carers
access to FREE training and peer support.

Aboriginal Child, Family and Community Peak Aboriginal
Corporation

caring for kids
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absec.org.au
1800 888 698
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The AbSec (NSW Child, Family and Community Peak Aboriginal
Corporation) provides advice, support and advocacy services to help
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal foster and kinship carers provide quality,
culturally appropriate care for Aboriginal children and young people.
Their services include:
●

●
●
●

networking opportunities for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal carers
of Aboriginal children and young people
culturally appropriate needs-based training
a telephone advice line
newsletters.

Grandparent, Relative and
Kinship Carer Alliance
cotansw.com.au
(02) 9286 3860 (Sydney)
1800 449 102 (outside Sydney)

Carer Support Groups (or peer support
groups)
There are many foster and kinship carer support groups, including
grandparent carer groups, across NSW. These groups provide
opportunities for carers to meet, connect and swap advice and build
support networks in their area. These local groups usually meet once
a month. To find out about Carer Support Groups in your area, contact
your caseworker or My Forever Family NSW. You can also find list of
Carer Support Groups at myforeverfamily.org.au/carer-support-groups

After-hours and crisis support
Call 000 if it is a life-threatening situation.
Call the 24-hour Child Protection Helpline on 132 111
(TTY 1800 212 936 for hearing or speech impaired) if:
●
●
●

●
●

you’re concerned for the child or young person’s safety
you don’t know where they are
the child or young person has run away (even if you do know where
they are)
the child or young person has been detained by the police
the child or young person hasn’t returned from a contact visit
when expected.

support for carers

If you are a carer with a non-government agency, you can also call your
agency’s after-hours contact number for assistance.
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FACS psychologist services
DCJ Psychologist Services

FACS psychologists offer a range of services for children and yo
DCJ psychologists
offerand
a range
services
for children
and young
people
their of
carers.
Services
include:
people and their carers. Services include:
● trauma-focused individual or group counselling for children an
● trauma-focused individual or group counselling for children and
young people
young people
● therapeutic Life Story work
● therapeutic Life Story work
● behaviour support
● behaviour support
● parent skills training and support.
● parent skills training and support.
Some of the issues that psychologists might address include:
Some of the issues that psychologists might address include:
●

●

● treatment for children and young people about issues such as
treatment for children and young people about issues such as grief
and loss, anxiety, social skills and being a foster child
and loss, anxiety, social skills and being a foster child
● support for carers about issues such as caring for abused an
support for carers about issues such as caring for abused and
neglected children and young people, attachment and the role
neglected children and young people, attachment and the role
of foster carers.
of carers.

Speak to your caseworker for a referral to these services or ask
Speak to your caseworker for a referral to these services or ask your
agency
if theyteam
haveora therapist.
clinical team
therapist.
agency if they have
a clinical
Youor
can
also talkYou
to can also talk
your
family
doctor
for
a
referral
to
a
psychologist.
your family doctor for a referral to a psychologist.

Carer Groups
Reference Groups
Carer Reference

caring for kids
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Reference
Groups
are made
of foster
and kinship care
Carer ReferenceCarer
Groups
are made
up of foster
and up
kinship
carers,
carer and
representatives
andDCJ
staffand
fromnon-government
both FACS and non-govern
carer representatives
staff from both
Their
discussions
improve
and influence
services and
agencies. Their agencies.
discussions
improve
and influence
services
and allow
the
voices
of
carers
to
inform
planning
and
systems.
the voices of carers to inform planning and systems. You can apply You can ap
to join a Carer
Reference
Group.
Talk to your
caseworker or age
to join a Carer Reference
Group.
Talk to your
caseworker
or agency
find out
aboutto
how
andorwhen
to find out moretoabout
howmore
and when
apply,
sendtoanapply,
emailor
to send an ema
CarerReferenceGroupsNSW@facs.nsw.gov.au.
CarerReferenceGroupsNSW@DCJ.nsw.gov.au.
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Childcare
Childcare services include preschool, long day care, vacation care,
family day care and after-school care. Quality childcare can have a
positive impact on a child’s development, language, social skills and
behaviour. It can also make it possible for you to work, study, attend
training or just have some time to yourself.
You will need to get caseworker approval for your child to attend
an approved childcare centre for a specified number of hours
or days. Approval will be recorded in the child’s Case Plan. If you
are a DCJ carer, talk to your caseworker to see if you are eligible
to get help with the cost of childcare. You’ll need to:
●
●
●

●
●

accept liability for the childcare centre fees
arrange to be directly invoiced by the centre
apply for the Child Care Benefit and Child Care Rebate
from Centrelink
lodge the completed application form with Centrelink
provide your caseworker with a copy of the lodgement receipt.


For more information
about the ‘Child Care
Benefit’, the ‘Grandparent
Child Care Benefit’ and
the ‘Child Care Rebate’,
see pages 23-25.

If you are a carer with a non-government agency, contact your
caseworker for more information about your agency’s processes.

Respite

Respite can be provided by relatives, friends, neighbours, volunteers or
authorised Respite Carers. Having the same person provide respite on
a regular basis is ideal so the child or young person can form a stable
relationship with them.
Any person who looks after a child or young person in statutory care
on an occasional basis does not need to be authorised; this includes
babysitting and overnight stays.
Any person who looks after a child or young person for regular or
frequent respite care does have to be authorised.


Adults who live in the
same home as an
authorised carer must
have a Working With
Children Check (WWCC).
A WWCC involves a
national criminal history
check and a review of
workplace conduct. It is a
safeguard used in NSW to
help keep children safe.
Read more about the
WWCC and how to apply
at kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au.

support for carers

Respite provides carers with some time out from the demands of the
parenting and caring role. If you feel like you need a break from your
caring duties, talk to your caseworker. Your caseworker may be able
to organise services or activities that interest the child or young person
while giving you much needed time out, such as recreational camps,
dance, drama, music, cooking, classes, team sports, childcare,
vacation care or after-school care. You might also be able to access
support such as in-home help or some financial assistance. All
approved respite is recorded in the child’s Case Plan.
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Interpreters
If you are a non-English speaker or you speak English as a second
language and you’re having difficulty understanding documents,
speaking with staff or taking part in case meetings, you can ask
for an interpreter.
The Translating and Interpreting Service (TIS) is a national service
available to all Australians and all carers, regardless of whether
they work with DCJ or a non-government agency. TIS can provide
emergency phone services, pre-booked phone services and on-site
services. To find out more go to tisnational.gov.au or call 131 450.

Education and training for carers
Education and training can help you understand what’s going on for
you and the child or young person in your care, and give you ideas
about strategies and solutions to make things better. For example,
you can learn about how neglect and abuse can impact on a
child’s development and behaviour, how to help kids feel a positive
connection to their culture, or how to prepare yourself and the child
or young person in your care for restoration with their birth family.
The My Forever Family NSW website lists upcoming training
opportunities; face-to-face in regional and metropolitan areas, as well
as on-line courses. Courses and workshops are free and cover topics
such as talking to teens, managing contact time with family and kin
and understanding the impact of prenatal substance abuse. Find out
more at myforeverfamily.org.au/events.
Your caseworker is responsible for developing your Carer Development
Plan with you when you first become a carer. This Plan identifies your
learning needs, interests and opportunities. Every year, at your Annual
Carer Review, your caseworker will update your Plan to record any
education or learning sessions you’ve attended or completed, and
to note any additional education you may need or want.

caring for kids
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If you need education or training to deal with a particular situation
or issue, don’t wait for your Annual Review; talk to your caseworker
straight away.
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Non-government agencies also maintain learning plans for carers,
and support them with ongoing education and training. Speak to
your caseworker to find out more.
Health centres and schools sometimes offer free workshops on topics
such as parenting skills, school readiness or managing a condition like
asthma or diabetes. Some also offer information sessions on subjects
like autism or learning delays. Talk to early childhood nurses, teachers
and family support staff about what’s available in your community.

Financial assistance

3

The Care Allowance: what’s it for?
Foster, relative and kinship carers are volunteers, so they’re not
paid a wage. The Care Allowance you receive is provided to
help you cover the costs of caring for a child or young person.
You are expected to use the allowance to cover the day-to-day
costs of looking after the child or young person in your care, but you
don’t have to keep receipts to show Communities and Justice (DCJ)
how you spent the money. Non-government agencies have similar
procedures; check with your caseworker for details. Note that receipts
are usually required for out-of-pocket expenses that are part of the
child’s Case Plan, for example, the cost of healthcare, childcare and
some education services.

Types of allowances


The Care Allowance is
not counted as income by
Centrelink, the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) or
financial institutions.

The Statutory Care Allowance is a fortnightly payment provided for
each child under 18 in statutory care who lives with you. The amount
may vary depending on the child’s age and any special care needs.

The Supported Care Allowance is a fortnightly payment to eligible
relative and kinship carers for children in their care. The allowance is
only paid if DCJ determines the child or young person is ‘in need of
care and protection’ and the Children’s Court, Family Court or Federal
Circuit Court makes an order allocating full parental responsibility to
the child or young person’s authorised relative or kinship carer.

The Guardianship Allowance Guardians receive an allowance,
known as a Guardianship Allowance, to enable them to meet the
needs of the child or young person. This allowance is the same rate
as the DCJ statutory Care Allowance and is based on the individual
needs of the child or young person.

Carers often see adoption as a way of making a lifelong emotional
and practical commitment to a child. New adoptive parents may
be eligible for financial support from the NSW Government. For
more detail, see page 62.

support for carers

Financial support for families who adopt
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The Care Allowance should cover the child or young person’s everyday
expenses, such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

food
clothing and footwear
daily travel
suitable car restraints
gifts
household provisions and costs
hobbies and activities
general educational expenses
holidays
general medical expenses
pocket money.

In most cases, payment of the Care Allowance is reviewed annually
to make sure the most appropriate allowance is provided. It’s also
reviewed whenever there’s a change in the child or young person’s
circumstances or placement.

Extra financial help
Sometimes the child or young person in your care may need services
or items that cost more than the Care Allowance covers. You may be
able to get help with these expenses through ‘contingency payments’
and ‘exception supports’. This extra financial help can cover the cost
of things such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

caring for kids
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●
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●
●

family contact
childcare
tutoring
ongoing dental services
optical services
professional therapy
respite
additional travel
establishment costs (also see ‘Establishment payments’ below)
maintaining culture and identity.

Before spending any money that you would like reimbursed, talk to
your caseworker and get approval. The caseworker should include
the expense in the child or young person’s Case Plan. Keep all the
receipts for the approved expense so you can be properly reimbursed.

Care
Allowance
Care
Allowancearrangements
arrangementsfor
for
children
and
children
andyoung
youngpeople
peoplewho
who
move
interstate
move
interstate
Sometimes
carers
want
oror
need
Sometimes
carers
want
needtotomove
moveinterstate
interstate
andand
wish
to
take
the
child
in
their
care
with
wish to take the child in their care withthem
them
to their
new
home.
FACS
the
to their
new
home.
DCJwill
willneed
need to
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Overpayments
Occasionally an overpayment of an allowance is made. This can
happen when a child’s age changes or when the placement ends.
Overpayments must be paid back to DCJ or to your non-government
agency. Let your caseworker know as soon as possible to make
arrangements for repayment if you think you’ve been overpaid.
Repayment options may include:
●

●

having an agreed amount deducted from future payments if you’re
still getting an allowance for a child in your care
repaying the amount over an agreed period of time.

Tell your caseworker if your banking details change!
If you are changing your banking arrangements, be sure to let
your caseworker know as soon as possible so you don’t miss
any payments. It can take a few working days to process the
change of details.

Establishment payments
Establishment payments help cover the cost of buying essential items
for a child or young person when they first come to live with you,
such as school uniforms, bedroom furniture, bedlinen, baby capsules,
car booster seats, clothing and footwear, nappies and formula and
personal items.
Establishment payments are not automatic, so talk to your caseworker
before you make a purchase. If the purchase is approved, your
caseworker will arrange for payment to go directly to the service
provider. You will only be able to have a receipt reimbursed in
exceptional circumstances, such as when it’s not possible to pay
a service provider directly.

caring for kids
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Any item bought with an establishment payment belongs to the child
or young person and should go with them, where practical, if they
leave your care.
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Compensation for loss or damage
If you are a DCJ carer and you don’t have insurance, you can make a
claim with DCJ for any loss, property damage or injury caused by the
child or young person in your care. Contact your caseworker as soon
as possible after the incident so appropriate action can be taken. Your
caseworker will tell you what sort of information and documents you
need to provide to support your claim, and explain any other matters
that relate to the claim including what happens after you have lodged it.

If you are a carer with a non-government agency, contact your
caseworker for more information about their claims process.
If you are a carer with a non-government agency, contact your
caseworker
more information about their claims process.
More
financialforassistance
The Australian Government also provides a range of other family
More
financial assistance
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grandparents who have parenting responsibilities. To find out
more, see ‘Australian Government assistance’ on page 22.
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Australian
Government
assistance
Australian Government support payments
Below is a summary of the main payments you may be eligible
for as a carer. For information on the full range of Australian
Government support available, including payment rates
and eligibility criteria, go to Services Australia website at
servicesaustralia.gov.au, call the Centrelink Families and Parents
line on 13 61 50, or visit a Centrelink Service Centre.


Government payments
can change. Always check
relevant government
websites for the most
up-to-date information.

ABSTUDY
ABSTUDY assistance is for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander kids
who are secondary school students aged 15 or under on 1 January in
the year of study, or who are primary school students aged 14 or older
on 1 January in the year of study. ABSTUDY helps cover the cost of
study and living expenses, as well as travel to and from the place of
study each term or semester if the place of study is far from home.
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Assistance For Isolated Children
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Assistance For Isolated Children (AIC) payments help families of
students who cannot go to a state school because of geographical
isolation, disability or special health or educational needs. They may
be undertaking distance education from home, having approved home
schooling, or living away from home to attend school. Speak to your
caseworker for more information if you think an AIC payment could be
of benefit to your child.

Carer Allowance
The Carer Allowance is the existing income supplement for people
who provide additional daily care and attention to a child with a
disability or medical condition. This is different from the Statutory or
Supported Care Allowance that you receive as a carer to cover the
costs of caring for a child or young person. It is not means tested and
can be paid in addition to wages or other income support payments

such as a Carer Payment or Age Pension. The Carer Allowance is
provided as either a fortnightly payment and a Health Care Card for
the child, or a Health Care Card alone. Which of these you receive
depends on the care needs of the child or young person.
The disability or condition must be recognised in the Disability Care
Load Assessment (Child) Determination 2010 (DCLA Determination).
It can apply if you are:
●

●

providing additional daily care for a child under 16, with a disability
or medical condition
providing additional daily care for two dependent children with
disabilities or medical conditions, who do not individually qualify
for a Carer Allowance, but together create a substantial caring
responsibility.

The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) may change the
arrangements for payments made to those who care for children
with disabilities. Speak to your caseworker for more information.

Carer Payment
The Carer Payment provides income support to people who are
unable to support themselves through paid employment because
they are providing constant care to someone with a severe disability
or medical condition. The Carer Payment is means tested.
The disability or condition must be recognised in the Disability Care
Load Assessment (Child) Determination 2010 (DCLA Determination).
It can apply if you are:
●

●

providing constant care for a child under 16, with a severe disability
or medical condition.
providing constant care for two to four children under 16 with
disabilities or medical conditions, whose combined care needs
are equal to that of a single child under 16 with a severe disability
or medical condition.

The Child Care Subsidy assists families with the cost of approved
or registered childcare. To be eligible, the child in your care must be
immunised, on an immunisation catch-up schedule, or exempt from
immunisation for medical reasons.

support for carers

Child Care Subsidy
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Approved childcare can include long day care, family day care,
outside-school-hours care, vacation care, in-home care and some
occasional care services. To find an approved childcare centre near
you go to the Australian Government’s Starting Blocks website
https://www.startingblocks.gov.au. This site also provides information
about childcare centre fees, vacancies and quality ratings that are
located near you by entering your suburb/town.


For more information on
childcare for children in
out-of-home care, see
‘Childcare’ on page 15.

Registered childcare can include care provided by grandparents,
relatives, friends or nannies who are registered as carers with
Centrelink. In some cases, it can also include care provided by
individuals in private preschools, kindergartens and outside-schoolhours services, including before and after-school care, vacation care
and holiday programs. Payments for registered care are made as a
lump-sum payment only. You need to provide all original receipts for
the period you are claiming, and you must submit your claim within a
year of the care being provided.
If you are eligible for the Child Care Subsidy, it will be paid directly to
your childcare service. If childcare is not part of your child’s approved
Case Plan, then you will have to cover the remainder of the fee, or the
‘gap’, yourself. However, if it is part of the approved Case Plan, DCJ or
your agency may cover the ‘gap’.
Visit the Services Australia website (servicesaustralia.gov.au) to see
how you can manage your Child Care Subsidy payments. You can
also check to see whether you’re eligible to get any extra support.

Family Tax Benefit
The Family Tax Benefit is an income-tested payment that helps with
the cost of raising children. It is made up of two parts: Family Tax
Benefit Part A and Part B.
●

●

Family Tax Benefit Part A is paid per child. The amount you
get depends on your family’s circumstances.
Family Tax Benefit Part B is paid per family. This payment gives extra
help to families and single parents with one main income.
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Additional Child Care Subsidy
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There is an additional child care subsidy for people who meet certain
conditions. It covers the full cost of approved childcare for up to 100
hours per child per week and is paid directly to your childcare service.
You could be eligible if:
●
●
●
●

a grandparent on income support payments
transitioning from income support payments to work
Experiencing temporary financial hardship
Caring for a child who is vulnerable or at risk of harm, neglect or
abuse

Keeping on top of payments and entitlements can be hard for some
grandparents. Grandparent Advisers support grandparents who are
caring for their grandchildren. (This is a national service from the Aus
Gov). They offer tailored information about payments and support
services, arrange appointments with specialist staff such as social
workers, and help provide access to government services including
Centrelink and Medicare. They can also arrange referrals to other
federal, state and community service providers who can help. Call the
Grandparent Adviser Line on Freecall 1800 245 965 (or 1800 810 586
for TTY service for the hearing or speech impaired).

Health Care Card
A Health Care Card provides access to cheaper prescription
medicines under the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS). It
may also provide access to various concessions from the
Australian Government, including:
●
●
●

●

bulk billing for doctor’s appointments, as decided by your doctor
more refunds for medical expenses through the Medicare Safety Net
assistance with hearing services through the Office of Hearing
Services
discounted mail redirection through Australia Post.

If you are receiving certain Centrelink payments or supplements, or
the maximum rate of Family Tax Benefit Part A, you will automatically
receive a Health Care Card. Partners and children may also be
covered by the card.

Foster Child Health Care Card
A Foster Child Health Care Card is issued in the name of the child
or young person in your care and provides access to cheaper
prescription medicines under the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
(PBS) and some other concessions on health services. The card
is not subject to a means test. Speak to your caseworker about
arranging a Foster Child Health Care Card for your child.

Newborn Upfront Payment and Newborn Supplement

●

●

If you receive Family Tax Benefit Part A as a lump sum, both the
Newborn Upfront Payment and the Newborn Supplement will be
included in that lump sum.
If you receive Family Tax Benefit Part A fortnightly, you will receive
the Newborn Upfront Payment as a lump sum and the Newborn

support for carers

If a child under the age of one comes into your care and you are
eligible for a Family Tax Benefit Part A payment, then you may also
be eligible for a Newborn Upfront Payment and Newborn Supplement.
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Mutual Obligations Requirements Exemption
To receive some government payments, including the Parenting
Payment, primary carers may be required to meet Mutual Obligation
Requirements for part-time work or training. However, authorised
carers can apply for a Mutual Obligation Requirements Exemption
from Centrelink. This includes relative or kinship carers and emergency
and respite carers who care for children or young people on an
irregular basis.
Each June, DCJ mails a letter and 12-month Certificate of Eligibility
and Special Family Circumstances Exemption from Mutual Obligation
Requirements to all DCJ carers who have received either a statutory or
supported Care Allowance within the last six months.
Carers can use the certificate to apply for an exemption, however,
Centrelink determines whether you’re eligible based on your individual
circumstances.
If you were entitled to an exemption, but your approval to be a carer
was subsequently terminated or withdrawn, you must notify Centrelink.
If you don’t, you could be fined.


Government payments
can change. Always check
relevant government
websites for the most
up-to-date information.

support for carers

If you are with a non-government agency, you will need to request an
exemption certificate annually from your caseworker.
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Looking after yourself
Protect yourself against burnout
Carers spend a lot of time caring for others, but often don’t do
enough to look after themselves. That can lead to the emotional,
mental and physical exhaustion described as ‘burnout’.
Burnout is usually caused by prolonged stress and can creep up on
you over time. It saps your energy, takes away your motivation and
can make you feel hopeless, cynical, resentful and as though you
have nothing more to give.
Signs of burnout vary from person to person. Some of the more
common signs are feeling drained and tired most of the time, getting
sick a lot, not sleeping well, forgetfulness, self doubt, social withdrawal,
decreased satisfaction, increased irritability, or using food, drugs or
alcohol to cope.

Take time for yourself, because if you burn out, it’s

not going to help. You do need to look after yourself.

Sometimes you need to back off. Sometimes you need
to go for a walk and have some thinking time.
- Marie, carer, St Ives
Recognising the early warning signs of burnout and taking steps to get
balance in your life is the best prevention. To take care of yourself and
prevent burnout:
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●
●

●

●

●

eat healthy food, exercise regularly and get enough sleep
slow down and take time out to do things you enjoy
start or end the day with a relaxing ritual such as doing stretches,
meditating, taking a bath or reading
set boundaries and learn to say ‘no’ when too many demands are
made on your time
take pleasure in the small successes you have with the child or
young person in your care, from an unexpected smile to a real
‘thank you’
connect with other carers to share stories about the challenges
and joys of caring

●

●

●

ask for help and support from friends, family, other carers or your
caseworker when you need it
talk with your caseworker about respite, home help and other
options for support
plan ahead for holidays so you and the kids can get a break
together, or apart.

Signs of burnout
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

feeling drained and tired most of the time
getting sick a lot
not sleeping well
forgetfulness
self doubt
social withdrawal
decreased satisfaction
increased irritability
using food, drugs or alcohol to cope

Check in with your children
Looking after another child can affect your own children in different
ways, especially in the beginning as they adapt to having additional
children in the home. They may feel they’re not getting enough
attention from you or that the foster child is getting special treatment.
They may be unhappy about having to share their things. Sometimes,
you might feel like you’ve made things hard for your own children.
Yet many children of carers later speak about the joys of sharing their
home with other kids and some even become carers themselves.

I wasn’t expecting how difficult it would be for my son.
I thought he would embrace it more, like we did, but he
found it very challenging. It’s all settled now. I mean
they fight with each other, but they’re best friends!

Talking to your own children about how they’re feeling before, during
and after a placement helps to identify concerns or fears or signs of
conflict. Explain what motivates you to care for other kids. Talk
to them about the very special role they play in the lives of the kids
who are cared for in your home. Listen to what is and isn’t working
for them, and discuss ways of doing things differently.

support for carers

Clodagh, carer, Miranda
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or areas of conflict and any extra support you may need.
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Rights
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Children and young people’s rights
All children and young people in out-of-home care must have
a copy of the Charter of Rights. There is a version of the Charter
developed for children aged seven to 12, and another for
young people aged 13 to 17. The Charter is a statement of the
fundamental rights of children and young people, including:
●
●
●
●
●

the right to their own beliefs and way of life
the right to be treated fairly and with respect
the right to have contact with their family and community
the right to do things they enjoy
the right to take part in making important decisions affecting their life.

All agencies which provide out-of-home care services and all
authorised carers must uphold the rights outlined in the Charter.
As a carer you play a vital role in promoting as well as protecting the
rights of the child or young person in your care. With your help, they
can learn what their rights are and how to stand up for them.
If your child doesn’t have a copy of the Charter of Rights, contact your
caseworker or agency to request a copy. Copies are also available at
DCJ.nsw.gov.au; search for ‘Charter of Rights’.

Parents’ rights

●

●

the right to be kept informed of the whereabouts of their child,
unless Communities and Justice (DCJ) believes this information will
endanger the safety and wellbeing of the child,
their carer or their carer’s family
the right to be informed of their child’s progress and development
during the placement and be given information about the placement,
including information about the carers (more detail is provided in
‘Information sharing, confidentiality and privacy’ on page 38)
the right to seek assistance from DCJ to access services that will
enable their child to return to the care of their family, if this is appropriate.

rights

●

& responsibilities

While birth parents may not be responsible for the day-to-day care of
their child, they’re still the child or young person’s parent and retain
certain legal rights. This includes:
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Carers’ rights
As an authorised carer, you are one of the most important people in
the child’s life. You have rights too, including:
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●


The Code of Conduct
aims to promote stable
and positive relationships
between the child or
young person, their
carer and the designated
agency. It includes more
detail on rights and
responsibilities. See ‘Code
of Conduct for Authorised
Foster, Relative and
Kinship Carers’ on
page 212.

●

●

●

●

●

the right to be treated fairly and with respect
the right to be given information about the child or young person in
order for you to decide whether you can accept the placement
the right to say ‘no’ to a proposed placement
the right to participate in decision-making processes
the right to make certain decisions regarding the day-to-day care
of the child or young person
the right to be informed about the process for having agency
decisions reviewed, and making a complaint
the right to be paid an allowance to address the needs of the child
or young person
the right to have an annual review to identify your strengths and
areas where skill development may be beneficial, and be given
training opportunities
the right to have regular contact with your caseworker to support
you and your family during a placement
the right to receive information about services that can support you
in your role as a carer, and help with accessing these services
the right to access any records relating to your role as a carer, such
as your assessment report and approval as an authorised carer
the right to be compensated, in some circumstances, if the child or
young person causes deliberate or accidental loss or damage to
property or personal injury
the right to apply for sole parental responsibility after two years of
continuous care with the consent of the parents or person who
had responsibility for the child prior to them coming into care.

caring for kids
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Children and young people, their parents and carers have certain
basic rights. Each person’s rights are important. However, it’s
occasionally necessary to balance the rights and expectations
of one person with those of another. This can sometimes be
challenging for all involved. Empathy, communication and a
willingness to be flexible can help to reach ‘common ground’
when issues arise.

Responsibilities

7

The partnership between carers and
caseworkers
Carers make a huge difference in the lives of children and young
people who are in need of love, understanding and protection.
The good work that carers do is supported by both Communities
and Justice (DCJ) and non-government agencies.
The carers and caseworkers who are best able to support children
and young people, and guide them through childhood and the
teen years, are those that work together and communicate well.
Caseworkers play a key role in this partnership and this includes
providing you with support and advice.
As a carer, you have rights as well as responsibilities. For example,
you can expect:
●

●

●

●
●

your caseworker and other professionals to give you the support
and information you need to help you better care for the child or
young person placed with you
to be given the information you need about a child or young person,
including medical details where appropriate, to enable you to make
an informed decision about whether you can accept a placement
and provide effective care
to have your opinions and your experience with the child or young
person properly considered in decision-making processes
to make certain day-to-day decisions about their care
to be kept informed about decisions your agency makes, and any
other information, that may have an impact on the care of the child
or young person.

We have regular, open communication with our

Jo-anne, carer, Blakehurst

rights

We feel included and listened to.

& responsibilities

caseworker who makes us feel part of the team.
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Code of Conduct
DCJ has developed the Code of Conduct for Authorised Foster,
Relative and Kinship Carers to help foster stable and positive
relationships between the child or young person, their carer and the
designated agency. The Code of Conduct sets out what is generally
expected of carers as well as specific expectations in relation to:
●
●
●
●
●

the care environment
relationships with family and significant others
identity, emotional and social development needs
wellbeing, health and educational needs
leaving care transition.

All carers are expected to sign the Code of Conduct before a
placement begins. To read the ‘Code of Conduct for Authorised
Foster, Relative and Kinship Carers’ in full, see updated version
(referred to in last sentence of first paragraph).

Day-to-day responsibilities
Your general day-to-day responsibilities are to provide a caring
environment and experiences that meet the child or young person’s
physical and emotional needs. This includes supporting their sense of
identity, assisting them to observe their religion if they have one and
maintaining links with their cultural identity.
You’re also responsible for making day-to-day decisions for the child
or young person when they come up. If you’re unsure about what
decisions you can make, talk to your caseworker, or take a look at
‘Decision-making’ on page 99.
Other important responsibilities include:
●
●

caring for kids
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●

●
●

●

●

attending meetings when required
contributing to the development of the child or young person’s
Case Plan
doing your bit to help achieve the goals identified in the Case Plan
and in Case Plan reviews
ensuring the child or young person is familiar with their rights under
the Charter of Rights; read the ‘Charter of Rights for children and
young people in out-of-home care’ on page 211
supporting them to exercise these rights
keeping records if the child or young person is injured or causes
property damage or injury to others while in your home
arranging for them to attend school and making every effort to get
them to school each day, and on time
supporting them to maintain connections to family and kin

maintaining
health
records
and keeping
school
arranging and
attending
medical
and dental
records,
photos,
appointments
as awards
needed and other mementoes of
the child or young person’s progress during your
● maintaining health records and keeping school
placement
records, photos, awards and other mementoes of
● gathering
material
the child’s
Life Story
the child or
young for
person’s
progress
duringbook
your
and
helping them to keep it up to date.
placement
●
●

● gathering material for the child’s Life Story book
In general,
keepthem
yourtocaseworker
informed
and helping
keep it up to
date. about
the child or young person’s progress, their behaviour and
any
disclosures
abuse.
If there is
a criticalabout
event,
example,
if
In general,
keepofyour
caseworker
informed
theforchild
or young
the
child has
a serious
or illness
has
gone missing,
tell your
person’s
progress,
theirinjury
behaviour
andor
any
disclosures
of abuse.
If
caseworker
or
call
the
24-hour
Child
Protection
Helpline
on
132
111.
there is a critical event, for example, if the child has a serious injury
or
illness or has gone missing, tell your caseworker or call the 24-hour
Your caseworker is there to help you get the support you need. Talk to
Child Protection Helpline on 132 111.
your caseworker about getting access to seminars, courses or training
sessions
that could
be of to
help.
you
may Talk
be to
Your caseworker
is there
helpDiscuss
you getany
the difficulties
support you
need.
having
with the child’s
as they
up. And
let your
your caseworker
aboutbehaviour
getting access
to come
seminars,
courses
or training
caseworker
know
when
with other
agencies
sessions that
could
be ofyou’re
help. having
Discussproblems
any difficulties
you may
be
involved
in
the
child’s
care,
such
as
schools
or
health
services.
having with the child’s behaviour
they come up. And let your
caseworker know when you’re having problems with other agencies
involved in the child’s care, such as schools or health services.

Changes in circumstances

with the child in your care, or who regularly stay in your home or
Always keep your caseworker up to date on people who spend time
nearby (such as in a flat or caravan on your property). A Working With
with the child in your care, or who regularly stay in your home or
Children Check (WWCC) is required for anyone over 18 who is living
nearby (such as in a flat or caravan on your property). A Working With
with you or having regular access to the child, even if that person is
Children Check (WWCC) is required for anyone over 18 who is living
a partner or extended family member.
with you or having regular access to the child, even if that person is
a partner or extended family member.

rights & responsibilities
rights & responsibilities

Let
your caseworker
know as soon as possible if there are any
Changes
in circumstances
changes in your circumstances that may affect the child, such as:
Let your caseworker know as soon as possible if there are any
●changes
you planin to
move
out of the area,
overseas
your
circumstances
that interstate
may affectorthe
child, such as:
● you’ve changed address
● you plan to move out of the area, interstate or overseas
● you’ve changed your telephone number
● you’ve changed address
● you have a baby
● you’ve changed your telephone number
● you plan to go away on holiday
● you have a baby
● someone has moved on to your property, whether into your house
● you plan to go away on holiday
or another dwelling such as a caravan, granny flat or studio
● someone has moved on to your property, whether into your house
● a partner is moving out of the home
or another dwelling such as a caravan, granny flat or studio
● someone in your home has a serious illness or you’re having
● a partner is moving out of the home
personal family problems
● someone in your home has a serious illness or you’re having
● someone is visiting with you for a period of three weeks or more
personal family problems
● someone in your household has been charged with or convicted
● someone is visiting with you for a period of three weeks or more
of an offence.
● someone in your household has been charged with or convicted
of ankeep
offence.
Always
your caseworker up to date on people who spend time
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Caseworker responsibilities

Adults who live in the
same home as an
authorised carer must
have a Working With
Children Check (WWCC).
The WWCC involves a
national criminal history
check and a review of
workplace conduct. It is a
safeguard used in NSW to
help keep children safe.
Read more about the
WWCC and how to apply
at kidsguardian.nsw.gov.
au.

Caseworkers are responsible for investigating reports of abuse or
neglect of children and young people, and for supporting the carers
who look after kids who cannot live safely with their parents.
The role of your caseworker is to:
●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

ensure placements are culturally appropriate
provide information and ongoing training to assist you in your role
lead the development, implementation and review of the child or
young person’s Case Plan
ensure you and other agency workers involved with the child or
young person contribute to the development and implementation
of the Case Plan
work with you and the child or young person to ensure they
understand their circumstances and their needs are being met
in the placement
listen to, record and respond to information provided by you and
other agencies concerning the child or young person
provide timely responses to requests for financial and other support
oversee and support contact between children and young people,
birth families and significant others.

Carer support from non-government agencies
Some non-government agencies have caseworkers in dedicated
carer support roles in addition to caseworkers focused on the child
or young person. Others have just one caseworker who supports
both the child or young person, and the carer.

The rewards of foster care are seeing a child blossom,
be settled and be happy.

caring for kids
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Liz, carer, Bankstown
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Communication
The relationship between the carer and the caseworker is key to the
success of the placement. In a good working partnership, you and
your caseworker will share a common understanding of the goals for
the child or young person in your care and will keep each other up to
date on any news, changes or concerns.

The Partnership Agreement between Family and Community Services
and carers is an agreed set of principles that guides how DCJ staff
and carers communicate with and support each other. However,
both the carer and the caseworker should try to remain flexible and
recognise that delays or mistakes will sometimes happen.
The principles set out in the Agreement are:
●
●
●
●
●

respond promptly and courteously to each other
contact each other to share information and feedback
listen to and respect each other’s views
work together to resolve concerns
work together to protect the confidentiality of sensitive and
personal information.


To read the ‘Partnership
Agreement between
Communities and Justice
and carers’ in
full, see page 219.

If you need an updated contact list for relevant caseworkers or staff in
your area, or if you have a query or a complaint about communication
between you and your caseworker, get in contact with your local DCJ
Community Service Centre or the manager at your agency.

rights

& responsibilities

Non-government agencies may have their own agreements or
principles for working together. Speak directly with your agency.
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8


Don’t get involved in
public conversations
about your child, their
peers or their challenges
on social media sites like
Facebook. Information
about the child in your
care is confidential and
you must keep it to
yourself. If you need
support, or even if you just
want to let off some
steam, have those
conversations privately
with your caseworker.

Information sharing,
confidentiality &
privacy
Information for children and young people
Children and young people in care have a right to be given
age-appropriate information about what is happening in their lives,
including the reasons for decisions and actions that affect them.
They should also be given opportunities to freely express their
views and participate in decision-making.
The caseworker is responsible for giving the child or young person
information about:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●

caring for kids
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●
●

why they’ve been placed in care
the length of time they’re expected to be in care
their carer’s family, including names of people living in the home,
ages of children, the address and whether there are any pets
what their carer will be told about them and their family
whether they’ll need to change schools
how contact with their family and significant others will be organised
recreational activities and venues in the carer’s neighbourhood,
especially those relevant to their current activities and interests
how they can respond to questions from other children about
being in care
the case-planning process and their Case Plan goals
how their views are to be recorded and taken into account
their rights in care
organisations that provide support to children or young people in
care and how to contact them.

As a carer, you are responsible for making the day-to-day decisions,
but it’s important that you keep the child in your care informed and
that you make an effort to include them in those decisions. Make
sure you know what they think and how they feel, especially when
decisions are likely to have a significant impact.

A guide to information sharing
The information you receive about the child or
young person in your care and their family is highly
confidential. This information should not be shared
with friends and neighbours. However, there are
situations where it is appropriate for you to share that information.

Formal information sharing takes place with your caseworker
during case conferences. You can also share information with your
caseworker by telephone, in emails and at home visits.

Sharing information with people directly involved with the child
or young person (such as doctors or teachers) requires that you
only give out as much information as is necessary for them to deal
with the issues at hand. Speak to your caseworker if you’re unsure
about what information is appropriate to give out.

Sharing information with carer support groups can be helpful
to you as a carer, but you must be careful to only share general
information, ideas and experiences, and to avoid breaching the
child or young person’s confidentiality.

Privacy
The individual’s privacy is protected by law. You have the right to
expect that agency workers won’t share your personal information
inappropriately. Likewise, children or young people in care can expect
that details about them or their family will not be inappropriately shared.

rights

The law is very specific about what placement information can be
given to parents and significant others. There are two different types
of placement information that may be released to a child’s parents or
significant others: general non-identifying information and high-level
identifying information. High-level information will only be provided if it
is safe to do so.

& responsibilities

The law requires an agency to provide information about a child’s
placement to their parents and other significant people in their lives
such as grandparents, siblings and previous long-term carers. As well
as being required by law, this helps to keep these relationships strong.
It also supports a child or young person’s sense of belonging and
identity, and assists them in making a smooth transition from care
to home.
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The wishes of the child or young person about what information is
provided to parents and significant others must also be taken into
account. Carers’ wishes are also carefully considered in making
decisions. Irrespective of these wishes, if there is an order of a court
or tribunal, either requiring or preventing the disclosure of placement
information, that order must be followed.

General non-identifying information is information about your
household that can’t be used to identify you or the placement.
Examples of non-identifying information include:
◆
◆
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

your first name
your family’s culture, religion and main language spoken at home
general details about your household, such as number and ages
of any children, pets and type of accommodation you’re living in
general occasions, such as whether other children or young
people are leaving or joining your household, if you’re moving
house or if the child or young person is changing school
births, deaths and life-threatening accidents or illnesses of key
people that have an impact on the child or young person’s life
your post office box address, providing this can’t be used to
identify where you live or work
your mobile phone number.

High-level identifying information is information that can be used
to identify where you live, work or where the child attends school.
Your agency will only provide this type of information to parents or
significant others when satisfied that it presents no risk to the safety,
welfare and wellbeing of the child or young person, you and members
of your household. High-level identifying information concerning the
placement of a child or young person must not be disclosed unless
the authorised carer has been contacted and asked to consent to the
disclosure. Examples of high-level identifying information include:
◆
◆
◆

caring for kids
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◆

your surname
your address
your home phone number
description of what you do for a living or other activities that can
be used to identity you or where you work, for example ‘high
school teacher in Bathurst’ or ‘scouts leader in Windsor’
name of school the child attends, which can be used to identify
the location, for example, ‘high school in Armidale’.

If your agency is considering releasing high-level identifying
If your agency
considering
releasing
high-level
identifying
information,
theyismust
notify you
and allow
28 days
for you to consent
information, they must notify you and allow 28 days for you to consent
or to object. If you don’t agree, your agency must give you written
or to object. If you don’t agree, your agency must give you written
reasons why the disclosure is not a risk and written information that:
reasons why the disclosure is not a risk and written information that:
the information will not be disclosed and
the information will not be disclosed and
◆ you can apply to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
◆ you can apply to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
for a review or ask your agency within 21 days from getting the
for a review or ask your agency within 21 days from getting the
written notice to apply to NCAT on your behalf.
written notice to apply to NCAT on your behalf.
◆

◆

There
Thereshould
shouldnot
notbe
beany
anydisclosure
disclosureuntil
until the
the matter
matter is
is determined
determined
bybyNCAT.
NCAT.



If you are a
FACS carer
If you are a DCJ carer
you can apply to FACS for
you can apply to DCJ for
financial help towards the
financial help towards the
cost of an appeal to NCAT.
cost of an appeal to NCAT.
For more information,
For more information,
go to facs.nsw.gov.au
go to DCJ.nsw.gov.au
and search for ‘legal
and search for ‘legal
assistance for carers’.
assistance for carers’.

rights & responsibilities
rights & responsibilities

NCAT
NCATisisdesigned
designedfor
forpeople
peopletotorepresent
represent themselves
themselves at
at hearings
hearings
although
you
may
apply
to
be
represented
by
someone
such
although you may apply to be represented by someone such as
as aa
lawyer,
lawyer,advocate
advocateororfriend
friendwho
whoyou
youauthorise
authorise to
to act
act on
on your
your behalf.
behalf.
Information
about
NCAT
and
where
to
find
free
or
low-cost
legal
Information about NCAT and where to find free or low-cost legal
advice
adviceisisavailable
availablefrom
fromthe
theNCAT
NCATwebsite
website (ncat.nsw.gov.au).
(ncat.nsw.gov.au).
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Complaints &
grievances
Resolving complaints
If you’re unhappy with a decision or service from Communities and
Justice (DCJ) or your non-government agency, the best person
to speak to is your caseworker or their manager. Most issues are
resolved faster at this level.
If the complaint remains unresolved, contact a more senior manager,
such as a manager of client services or the operations manager from
your agency.


My Forever Family NSW
(www.myforeverfamily.
org.au) provides support
and advocacy for carers
across the state.
The organisation can play
a role in helping resolve
matters between carers
and agencies.

If you are a DCJ carer and you’re still dissatisfied, contact the DCJ
Complaints Unit. The Complaints Unit will listen to your complaint
and is often able to resolve the issue promptly. If not, they will refer it
to the right person. They will let you know what they are going to do
with your complaint and the timeframes for getting back to you. Your
options are to:
●

●
●

caring for kids
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call the Complaints Unit on 1800 000 164 to talk directly with a
complaints officer
email the Complaints Unit at complaints@facs.nsw.gov.au
download the complaint form from the DCJ website
(go to DCJ.nsw.gov.au and search for ‘client complaints’),
complete it and fax it to (02) 9716 2196
download and complete the complaint form and post it to:
Reply Paid 63437
Complaints Unit
Locked Bag 4028
Ashfield NSW 2131.

If you are a carer with a non-government agency, the resolution
of your complaint may be supported by an internal or an external unit.
If you remain unhappy with the response you have received, you can
take your complaint to the NSW Ombudsman (ombo.nsw.gov.au).
The Ombudsman is an independent body that oversees a range of
agencies in NSW, including those that deliver services to children. The
Ombudsman is responsible for making sure that agencies are aware of
their responsibilities to the public and act reasonably as well as lawfully.

Allegations of abuse
in care & reportable
conduct

10

What is a reportable allegation?
From time to time, allegations of inappropriate conduct or
behaviour towards children and young people are made against
carers. Education, training, good parenting practices and a strong
connection to your caseworker can help prevent situations that
may be seen as inappropriate. However, even the best carers
can have allegations made against them.
When an allegation is made against a carer, Communities and Justice
(DCJ) or the relevant non-government agency is required to determine
whether the allegation constitutes a reportable allegation
under the Children’s Guardian Act 2019. Reportable allegations include
any:
●

●
●

●

sexual offence or sexual misconduct committed against, with, or
in the presence of a child (including a child pornography offence)
assault, ill-treatment or neglect of a child
behaviour that causes psychological harm to a child whether or
not, in all cases, with the consent of the child
behaviour that may not meet the requirements of the Code of
Conduct, for example, if a carer physically punishes (smacks)
a child in care.

Investigations are based on fairness to the carer who is the subject
of the allegation, while giving the highest possible priority to the
safety and wellbeing of the child or young person.

rights

The DCJ Reportable Conduct Unit investigates allegations
of reportable conduct made about DCJ carers. When a nongovernment agency receives concerning information about a
carer’s treatment of a child, the agency decides if it fits the definition
of an allegation of reportable conduct. If it does, an investigation

& responsibilities

What happens when an allegation is made?
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is carried out.
To ensure the welfare of the child or young person and any other
children living in the house, it may be necessary to remove them from
the home during the investigation. This decision is made following an
assessment of the safety and welfare of the child or children in care.
If the concerns meet the threshold of reportable conduct and
an investigation is carried out, the carer will be:
●
●

●

●

told there is an allegation
told what the allegation is in as much detail as possible so they can
respond and give information that they think is important about the
event or allegation
able to have a support person present if they choose to be
interviewed during the investigation
able to ask questions, provide information and seek a review after
a finding is made, if they believe not all the relevant information
was known.

The carer will be notified of the allegation once DCJ or the relevant
agency has the information it needs to provide a clear and accurate
decision about the conduct.
All details, records and documents about the case are treated
confidentially. Only people who have a direct role in the investigation
are included in discussions and correspondence. Confidentiality is
extremely important for protecting all concerned from undue stress
and making sure the investigation and assessment process is fair.

What are the next steps?
If DCJ or the relevant agency decides that the carer’s conduct fits
the definition of an allegation of reportable conduct, the agency:
●

caring for kids
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●
●

●

plans an investigation, gathers evidence and gives the carer the
opportunity to respond to each allegation of reportable conduct
completes an investigation report and makes findings for each
allegation of reportable conduct
tells the carer the outcome in writing
may make recommendations about what should happen next,
for example, providing support to children or reviewing the carer’s
situation to determine if they are able to continue caring for children
in out-of-home care.
may notify the Office of the Children’s Guardian or the Office of the
Children’s Guardian (OCG) about the allegation and what action
the agency has taken. The Office of the Children’s Guardian (OCG)
ensures the government and certain non-government agencies
in NSW have systems in place for preventing reportable conduct

If it is decided that the conduct does not fit the definition
and handling reportable allegations and convictions
of an allegation of reportable conduct, the agency and
involving their employees
sometimes FACS decide what further action is required
● updates the Carers Register.
to keep the child safe.
If it is decided that the conduct does not fit the
definition of an allegation of reportable conduct, the
What
happens when the
agency and sometimes DCJ decide what further
investigation
action is required is
to complete?
keep the child safe.

Allegations of reportable conduct may be found to be:

What happens when the investigation is

sustained (meaning there is sufficient evidence to prove reportable
complete?
conduct
occurred)
● not
sustained
(meaning there
is insufficient
evidence
Allegations
of reportable
conduct
may be found
to be: to prove
reportable conduct occurred)
● sustained (meaning there is sufficient evidence to prove reportable
● not reportable conduct (meaning that the investigation found that
theconduct
incidentoccurred)
or conduct did occur, but it did not reach the level of
● not sustained (meaning there is insufficient evidence to prove
reportable conduct).
reportable conduct occurred)
● not reportable conduct (meaning that the investigation found that
the to
incident
or conduct
did occur,of
butthe
it didfindings
not reach the level of
How
request
a review
reportable conduct).
Carers may request a review of the findings of an investigation. To do
so, they must either provide new information (that was not considered
in the
investigation)
or explain
how they
How
to request
a review
ofthink
theinformation
findingswas not
properly considered in the investigation. Requests for a review of
Carers may request a review of the findings of an investigation. To do
findings
from a non-government agency should be sent to the head
so, they must either provide new information (that was not considered
of the agency. Requests for a review of FACS findings should be sent
in the investigation) or explain how they think information was not
to the address below.
properly considered in the investigation. Requests for a review of
findings
a non-government
Family
andfrom
Community
Services agency should be sent to the head
of the agency. Requests for a review of DCJ findings should be sent to
Director
the address
below. Unit
Reportable
Conduct
●
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rights

NSW
Ombudsman
If the
carer is not satisfied with the review, they can contact the Office
ombo.nsw.gov.au
of the Children’s Guardian (OCG) and ask that the Ombudsman look
(02)
9286
into
the 1000
matter.(Sydney metro)
1800 451 524 (outside Sydney metro)
The Office of the Children’s Guardian
kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au
(02) 8219 3800 (Reportable Conduct line)

rights & responsibilities
& responsibilities

Locked
Bag 4028and Justice
Communities
Ashfield
NSW 2131
Director
(02)
9716 2222Conduct Unit
Reportable
Locked Bag 4028
If the
carer is not satisfied with the review, they can contact the NSW
Ashfield NSW 2131
Ombudsman
and ask that the Ombudsman look into the matter.
(02) 9716 2222
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What can a carer do if their authorisation
is cancelled?
If an agency decides to de-authorise a carer, the carer must be
advised in writing of the reasons for the decision and their appeal
rights. If a carer has been de-authorised, their first option is to
request an internal review by the agency. If they’re dissatisfied with
this, they can ask for an independent review with the NSW Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
ncat.nsw.gov.au
1300 006 228
For more information see ‘What happens when a carer’s authorisation
is cancelled’ on page 52.

Support for carers
Carers with an allegation against them will be given contact details for
organisations that can support them through the reportable conduct
process and provide advice or counselling. The service is confidential
and free of charge to carers.
Carers can also seek advice, advocacy and support from My Forever
Family NSW.

caring for kids
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My Forever Family NSW
myforeverfamily.org.au
Carer Support: 1300 782 975
Monday to Friday 9am-5pm Carer Support: 1300 782 975
Interpreter Service: 131 450
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Case planning

11

What is a Case Plan?
All children and young people deserve a stable home for life.
Returning kids to live safely at home with their birth families is a
maximum two-year goal for kids in care. If that is not possible,
the aim is to find them a permanent home through adoption,
guardianship or sometimes long-term care, relative or kin care.
We work with a two-year maximum time-frame to find a child or
young person a permanent home.
The steps being taken to support the wellbeing of the child in care
and to ensure they have a safe, stable and loving home for life are
set out in a document called a Case Plan. The Case Plan should be
reviewed and updated regularly and should include details around who
is responsible for making certain things happen.
A good Case Plan is a window into the life of the child or young person
and provides a meaningful plan for their future. It grows out of quality
conversations with the child or young person, their carers and family,
their caseworker and their wider support team.
If a child or young person chooses to go back and review their file
at some point in the future, they should be able to look at their Case
Plan and get a clear understanding of how their lives developed, how
their strengths were promoted, how their needs were supported, and
why certain important decisions were made.

Why is case planning important?

Bringing the smiles and confidence back to the faces
of these children is the most rewarding experience.
Vikki, carer, Wyong

case planning

The exception is for emergency placements. When a child or young
person needs immediate crisis care, the Case Plan is developed as
soon as possible after the placement is made.

& management

Case planning usually begins when an agency first becomes involved
with a family. When children or young people have been in care for
more than 30 days they will have a Case Plan that details what their
needs are and who will take on responsibility for meeting these needs.
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Generally, your caseworker will give you information about the Case
Plan when the child or young person is first placed with you. If you are
a long-term carer, your caseworker will continue to involve you in the
review and development of the Case Plan.
Case planning helps to:
●

●

●

●

identify strategies to achieve stability for the child or young person
and address their physical, emotional, educational, social and
cultural needs identified through ongoing assessment
provide a clear guide for the caseworker, you and the child or young
person’s family about what conditions are required for the child or
young person to return to their family home if restoration is the goal
provide an opportunity to review the child or young person’s
progress in care
assist in casework decision-making.

How does case planning work?
Case planning helps to develop the child or young person’s Case Plan,
which is updated to keep pace with their changing needs. Every Case
Plan has one or more goals, for example, to return the child to their
family or to help them to remain with a permanent carer.
As part of the case planning process, you can expect that:
●
●

●

●

●

caring for kids
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your knowledge of the child or young person will inform the process
you’ll be informed well in advance that a case conference is
being held
your views will be presented and recorded if you’re unable to attend
a case meeting
reasons for not being invited to a case meeting will be explained
to you
a copy of the approved Case Plan will be given to you
you’ll be consulted and told about any decision in the Case Plan that
has an impact on you and your care of the child or young person.

The value of case meetings
A case meeting is an opportunity to talk about the wellbeing of a child
or young person in care and discuss any support needed, any issues
or achievements. They are organised by the caseworker and are
usually the first step in developing or reviewing a Case Plan.
There are many different reasons for holding a case meeting, including:
●
●

getting support from your caseworker
developing a plan to return a child or young person to their family

●
●
●

reviewing the child or young person’s progress
considering an unplanned change in placement
dealing with a critical incident that may impact
on the child or young person.

Who takes part in case meetings?
People invited to a case meeting typically include the
child or young person (if they’re old enough and wish to attend),
the carer, parents or other significant people in the life of the child, your
caseworker and sometimes their supervisor, and relevant agencies
and professionals such as the child’s counsellor or
health worker, if appropriate.

The relationship works best when we work together as
a team, with the child as the main focus and all parties
involved in decisions, including caseworker, carers,
parents and the child.
Vikki, carer, Wyong
Your participation is important because you live with the child and are
responsible for making day-to-day decisions for them. Talk to your
caseworker if you need an interpreter, childcare or other assistance
so you can take part in case planning meetings.
The child’s parents or family will also be encouraged to take part in case
planning, if appropriate. Your caseworker will talk to them about how they
can be involved and explain that the interests of the child come first.

Getting ready for a case meeting

●

●

●

●

●

talk to your caseworker before the meeting if you have an issue
and ask them to put it on the agenda
be on time so you don’t miss out on raising some of your issues
or hearing important information
think ahead about what sort of things the other people in the meeting
will want to know, particularly the child or young person’s parents
bring any relevant information with you such as recent medical
information, school letters and awards
think about any questions or concerns you may have before the
meeting and the best way to raise these
be open to sharing information and answering questions.

case planning
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To get the most out of a case meeting, it’s a good idea to:
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What happens at a case meeting?
Your caseworker introduces everyone and explains the meeting’s
purpose. The previous Case Plan is reviewed and comments are
made on what has and hasn’t been achieved since the plan was
drawn up. The meeting then focuses on the agenda and each item
is discussed at length. If a child or young person isn’t at the meeting,
the caseworker is responsible for making sure their views and wishes
are expressed.
Areas of the Case Plan that may be reviewed include:
●
●
●
●
●

the Case Plan goals
the placement’s stability and other permanency planning issues
the child or young person’s legal status
their needs around things like health and education
your needs, such as access to training or other forms of support,
or the need for any additional financial assistance.

Notes are taken and kept as minutes of the meeting. Following
everyone’s input, the Case Plan is updated by the caseworker or a
new Case Plan is created. All people at the meeting, including the
child or young person if they’re old enough, get a copy of the
Case Plan when it’s finalised.


Contact an independent
organisation for advocacy
or support if you feel you
need it:
My Forever Family NSW
myforeverfamily.org.au
1300 782 975

caring for kids
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AbSec
absec.org.au
1800 888 698
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If you have any issues after the meeting or disagree with anything
in the Case Plan, discuss this with your caseworker. If the issue
remains unresolved, you can speak with your caseworker’s supervisor
or their manager.

How to handle case planning questions,
concerns and issues
At times, you may have concerns about decisions being made by your
caseworker, or your caseworker may want to raise some concerns
about your role as a carer. A separate meeting should be arranged
between you and your caseworker to deal with these matters and find
ways of resolving them early. Usually these issues can be resolved by
talking directly to one another.
If the issue remains unresolved, you can speak with your caseworker’s
supervisor or their manager. If you wish to make an official complaint,
see ‘Complaints & grievances’ on page 42.

Reviews

12

Case Plan reviews
Case Plan reviews ensure that placements continue to promote the
safety, welfare and wellbeing of the child or young person. They
are also an opportunity to reflect on how the placement is going
for everyone. Reviews look at the goals and objectives of the Case
Plan, whether they’re still relevant and if they are on the way to
being achieved. They also look at how the Case Plan will continue
to meet the needs of the child or young person in the future,
including any necessary changes or support arrangements.
Ideally, a Case Plan review meeting is held with you, the child or young
person and all other relevant people involved with the child. However,
sometimes this isn’t appropriate or possible. If a Case Plan review
meeting isn’t held or you’re not invited to attend, you and the child
or young person will still be consulted and the reason for this decision
will be explained to you.

Carer reviews
All carers are reviewed at the end of their first year of authorisation.
This includes carers with non-government agencies as well as those
with Communities and Justice (DCJ). Reviews take place annually
unless one is needed sooner because of changed circumstances, for
example, if a placement is at risk of breaking down.

●
●
●
●
●

●

provide each other with feedback
discuss any difficulties or issues that need resolving
ensure that you are complying with the Code of Conduct
identify your training and support needs
review your previous Carer Development Plan
update your Carer Development Plan and set a date for the
next review
check the current circumstances of your household to ensure
nothing has changed to affect your authorisation.

case planning
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The annual carer review involves meeting with your caseworker to:
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The five-year carer authorisation review
An additional and more comprehensive review of the authorisation for
DCJ carers is done every five years. As part of the review, you and any
member of your household over 18 years of age must have a NSW
criminal record check. Additional probity checks that apply only to you
are a check of the DCJ ChildStory records and a medical review.

What happens when a carer’s
authorisation is cancelled?

For more information
about the NSW Civil and
Administrative Tribunal,
turn to page 200.

If an agency decides to cancel your carer authorisation, you must
be advised in writing of the reasons for that decision, and your
options for appeal.
Your authorisation might be cancelled if:
●
●

●
●

●


If you are a DCJ carer
you can apply to DCJ for
financial help towards the
cost of an appeal to NCAT.
For more information, go
to DCJ.nsw.gov.au and
search for ‘legal assistance
for carers’.

you have decided to stop being a carer
a medical review indicates you don’t have the capacity to provide
adequate care
you have breached the Code of Conduct for authorised carers
an investigation into an allegation of abuse has recommended
cancellation
a review of your home has found it isn’t a safe and healthy
environment for the child or young person.

If you want to appeal the decision to cancel your authorisation, you
can ask for an internal review.
If you’re still not satisfied, you can apply for an independent review with
the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).

NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal
ncat.nsw.gov.au
1300 006 228.
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Your caseworker will record any changes to your authorisation status
in the NSW Carers Register.
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Ending a placement
Ending a placement

Planned and unplanned moves

13
13
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put in place strategies to support their transition.
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Getting ready for a move
When it’s time for the child or young person to go, you may have
strong feelings about this time coming to an end. You may even
disagree with the decision. The child or young person in your care
may feel excited and eager about the move, or anxious and confused.
It’s important for you and your caseworker to encourage your child to
be positive about the move and make it as easy as possible for them.
If you have any issues or concerns, raise them with your caseworker
during case planning meetings.
To support the child or young person, their birth family and you
through the placement change, your caseworker will:
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
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ensure everyone is told the reasons for the change in placement
or return to the family
decide when and how the child will leave the placement
clarify their role and your role in helping the child or young person
with the transition
involve you, the child or young person and their birth family in
planning and decision-making, wherever possible and appropriate
prepare the child or young person for the move as well as they can
in the available time
give you and the child or young person the opportunity to say
goodbye and stay in contact after the placement ends, where
possible and appropriate
decide the amount and type of future contact between you and
the child or young person if it is agreed contact will be maintained
provide information to everyone about the new placement,
as appropriate
ensure kids take all their belongings with them
make sure everyone knows how to access the complaints system
in case they want to request a review of the decision to end the
placement
make every reasonable effort to keep the child or young person
in the same school where they have established relationships.

What the child or young person will take away
with them
When the child or young person in your care leaves your home,
they must be allowed to take their personal belongings with them,
including:
●

●

●

●
●

personal items they brought with them when
they arrived
items that have been purchased specifically for them, such
as clothing, bedding and sports equipment
anything that has been given to them such as a phone or
birthday gift
money they’ve saved or earned
their birth certificate, Medicare card, Health Care Card, personal
health record (Blue Book), Life Story book, school reports, awards
and photos.

Every child or young person should also have suitable luggage to
carry their belongings, such as a suitcase or travel bag.

Saying goodbye
There’s no easy way to say goodbye to a child or young person
you have welcomed into your home, loved and cared for. Handling
emotions associated with kids leaving can be difficult, even if you
accept the decision. Saying goodbye properly is an important part of
the grieving and healing process. There’s no single right way to do it.
Each situation is different and everyone needs to say goodbye in their
own way.

●

●

●

●

●

Reassure them about the change.
Spend some time together, create a scrapbook filled with memories
you have shared, talk about special times and laugh about the funny
things that have happened.
Write a letter telling them how much the time you’ve spent together
means to you and the things about them that make them special.
Make a video of your home, places they liked to go and messages
from your family and their friends.
Have a party or special dinner surrounded by family and friends so
that everyone can say their goodbyes.
Don’t be afraid to cry or to give them a hug.

case planning
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Take time to reflect on how you want to say goodbye to the child or
young person who has been in your care. Here are some suggestions.
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Keeping in contact
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Permanency planning – 14
adoption, guardianship
and fostering
Permanent placement principles
Children and young people in care who experience stability and
permanency are more likely to develop healthy and long-lasting
emotional attachments, maintain a strong sense of identity and
connection, and achieve better life outcomes. This is why NSW child
protection laws require children and young people entering care to be
placed according to permanent placement principles.
Keeping families safely together is always the priority. Where this is not
possible, permanent placement principles guide the decisions made by
caseworkers or the Children’s Court in providing children and young people
with a safe and stable home.

They’re beautiful human beings that have come from difficult

backgrounds. Giving them a second chance to reach their
potential - you can’t put a price on that!
Sonia, carer, Bondi Junction

●
●
●

restoration (returning the child to their family)
guardianship (usually by relatives or kin)
open adoption (for non-Aboriginal children)
long-term care (with parental responsibility assigned to the Minister, a
relative or kin)

Restoration
The first goal of permanency planning is to return the child or young person to
the care of their parents or legal guardian when it is safe to do so. This is called
‘restoration’ and involves a high level of engagement from the birth family or
legal guardian. Caseworkers work closely with the birth family and the carer to
make it safe for the child to return home to their family. Carers often play a vital
role in supporting the child or young person’s contact and connection with their

permanency planning

●
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The preferred order for the permanent placement of a child or young person is
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family as part of the restoration plan.
In many circumstances, carers will continue to have a relationship with the
child they cared for, once the child returns home to their parent/s. While
returning a child to their parents can be hard because of the attachments you
have formed, it is can also be a rewarding and joyful experience, seeing a child
safely reunited with their family.

Guardianship
If restoration is determined by the Court to not be achievable in a two year
timeframe, guardianship is the next permanent option to be considered for
children in care.
Guardianship where a suitable person has the independent care of a child or
young person until they’re 18 years old. Guardianship orders aim to provide a
stronger sense of belonging, stability and security for children who can’t live
safely at home with their parents.
A child or young person in the care of a guardian is no longer in out-ofhome care. This means guardians are responsible for caring for a child or
young person without a caseworker or agency monitoring their placement or
providing support.
The Children’s Court of NSW may grant a guardianship order if the applicant
is considered suitable and if the child or young person cannot return home
because it’s unsafe. A carer, relative or other person close to the child or young
person can apply to become a guardian.


Adoption is not the
preferred arrangement
for Aboriginal children.
For more information 		
read ‘The Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
perspective’ on page 61.

Guardians are required to demonstrate that they are able to facilitate family
time for the child and support them to have strong connections with their
parents, siblings, grandparents and extended family or kin, when this forms
part of the care plan, which is the plans submitted to the Court as part of
the guardianship proceedings. To be suitable as a guardian you need to
demonstrate that you will support and facilitate this connection and are able to
meet the child’s ongoing emotional, physical and cultural support needs where
applicable without the help of an agency.
To become a guardian, carers need to participate in a guardianship
assessment. This is a thorough assessment to ensure carers will be able to
meet all the ongoing and changing needs of the child without support from the
agency until the child is 18. The assessment also determines if guardianship is
in the best interest of the child, and whether guardianship is appropriate now
or could be at some time in the future.
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To learn more about guardianship, visit DCJ.nsw.gov.au/families/guardianship.
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If you think that guardianship may be right for you and the child you care for,
speak with your caseworker.

Guardians, support services and allowances
Guardians must be able to meet the health, education and other needs
of the child or young person themselves. Guardians access the same
support services as all parents to meet the needs of children in their care.
Local support services such as child and family support services, family
counselling, health services, youth programs, disability and childcare services
are all able to be accessed by guardians and the children in their care.

As part of the guardianship assessment process, your agency will develop a
guardianship financial plan with you. The plan considers any additional services
that a child or young person is likely to need as they grow. For example, a
financial plan might cover counselling costs for an adolescent. These types of
payments are not automatic entitlements, they are ‘extras’ that must be justified
and approved. The financial plan will be different for every child.
Guardians also receive a guardianship allowance to help them meet the needs
of the child or young person. The guardianship allowance is the same rate as
the DCJ statutory care allowance and is managed by DCJ.


For more information
about open adoption see
‘Adoption’ on page 60.

Guardians may also be entitled to commonwealth payments. These can change
from year to year. Visit the Australian Government website servicesaustralia.gov.
au for more information.

Open adoption
Adoption is a legal process that transfers all parental rights and responsibilities
for a child or young person from their birth parents
to the adoptive parents. Adoption orders are made by the Supreme Court of
NSW and are a way of providing a permanent family for a child or young person
who can’t be restored to their parents or live with a relative or kinship carer.
In NSW ‘open adoption’ is law and means a child or young person must be
supported to remain connected to their birth parents and cultural heritage.
Open adoption recognises that kids often benefit when both families (birth and
adoptive) are in contact with one another.
For Aboriginal children and young people, the aim is always to place the child
with extended family or kin and keep them connected to their community.
Adoption is not usually suitable for Aboriginal children. Occasionally, an adoption
outside of the kinship or community group is considered appropriate. If that is
the case, additional procedures must be followed as set out in the legislation.

Questions about adoption
To find out more about adopting a child in your care, including postadoption support, you can:
●

●

●

contact your caseworker, your agency or your local community
services centre; or
visit the Adoption section at DCJ.nsw.gov.au for information, fact
sheets and resources; or
call the Open Adoption Hotline on 1800 003 227 (Mon to Fri).

It is important to note that the best outcome for children or young people in
care is either to be safely restored with their family, or to be taken into the
permanent care of a guardian or an adoptive family.
Increasingly, the role of carer will be to provide a safe and
loving home for children and young people while more permanent
arrangements are explored.

permanency planning

In cases where restoration, guardianship or adoption are not an option, longterm placement with a carer may be an appropriate way to provide children
and young people with stability and permanency.

& adoption

Long-term care
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Adoption
From caring to adoption
Carers often see adoption as a way of making a lifelong
emotional and practical commitment to a child. Adoption grants
all the rights and responsibilities of parenthood to the adoptive
parents, who will then be in every way responsible for the child
throughout their childhood. The adopted child will have the same
status in the family as any other children, and entitled to the
benefits of full family membership throughout their life.
If you’re considering adopting the child in your care you can discuss
your eligibility with your caseworker. It may depend on age and
circumstances, the child’s restoration plan and the consent of the birth
family and children.

What is ‘open adoption’?

To find out more about
adopting a child in 		
your care, speak to your
caseworker, your agency
or your local community
services centre.
You can also call the 		
Open Adoption Hotline
on 1800 003 227
(Mon to Fri).

Birth parents will always have a biological and emotional connection
with their child. After adoption, the legal connection ends, but they do
not need to stop having a relationship or an ongoing connection with
their child. Adoption that occurs today is called ‘open adoption’.
Open adoption recognises there is often a benefit for children when
both their families (birth and adoptive) remain in contact with each
other after an adoption order has been made. An open attitude refers
to the acceptance of the child having more than one set of parents
and family; and the willingness of adoptive and birth families to know
about each other, exchange information and, where possible, build
relationships through direct contact with each other.
This can give the child a sense of wholeness and help the child grow
up with added security about themselves and their background.
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I can highly recommend it. It has been the joy of my
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life. And I have so many more years to go with these
children, seeing them on the path to adulthood.
Sonia, carer, Bondi Junction

Who is required to give consent?
For children under the parental responsibility of
the Minister, individual family circumstances will
determine whose consent is required.
The consent of the birth parents and the Minister is required if:
●
●

●

the child is under 12 years of age, or
the child or young person is aged between 12 and 18 and has been
in the care of the prospective adoptive parents for less than two
years, or
the child or young person is aged between 12 and 18 and is
deemed to not have sufficient maturity to give consent.

The Supreme Court can make orders dispensing with the consent of
the parents in certain circumstances such as when the birth parent
cannot be found or is mentally incapable of consenting. The court can
also make an order to dispense with parental consent when it believes
it is in the best interests of the child.
The consent of the child is required if the child is aged 12 years or
over and is deemed to have sufficient maturity to give consent. It is
important that a child thinking about adoption is not subjected to
any pressure to give consent, or to not give consent.

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
perspective
In Aboriginal communities, raising children is often seen as the
responsibility of the entire family rather than the biological parents
alone. Adoption was not necessary and was an unknown practice
in traditional Aboriginal culture.

out of homeplanning
permanency
care

The NSW Adoption Act 2000 makes it clear that adoption of an
Aboriginal child is not to occur unless the Court is satisfied that an
adoption order is preferable, and in the child’s best interests, to any
other order which could be taken by law. Aboriginal people have the
right to, and should participate, with as much self-determination as
possible in decisions relating to the placement of Aboriginal children
for adoption.

& adoption

Today, the Aboriginal Placement Principles and Aboriginal consultation
requirements seek to protect future generations of Aboriginal children
from the devastating effects of past practices that separated children
from their families, communities and culture.
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What is an Adoption Plan?
An Adoption Plan is an agreement about post-adoption contact
between birth parents, the child or young person and adoptive
parents. It also includes how the child’s knowledge of their culture
and identity will be supported. Adoption plans are made to suit the
needs and best interests of the child.

Financial support for adoptive parents

To find out more about
the support available 		
to carers who adopt a
child from out-of-home
care, including financial
support, speak to your
caseworker.

The NSW Government offers a range of financial support to carers
who adopt a child from out-of-home care.

Out-of-home care adoption allowance is a means-tested allowance
for carers who have adopted a child from out-of-home care with
a final adoption order after 1 July 2017. The Out-of-home care
adoption allowance is paid at the same rate as the DCJ Statutory
Care Allowance and is available to carers who are eligible for Family
Tax Benefit Part A. Carers who adopt a child with special support
needs will receive a Out-of-home care adoption allowance at the same
rate as the Care +1 or Care +2 allowance received prior to adoption.
Eligibility for the Out-of-home care adoption allowance is reviewed
annually.

The OOHC Adoption Annual Payment is an annual payment for
new adoptive parents who adopt a child or young person in out-ofhome care. It is paid to the adoptive parents annually from the time
the final adoption order is made to the time the child turns 18.

The Adoption Transition Support Payment is a one-off payment in
addition to the OOHC Adoption Annual Payment. It is paid in the first
year and it assists families in meeting costs likely to arise in the first
years after the adoption.

Other support for adoptive parents
Communities and Justice (DCJ) or your agency may also be able to
help with other kinds of support, including:
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●
●

post-adoption contact arrangements as agreed in the Adoption Plan
negotiating changes to the Adoption Plan if necessary
referrals to specialist counsellors or support groups.

When carers are considering adoption of a child with a disability, the
agency and DCJ will work closely with birth families, adoptive parents
and disability agencies to provide priority support. Adoptive parents
may be eligible for a range of services and financial supports if they’re
raising a child with a disability.

Welcomes &
introductions

16

Establishing the placement
You and your caseworker are partners in care. Together, you
create the safe and caring environment that will help your
child build confidence, grow strong, and heal from what may
have been a traumatic past. Good communication is vital. Your
caseworker relies on the information and insights you provide
to update plans, arrange referrals and provide support for
the mental, physical and emotional wellbeing of the child
or young person in your care.
When kids go into care, caseworkers are responsible for
preparing them for their new living arrangements (sometimes
called a ‘placement’). They do this by:
●

●
●
●
●

giving the child or young person some general information about
the home they are going to
explaining what information you’ll be given about them and their family
talking about some of your household routines and rules
providing important contact numbers
arranging, where possible, some initial contact such as a phone
call or meeting with you before they come to stay.

Children and young people say they prefer to have information about
a carer, and meet or speak with them and their family, before they
move in.

Don’t expect it to be easy! Take your responsibility

seriously because there will be moments that you might
think ‘Why have I done this? What am I in for?’ Just
Marie, carer, St Ives

getting started

remember that you’re making a difference in a child’s life.
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Caseworkers are also responsible for giving you the information you
need. This includes information about the child or young person and
their story, the proposed length of the placement and the different
sorts of support and training available to you. It will also include
important personal details, such as health issues or food preferences.
Early on in the placement you should be given the following documents:
●
●
●

●
●
●

confirmation of placement
a copy of the child or young person’s Case Plan
a copy of the final court orders for the child or young person,
or information about the status of any court proceedings
all relevant reports
the child’s My Life Story Book
the child’s Medicare card and personal health record (the Blue Book).

If you are a Communities and Justice (DCJ) carer and the placement is
for three months or more, your caseworker will give you
a signed copy of the Placement Agreement. This contains specific
information about your roles, responsibilities and what needs to be
done to provide the child with a standard of care in line with the Code
of Conduct. You can read the ‘Code of Conduct for Authorised Foster,
Relative and Kinship Carers’ in full on page 212.
In a crisis, a child or young person may arrive with just the clothes
they’re wearing. Talk to your caseworker if you need help to buy some
basic necessities like pyjamas and toiletries. For information about
financial assistance see ‘Establishment payments’ on page 20.

Be prepared!
Usually, kids bring their personal belongings with them when
they come to live with you. However, it’s a good idea to have the
following items on hand for the first night in case they’re needed:
●
●
●
●
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disposable nappies and formula if caring for a baby
toothbrush and hairbrush
oversized T-shirt in case the child didn’t bring pyjamas
a night light
age-appropriate toys and books.

What it feels like to go into care
A child or young person may come into your home feeling abandoned,
helpless, depressed, anxious, distrustful and even responsible for their
family’s break-up. They may appear indifferent or be eager to please,
withdrawn, angry or upset.
These are all reactions to separation, change and great personal loss.
Their sense of loss may be for parents, siblings, friendships, their home,

pets, familiar places, routines – all the things that have made up their
world and given it meaning.

Helping kids deal with loss and separation
You can help the child or young person in your care begin to deal
with their loss and separation by thinking about what they have
lost, understanding how it affects their behaviour and allowing
them time and space to grieve. You can also:
●

●

●

listen to them when they want to express their thoughts
and feelings
make them feel comfortable about sharing memories of
their family
don’t feel threatened if they compare what you do with what
their parents normally do.

Help kids feel welcome
When the child or young person arrives at your home, reassure them
with a warm, gentle welcome. Ask permission before hugging or
touching them. If they don’t know what to call you, give them permission
to call you by your first name. Introduce them to other members of the
household, including pets. Give them a tour of the home and yard. Talk
a little about the surroundings so they gain a sense of you and what it’s
going to be like living there.

These kids need a break. And if you can open your
heart and open your house and allow them in, you
can make a world of difference to these kids.

Show them their room and where they can put their belongings. Let
them know they can personalise their bedroom. Offer to help them
unpack, or let them unpack in their own time.
Ask them if there are certain foods they really like or dislike. Comfort
food can help a lot in the first few days. Try to provide some of the
child’s favourite foods and let them have a small taste of unfamiliar
foods. Don’t be upset if they don’t have great table manners when
they first arrive – that’s something to think about down the track.
Talk about your household routine, for example, bath time, bedtime,
what snack they might have after school and what time the family eats
dinner. Remember to give them time to observe, learn and practise the
routine. A reminder chart with pictures can be helpful, especially if the
child is involved in making it.


Sometimes kids will hoard
food because food wasn’t
regularly available to them
in the past. One way to
prevent this is to let them
keep healthy snacks in a
small, lidded container
in their bedroom.
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Sonia, carer, Bondi Junction
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Let them know what the family rules are. Give them tasks to do within
their abilities and let them know that you appreciate their help. Notice
and praise the little things, such as when they put their clothes away in
their room, help clear the table after a meal or remember to say please
and thank you.
Show the child around the neighbourhood and take them to places
like the park, library, swimming pool and shops so they become
familiar with the area. If you have kids of your own, plan an activity
that lets them spend some time together.
Be careful not to pry into their past, criticise their parents or make
negative comments about them. Don’t talk about them when they’re
there as though they’re not present, including in your conversations
with your caseworker. Respect their right to privacy and their need
to have some time alone.

When a child or teenager goes missing
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You should always know the whereabouts of the child or young
person in your care. If you‘re concerned the child is missing,
contact the last people who may have seen them. If you can’t
locate the child within a short period of time, make contact with
your caseworker, on an after-hours number if necessary, or call
the Child Protection Helpline (132 111, 24 hours). You’ll get advice
on what to do next, which may include calling the police for
assistance.
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Settling in

17

A child’s right to privacy
Children and young people in care have the same right to privacy
that any child can reasonably expect of their own parents.
Respecting a child’s privacy means they:
●
●
●

●

have reasonable privacy using the phone
can send emails and letters without them being read
can receive emails and letters without them being opened by
someone else
don’t have their room, pockets or property searched unless there’s
reasonable cause to suspect they possess an item that belongs to
someone else, or is illegal or potentially dangerous.

When you’re deciding how much privacy to allow the child or young
person, think about:
●
●
●

●

their age and developmental capacity
your living arrangements
whether the child or another person’s safety, welfare and wellbeing
are put at risk
any conditions placed on contact by a court order or the child’s
Case Plan with the intent of keeping the child safe, such as
screening phone calls, emails or letters between the child and
a particular person.

Getting used to a new routine

getting started

It will take a few weeks for you and the child or young person
in your care to get used to your new living arrangements. Your
lifestyle and house rules might be quite different from what they’re
used to. And you, too, will have to be mindful of some issues that
weren’t part of your everyday routine before.
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Personal belongings
The personal belongings that a child or young person brings with them
to your home may be particularly important to them. This property
should be treated with care and respect, including:
●
●
●

●

ensuring they have some space of their own to put their belongings
recognising they have the right to refuse to share their belongings
insisting that other people living in or visiting your home respect their
belongings
making sure they have proper luggage to carry their belongings
when they leave the placement.

Gifts, savings, earnings and any items that are bought for kids while
they’re living with you, such as clothing, toys, cots or a special quilt
cover, are also their personal property. Please make sure the child
or young person takes all of their belongings with them when they
change placements, return home or leave care.

Religion and spirituality
Support the child in your care to practise their religion and spirituality.
For example, arrange for them to attend religious services in their own
faith and allow them to participate in religious activities unless their
parents expressly request otherwise.
You may provide the child with whatever religious instruction you
consider to be appropriate as long as:
●

●

●

●
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●
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you are not instructing the child or young person in a religion
different to their own if their Case Plan goal is to return them home
their views, including their willingness to receive religious instruction,
have been taken into account
they haven’t been coerced or compelled to participate in any
religious instruction, activity or teaching
they aren’t provided a level of religious instruction that will interfere
with plans to return them home, even if you are of the same religion
it is part of an approved Case Plan for a child or young person in
your long-term care to receive religious instruction in your faith.

Public performances and media
Children and young people in care should be encouraged and
supported to participate in positive experiences and activities,
including those that may be covered by the media such as spelling
bees, choir performances or sports days.

You can give permission for kids to participate in public performances
and activities covered by the media, but you must be sure they are
not identified in the media as being in out-of-home care. Talk to your
caseworker about any request to publish or broadcast photographs,
video footage or anything else that identifies a child or young person
as being in care, including publishing the names of their parents.
It’s very important that:
●

●

●

there are no safety risks or casework concerns with the appearance
of the child or young person
it’s in the best interests of the child or young person to appear in
the media
their personal history or current status is not broadcast or published.

In some cases, consent must be obtained before the child’s name or
any personally identifying information can be broadcast or published.
This could be if the child or young person is involved or likely to be
involved in any Children’s Court matter. Consent must be obtained from:
●
●
●

the Court (for a child)
the young person if the Minister doesn’t have parental responsibility
the Communities and Justice Secretary if the Minister has parental
responsibility for the child or young person.

Consent to publish or broadcast personally identifying information
must also be sought if the child or young person has passed away.
In all situations, consider the safety, welfare and wellbeing of the child
or young person’s needs first. Don’t give out information that discloses
their whereabouts if this information is protected. There is a risk
that the publication or broadcast of identifying information may alert
inappropriate people to the location of the child or young person.
If you’re in any doubt, talk to your caseworker.

Photography
You don’t require consent for kids to appear in a school photo, sports
team photo or home video, as long as it’s for personal use.

Children and young people often don’t disclose abuse or neglect the
first time it happens. They may experience a sense of helplessness
or hopelessness and take weeks, months or sometimes years before
making their abuse known.
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Disclosures of abuse or neglect
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Disclosure can be deliberate or accidental. For example, a child or
young person might:
●
●

●
●
●

‘blurt out’ a harmful experience, or their fear of something
confide privately that they have been abused or fear that they will
be abused
tell another child
provide hints in drawings, during play or in stories
disguise a disclosure by posing ‘what if’ or ‘a friend of mine’ scenarios.

If a child or young person discloses information about abuse or
neglect, listen calmly without judgement. Reassure them they did the
right thing by telling you, that you believe them and that you’re there to
support them. Don’t make promises you may not be able to keep, for
example, that you’ll make sure nobody ever hurts them again. Don’t
ask probing questions and be careful not to let them see reactions
of shock, disbelief, disgust or fear.
Your role is not to interview the child or gather evidence. This is the
responsibility of specially trained caseworkers and, if appropriate,
police officers. However, you do have an obligation to report the
disclosure. As soon as possible, you should:
●

●
●

write down what the child or young person said or did, using their
exact words where possible, and dating the conversation or incident
record and date your observations about their mood or demeanour
share the information with your caseworker to assist in the
assessment and investigation process.
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Where appropriate, let your child know that you have to tell their
caseworker. Explain you want to help keep them safe and that it’s
the caseworker’s job to do whatever needs to be done to keep them
safe. Your child may not be happy about you reporting the disclosure,
and they may even oppose it. Keep in mind that it is important for the
authorities to take the necessary action to prevent any further harm
to the child, their siblings or any other children who come into contact
with the person alleged to be responsible.
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Keep a diary
Keeping a diary from the start of a placement saves having to rely on
memory. Examples of events and activities to record include:
●
●
●

achievements, milestones, happy events, celebrations and friends
hobbies and interests
things about the child or young person that make them special such
as their smile, sense of humour, talents or general nature

●

●
●

●
●

accidents and injuries, including how they happened and treatment
they received
major and minor illnesses and visits to the doctor
the child or young person’s reactions to various situations, such
as contact with family, members of your household, daily routines,
school and pets
damage to property or belongings
incidents, including what happened in the child or young person’s
own words.

These records need to be as clear, accurate and fair as you can make
them because they may be used to:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

help the child or young person with their Life Story work
guide your discussions with your caseworker
help inform case planning, placement meetings, reviews or any
other further actions
keep the child or young person’s official file up to date
assist with health assessments
provide reliable information to the courts if required
help a young person who has left care understand their experiences
and recognise their achievements if they choose to access their file
in the future.

If someone felt like they were at their wits’ end, I would
encourage them to look back on the good times and

what they had actually achieved so that they didn’t get
lost in the mud of the moment, which is fleeting.
Marie, carer, St Ives
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Looking over a diary can help you remember the highs of caring and how
you dealt with the lows. It can also help you identify what worked, what
didn’t work and any area you may wish to develop through training.
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Looking after siblings
The bonds between brothers and sisters
Connections with brothers and sisters are significant, and
sometimes outlast the connection a child has with a parent.
Communities and Justice (DCJ) has a broad definition of what
it means to be a ‘sibling’. Siblings could be children with both
parents in common, or just one parent in common, or children
who have been raised together as part of one family. Wherever
possible, siblings are placed together. If they have been separated
they will be reunited into one placement as soon as possible, if this
is in the best interests of all the children.
Siblings, whether separated or in a placement together, may have
some special needs. Talk to your caseworker if you need help
understanding a situation or resolving a problem, or if you would
like extra support. You may be able to access sibling support services
for siblings in your care.

When siblings are placed together
Keeping siblings together in a single placement has great benefits. It
can support a strong sense of identity and help kids better understand
and cope with the changes in their lives. Depending on the number of
children you’ve been approved to care for, you may be asked to care
for a sibling group.
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You may notice that the siblings in your care have strong group
loyalty and an intense emotional bond. Try to respond to each child’s
individual needs while allowing them to retain those family loyalties.
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You may also find that one child acts as a leader or parent to the
sibling group. This may not always be the eldest child. Be patient and
don’t expect that child to dismiss their role immediately. Appreciate
their sense of maturity and responsibility, and give them time to adjust.
Sibling conflict can be an issue. It could be because the kids have
come from a home environment where aggression was common and
there were few limits on behaviour – or because they’ve watched a lot
of violent games or movies. Over time, they will learn that things are
different in your home and will start to copy your behaviour. If kids’
squabbles are very frequent or violent, talk to your caseworker. It
might be useful to get a referral to a psychologist, therapist or other
professional.

When siblings are separated
When siblings are separated

When siblings can’t live together in the same home,
When siblings can’t live together in the same home,
efforts are made to place them in the same general
efforts are made to place them in the same general
area so they have plenty of opportunity for frequent,
area so they have plenty of opportunity for frequent,
informal contact.
informal contact.
Separated siblings can keep in touch through things like:
Separated siblings can keep in touch through things like:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

going to the same childcare centre or school
going to the same childcare centre or school
attendingthe
thesame
samechurch
churchororplace
placeofofworship
worship
attending
joining the
thesame
sameyouth
youthgroup,
group,such
suchasasthe
theScouts
Scoutsoror
Girl
Guides
joining
Girl
Guides
playingfor
forthe
thesame
samesports
sportsteam
team
playing
doing an
anactivity
activitythey
theyenjoy
enjoysuch
suchasasart,
art,music
musicorordance
dance
lessons
doing
lessons
participatingininlocal
localcommunity
communityevents
eventsand
andactivities.
activities.
participating

Separatedsiblings
siblingsoften
oftenneed
needextra
extrasupport
supporttotodeal
dealwith
with
effects
Separated
thethe
effects
of separation.
separation.Things
Thingsyour
yourcaseworker
caseworkerwill
willdodoinclude:
include:
of
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

explainingto
tothe
thechild
childororyoung
youngperson
personwhy
whythe
thedecision
decision
was
made
explaining
was
made
to separate
separatethem
them
to
seekingtheir
theirviews
viewsand
andfeelings
feelingsabout
aboutthe
theplacement
placement
their
seeking
of of
their
siblingsand
andinvolving
involvingthem
themininplacement
placementdecisions
decisions
siblings
listening
listeningto
totheir
theiranxieties
anxietiesand
andfears
fears
giving
and
who
is is
giving them
theminformation
informationabout
aboutwhere
wheretheir
theirsiblings
siblingsare
are
and
who
caring
caring for
forthem
them
involving
willwill
have
contact
involvingthem
themininplanning
planninghow,
how,when
whenand
andwhere
wherethey
they
have
contact
arranging
arrangingcounselling,
counselling,ififneeded.
needed.

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

talking
oror
talking to
toyour
yourcaseworker
caseworkerif ifyou
youneed
needhelp
helpunderstanding
understanding
managing
caring
forfor
managingthe
theeffects
effectsofofseparation
separationononthe
thechild
childyou’re
you’re
caring
recording
siblings
dodo
recordingand
andphotographing
photographingevents
eventsand
andactivities
activitiesthat
that
siblings
together
and
include
them
in
their
My
Life
Story
Book
together and include them in their My Life Story Book
encouraging
phone
calls,
encouragingkids
kidstotomaintain
maintaincontact
contactthrough
throughvisits,
visits,
phone
calls,
letters and emails, providing this is not discouraged in the child’s
letters and emails, providing this is not discouraged in the child’s
Case Plan
Case Plan
offering to provide transport, or allowing visits to take place in your
offering to provide transport, or allowing visits to take place in your
home if needed, to enable siblings to see each other
home if needed, to enable siblings to see each other
helping kids cope with disappointment if a planned visit is cancelled
helping kids cope with disappointment if a planned visit is cancelled
and reassuring them they’ll see their siblings at another time
and reassuring them they’ll see their siblings at another time
getting the caseworker involved early to help resolve any issues
getting the caseworker involved early to help resolve any issues
around contact that are causing conflict.
around contact that are causing conflict.

getting started
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Ways
Ways to
to help
helpstrengthen
strengthensibling
siblingrelationships
relationshipsinclude:
include:
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In rural and remote areas, it may take extra time or money to get
In rural and remote areas, it may take extra time or money to get
siblings together. Caseworkers and agencies can work with carers to
siblings together. Caseworkers and agencies can work with carers to
ensure that sibling contact is maintained, regardless of the challenge
ensure that sibling contact is maintained, regardless of the challenge
of distance.
of distance.

Aboriginal
Aboriginalsiblings
siblings
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The
Islander children
children
Theconnections
connections that
that Aboriginal
Aboriginal and
and Torres
Torres Strait
Strait Islander
have
to their
their sense
sense of
of
haveto
totheir
theirfamily
family and
and community
community are
are essential
essential to
identity.
the children
children and
and their
their
identity.ItItisisfundamental
fundamental to
to the
the wellbeing
wellbeing of
of the
families
and strengthened.
strengthened.
familiesthat
thatthese
these connections
connections are
are maintained
maintained and
Aboriginal
are placed
placed in
in sibling
sibling
Aboriginaland
andTorres
Torres Strait
Strait Islander
Islander children
children are
groups
wherever
possible.
If
that
is
not
possible,
carers
and
groups wherever possible. If that is not possible, carers and
caseworkers
with siblings,
siblings,
caseworkersshould
should work
work on
on keeping
keeping up
up contact
contact with
as
of all
all the
the children
children
aslong
longas
asthat
that contact
contact isis in
in the
the best
best interests
interests of
involved.
involved.
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Caring for kids with
disability

19

Like all kids, children and young people with disability need the care
of a loving adult in a safe and happy home, time with friends and
access to a wide range of life experiences. There are some training
programs designed specifically for carers of kids with disability; talk
to your caseworker to find out how you might be able to access
these.

A good start for kids with disability
At the beginning of the placement, your caseworker will give you any
information they’ve gathered from the parents of the child or young
person about their routines, medications, specialised equipment and
educational needs, previous carers and doctors. If the child or young
person is using a disability service, you may need to become involved
with the service to learn more about the child’s disability.
As a carer, you may need to access additional supports. These may
include respite care, specialised equipment, such as a wheelchair
or lifting device, house or car modifications, or support services.

Specialised training
There are some training programs designed specifically for carers of
children with disability; talk to your caseworker to find out how you
might be able to access these.
Once the child is in your care, it can be very useful to see a
paediatrician with skills in developmental paediatrics and your child’s
disability. It’s also wise to get in touch with early intervention services
before your child starts school; your caseworker can help you look into
the services available.

●
●
●
●

●

assessing the needs of the child or young person
organising placements and respite services (where available)
organising ongoing carer education and training
making decisions about carer allowances and additional financial
support
organising support services including those provided through the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

getting started

Most agencies, including DCJ, can assist with:
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The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
The NDIS is an Australia-wide scheme, supporting people with
permanent and significant disability.


The National Disability
Insurance Scheme will be
introduced across NSW
in stages over several
years. By 2018, it will be
accessible everywhere.

For more information, contact the National Disability Insurance Agency
on 1800 800 110 or visit the Disability Gateway at disabilitygateway.
gov.au.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) is the Commonwealth
agency that has been set up to manage and deliver the NDIS. If you
care for a child in care with disability, speak to your caseworker for
information about how to access the NDIS as they will need to lead the
access and planning process with the NDIA, in collaboration with you.
It is important that you and your caseworker work together to help
the child you care for access the NDIS. Your practical and specialist
supports you may need, what the NDIS means for you and your child
caseworker can provide you with information and support about how
best to access and how you work together to get the best plan for
your child.
Leaving care planning is extremely important for young people with
disability in out of home care. This includes planning relating to the
disability supports they need to live as an adult once they leave care.
We must work with the NDIS so the young person is supported
well both from a mainstream and disability perspective. For more
information about the NDIS and disability supports, speak with your
caseworker first. For general information about the NDIS , see their
website.

Social skills for kids with disability
Kids with disability can face a range of physical, learning, behavioural
and communication challenges. These challenges can make it hard to
make friends and interact socially.
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Friendships and social interactions help children and young people
develop new skills. The more a child practises these skills and gains
acceptance from peers, the more their confidence grows.
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Here are some practical ways you can help develop the social skills of
the child or young person in your care, keeping in mind their age and
developmental capacity:
●

●

encourage them to look at people and use basic greetings when
they meet others
model the kind of social behaviour you want to encourage, for
example, listening and responding to others, using appropriate body
language, starting a conversation, sharing information and dealing
positively with conflict

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

play with them and practise things such as sharing toys and taking
turns
if sharing is a challenge, have duplicates made of favourite toys and
remember to have enough play materials for everyone to share

20

when other kids are around, plan activities you know the child or
young person can do confidently
choose toys, books, videos, music, art and other materials they and
other children will enjoy
praise them when a social situation is going well by telling them they
have done a good job
notice if they’re getting tired or overwhelmed and help them manage
their feelings
don’t force them to interact if they want to be alone
don’t overreact if they’re being ignored or left out or if they are
behaving in a socially inappropriate way.
don’t overreact if they’re being ignored or left out or if they are
behaving in a socially inappropriate way.

getting started

●
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or young person when they become an adult, as it is a great source of
information about childhood experiences and achievements.

What goes into the My Life Story Book?
Most importantly, the My Life Story Book needs to include a written
history of the child or young person’s life, from birth to the present
time. What goes into the My Life Story Book will depend on the
information available and the child’s wishes.
The My Life Story Book can also include:
●
●
●
●
●

●

photos (remember to print photos from smartphones!)
drawings
report cards, awards and certificates
letters from parents and carers
maps, postcards or pictures of significant places where the child
has lived or visited
photos of past and present family, carers, friends, pets and so on
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●
●

genogram or family tree
religious and cultural information.

Who is responsible for Life Story work?
The caseworker is usually the person who sets up the child’s Life
Story work, but it’s the carer who is responsible for the day-to-day
work
of helping
the child
or young
What
can you
do to
help?person record their story. Carers
spend more time with the child in care than anyone else, and have the
It’s important
to encourage
the child
in your
to establish
a My Life
greatest
opportunity
to collect
photos
andcare
other
keepsakes.
Story Book even if they are placed with you for a short time. This is so

Other
can help
with Life
Story
they people
can link who
their current
placement
with
their work
future include
journey. the child
or young person’s counsellor or psychologist, family and kin. These
Here are
you can
help
your child maintain
their My Life
people
cansome
playways
different
roles
depending
on the task.
Story Book.

Talk to your caseworker to make sure you’re clear about who is doing
● Spend time with them at regular intervals to update their book.
the following:

Explain that their book is confidential and that no one should look
at it without
their
permission.
● structuring
the
Life
Story work
●
Agree on the
a safe
place
keep person
the book.for Life Story work
● preparing
child
or to
young
● Take photos at special events and occasions, such as birthdays and
● collecting information
the first day at school.
● asking them who they’d like to have work with them
● Encourage them to keep personal mementos such as letters, cards,
● maintaining Life Story work once it’s compiled.
drawings and paintings.
● Record the Life Story work at the child’s pace; this may be a gradual
The child or young person is the only one who can decide who
process as they become more comfortable compiling detailed
looks at their book, so please respect their right to privacy. In some
information about their families and time in care.
situations, they may wish to keep their own circumstances and
● Ensure the book goes with them when they leave your care.
●

possessions private.

If information about the child or young person’s baby days isn’t
available, it may be useful to use general information about childhood
development.

What can you do to help?

It’sAn
important
encourage
the child
your
care to establish
importantto
aspect
of Life Story
work in
is to
acknowledge
how the a My Life
Story
Book
even
if
they
are
placed
with
you
for
a
short
time.life.
This is so
child or young person may have felt about difficult events in their
they
linkimportant
their current
placementthe
with
theirtimes
future
journey.
It’scan
equally
to acknowledge
happy
they’ve
had
in the past.
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Here are some ways you can help your child maintain their My Life
Story Book.
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●
●

●
●

●

●

●

Spend time with them at regular intervals to update their book.
Explain that their book is confidential and that no one should look
at it without their permission.
Agree on a safe place to keep the book.
Take photos at special events and occasions, such as birthdays and
the first day at school.
Encourage them to keep personal mementos such as letters, cards,
drawings and paintings.
Record the Life Story work at the child’s pace; this may be a gradual
process as they become more comfortable compiling detailed
information about their families and time in care.
Ensure the book goes with them when they leave your care.

If information about the child or young person’s baby days isn’t
available, it may be useful to use general information about childhood
development.
An important aspect of Life Story work is to acknowledge how the
child or young person may have felt about difficult events in their life.
It’s equally important to acknowledge the happy times they’ve had
in the past.
Unhappy events, such as neglect or abandonment by parents or
lack of community and family support, should not be ignored but
presented in a way that the child or young person can understand.
You may need to work with your caseworker to ensure these events
are discussed sensitively. The story should be balanced and nonjudgmental.

You will be rewarded by seeing the leaps and bounds
they make and seeing them turn from children who

might have been scared about being in the presence

of other adults to children who blossom socially and
academically, to become amazing young people.

caring for kids
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Marie, carer, St Ives
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The most important way to help kids with their Life Story work is to
listen, answer questions and provide information as requested. If you
don’t know the information, ask your caseworker to fill in the details.
You should allow the child or young person to guide you as they
explore sensitive issues.

Download the My Life Story Book
Communities and Justice (DCJ) has developed the My Life Story
Book as a tool for guiding children and young people in care to
record their life story in a way they can understand. There is also
a version of the book designed specifically for Aboriginal children
in care. Go to DCJ.nsw.gov.au and search for ‘My Life Story’ to
download a copy of either version.

Raising Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
Islander kids
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Understanding the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Child and Young Person Placement
Principles
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have connections to
culture, community and Country that nurture and support their
wellbeing, spirituality and sense of identity. It is important to the
wellbeing of children and their families that these connections are
maintained and strengthened. In the past, harsh and discriminatory
government policies and practices, including the forced removal
of children from their families, have led to loss, grief and feelings of
injustice.
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Child Placement Principles
aims to ensure that intervention into family life does not disconnect
children from their family and culture. The Principles aim to:

●

The general order for placement of an Aboriginal child or young
person is with:
●
●
●
●

a member of the extended family or kin group
someone from their Aboriginal community
someone from a nearby Aboriginal community
a suitable person approved by the Secretary, after consulting
the child or young person’s extended family or kin group or local
Aboriginal organisations.

& torres strait islander children

●

recognise and protect the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children, family members and communities in child welfare
matters
support self-determination for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people in child welfare matters
reduce the over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children in the child protection system.

aboriginal

●
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Where possible, the legislation, and DCJ policy and programs, support
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children being managed by an
accredited Aboriginal community-controlled organisation delivering
out-of-home care.

Promoting positive cultural identity

For more information
and advice on how to
support Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander kids,
see 'Handling racism' on
page 155.

The identity, culture and language of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children come from their relationships with family, community
and land. As a carer it’s important that you:
●
●
●

support the child or young person’s access to family and community
promote their understanding of their culture, and
maintain their connection to their community.

Children and young people who are strong in their culture have higher
self-esteem, confidence and expectations of what they can achieve.
Help kids develop a positive view of themselves. This includes
encouraging and nurturing respect and knowledge about their culture.
One way you can help develop a positive cultural identity is to talk
about role models who may have overcome experiences of racism or
bullying to achieve great heights. Think of actors and musicians like
Jessica Mauboy, Deborah Mailman, Archie Roach, Miranda Tapsell
and Troy Cassar-Daley; sports people like Adam Goodes, Cathy
Freeman, Greg Inglis and Johnathon Thurston; and politicians and
advocates like Chris Sarra, Linda Burney and Jack Manning Bancroft.
Also look for the unsung heroes within the child or young person’s
own community: the local elders and leaders who can support kids
to overcome racist or other trauma-related experiences and grow
strong in their identity.

caring for kids
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Some children and young people may struggle to acknowledge their
Aboriginality either because of their own cultural confusion or because
they may not have been encouraged to do so. Kids can’t be forced
to acknowledge their culture, but your attitude and interest in their
cultural identity can help reduce confusion and encourage a sense
of belonging and pride.
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Tackling racism
You may need to help the child or young person in your care deal with
racism at school, among friends, in the community or even in your
own neighbourhood. Examples of racist behaviour include ridicule,
abuse, property damage, harassment, propaganda, vilification,
physical assault, exploitation and social exclusion.

In Australia, it is against the law for anyone to discriminate against
someone on the basis of race, colour, nationality, descent, ethnic
or religious background, or because someone has a relative
or friend who is of a particular race.
Make sure kids understand that no-one is allowed to treat them
differently because of their race or culture. Speak out against racism
whenever you see it. Encourage your child’s pride in their Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Islander culture. Teach them calm and productive
ways to handle or respond to racism, bullying and discrimination.


For information on how
Cultural Plans support
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander kids, see page 91.

Resources for carers
The Raising Children Network (raisingchildren.net.au) has lots of
videos and information specifically for Aboriginal carers and parents.
The videos show Aboriginal kids, parents and carers, and cover
everything from toddler tantrums to supporting teenagers.

The Secretariat of National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care
(snaicc.org.au) has produced a number of resources that provide
practical advice for Indigenous and non-Indigenous carers of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children. They include Supporting
carers to care for our children (supportingcarers.snaicc.org.au),
a website focused on the day-to-day caring role. It provides easy
access to relevant information, activities and links to culturally
appropriate resources.

The eSafety Commissioner (esafety.gov.au) has general and tailored
resources about online safety for Aboriginal kids. Go to the website
and search for ‘Be Deadly Online’.

Communities and Justice (DCJ.nsw.gov.au) with feedback from
Aboriginal carers has produced a booklet and DVD called Raising them
strong with lots of tips and ideas for Aboriginal carers on the day-to-day
care of Aboriginal kids. To access the Raising them strong resources,
talk to your caseworker or visit the DCJ website and search for 'Raising
Them Strong'.

aboriginal

works with Aboriginal children, young people and
families who are involved with the child protection
system. They also offer advice to people caring for
Aboriginal children and young people who are in
out-of-home care.
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AbSec: NSW Child, Family and Community Peak
Aboriginal Corporation (absec.org.au) AbSec
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Aboriginal & Torres
Strait Islander Life
Story work
What is the My Life Story Book?


For more on Life Story
work, why it's valuable
for kids in care and how
to make the most of it,
see pages 77-80.

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander My Life Story Book is given to
all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people who
enter out-of-home care with Communities and Justice (DCJ). Children
and young people can use the My Life Story Book to collect personal
and cultural information.
My Life Story Book is designed for you and the child or young person
in
your care to work on together. It allows them to map and record
family connections, which helps to promote identity and maintain
connections. Life Story work helps kids’ sense of self and belonging.
The book will also be important for the child when they become an
adult, as it provides information about their childhood experiences and
achievements.
The My Life Story Book belongs to the child or young person and
only they can decide who looks at it. Depending on their age and
preferences, some may choose to use a different format, for example,
a scrapbook, treasure box or video.
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander My Life Story Book includes
the following sections:

caring for kids
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●

●

●

Who am I? looking at the child’s personal details such as age,
colour of eyes, where they were born and favourite things
My family, my mob – for details about their parents, siblings, clan,
extended family, carer’s family and where their mob is from
My culture for recording flags, nation names, totems, words and
role models
Things I might need when I get older with information about
Aboriginal services, supports and networks.

Examples of things the child or young person in your care may also
like to include:
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

school photos, family photos, where they were born, where
they’ve lived
pets, holidays and special events
copy of their birth certificate
drawings and artwork
letters and postcards
family trees
school awards and reports
awards for activities including sport and music.

Download the My Life Story Book for Aboriginal kids
DCJ has produced a My Life Story Book specifically for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander children. It supports children to
understand their cultural identity and helps to develop a sense
of connectedness to family, kinship groups and community. To
download a copy, go to DCJ.nsw.gov.au and search for ‘My Life
Story’. Your agency may have similar resources to help collect and
document personal and cultural information, or they may ask you
to use the My Life Story Book.

Where to go for information

●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

their parents, family and kin
caseworkers
the NSW Aboriginal Land Council or a Local Aboriginal Land
Council’
internet, libraries, AIATSIS (aiatsis.gov.au), Australian
Government (indigenous.gov.au), Australian Human Rights
Commission (humanrights.gov.au), books and videos
Aboriginal cultural events, including concerts or cultural camps
an Aboriginal community-controlled organisation, e.g. a local
Aboriginal health or legal service
AbSec (absec.org.au)
caseworkers, including Aboriginal caseworkers
members of a local Aboriginal community

aboriginal

●
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Helping a child with their My Life Story Book can be fun, but
collecting information can sometimes be hard. You may be
able to get information from:
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Keeping connected
to culture
Understanding cultural rights
Family is the foundation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
culture and supporting your child or young person’s connections
to culture also means maintaining meaningful relationships with
people in their family and wider community. For Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people, the idea of ‘family’ extends
to all those involved in a child’s life including grandparents,
aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces and nephews, and members of the
community.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child specifically
deals with the need for children from Indigenous backgrounds to
maintain contact with their community. It states that ‘… a child
belonging to such a minority or who is Indigenous shall not be denied
the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to
enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own
religion, or to use his or her own language.’
Your child or young person’s cultural rights can only be enjoyed in full
when they are able to connect and socialise with other members of
their cultural group, including family.
Particular effort should be made to connect Aboriginal children and
young people with the cultural observances of their communities
and their nation.
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Getting along to and being part of cultural events is one way for kids
to gain an understanding about:
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●
●

●

●

●

the value and sense of belonging to an Aboriginal community
the practices and ceremonies that maintain Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures
how diverse groups of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders see
themselves
how to pay respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
cultures and heritage
how to gain the respect and understanding of others and the
broader community through sharing pride for culture.

Major cultural events
Event

Date

Description

Yabun
Festival

26 January

Yabun Festival is an annual
celebration of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture held in Sydney
and featuring a vibrant line-up of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
performers and a range of arts,
community and cultural activities.
The event is free and family-friendly.
yabun.org.au

Apology
Anniversary

13 February

On 13 February 2008 Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd made a speech
in parliament to apologise to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people for policies that had ‘inflicted
profound grief, suffering and loss
on these, our fellow Australians’.
The anniversary of the National
Apology to Australia’s First Peoples
is celebrated by many local events
and activities that celebrate the
Stolen Generations taking place
in schools, organisations and
communities across Australia.

21 March

First held on 21 March 1999 to
coincide with the International
Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination. Harmony Day asks
us to recognise the benefits of
our diverse society. It promotes
tolerance, goodwill and
understanding between all groups
and encourages a sense of
citizenship and pride. The orange
ribbon, which is now a symbol of
harmony, was originally a symbol
of anti-racism.
harmony.gov.au

aboriginal

National
Harmony
Day
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reconciliation.org.au
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Event

Date

Description

National
Sorry Day

26 May

First held on 26 May 1998, one
year after the Bringing them Home
report, which resulted from an
inquiry into the removal of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander children
from their families. One of the
report’s recommendations was
that a National Sorry Day be
declared to acknowledge the
impact of the policies of forcible
removal of children on Australia’s
Indigenous populations.
reconciliation.org.au

National
27 May
Reconciliation to 3 June
Week (NRW)

First started in 1996, NRW is
a time to reflect on nationwide
reconciliation achievements and
focus on what still needs to be done
to achieve reconciliation in Australia.
NRW coincides with two significant
dates in Australia’s history that
provide strong symbols of hope
for reconciliation.
It begins on 27 May, the anniversary
of the 1967 referendum in which
more than 90 per cent of Australians
voted to remove clauses from the
Constitution discriminating against
Indigenous Australians. And it ends
on 3 June, the anniversary of the
High Court’s judgment in the 1992
Mabo case.
reconciliation.org.au
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Mabo Day
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3 June

Anniversary of the 1992 High
Court decision in the case brought
by Eddie Mabo and others that
recognised the Native Title rights of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples as the original inhabitants
of the continent.
reconciliation.org.au

Event

Date

Description

Laura
Quinkan
Dance
Festival

June or July
(The 2021
festival is
being held
in July)

Bi-annual celebration of Indigenous
arts, country and people held in
Laura on Cape York in Far North
Queensland. Fosters a sense of
community spirit, wellbeing and
pride.
lauradancefestival.com

Coming of the
Light Festival

1 July

Marks the day the London
Missionary Society first arrived in
Torres Strait introducing Christianity
to the region. Significant day for
Torres Strait Islander communities.
Religious and cultural ceremonies
are held throughout Torres Strait
and mainland Australia.
tsra.gov.au

NAIDOC
Week

July

Celebration of the history, culture
and achievements of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
NAIDOC originally stood for
‘National Aborigines and Islanders
Day Observance Committee’, which
was responsible for organising
national activities during NAIDOC
Week. Note that some communities
hold NAIDOC events at other times
of the year.

4 August

Established in 1988, Children’s Day
is a time for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander families to celebrate
the strengths and culture of their
children. The day is an opportunity
for all Australians to show their
support for Aboriginal children,
as well as learn about the crucial
impact that culture, family and
community play in the life of every
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander child.
aboriginalchildrensday.com.au

aboriginal

National
Aboriginal
and Torres
Strait Islander
Children’s
Day
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naidoc.org.au
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Event

Date

Description

International
Day of the
World’s
Indigenous
People

9 August

Established in 1994 when the
United Nations declared 1994–2004
the International Decade of the
World’s Indigenous People.

Torres Strait
Cultural
Festival &
Music
Festival

September

The Second Decade of the World’s
Indigenous People commenced on
1 January 2005. The purpose of
this decade is to continue activities
that identify, raise awareness and
find solutions to problems faced by
Indigenous people.
The cultural festival occurs once
every two years on Thursday Island;
the music festival is held on the
alternate year.
tsra.gov.au

Local festivals and events
Use the table below to add other events that happen on a regular basis.
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When

Where

Cultural Plans
Cultural Plans outline how a child's identity, language, spirituality,
religion, and connection to family, community, Country and culture
will be maintained and supported by carers, caseworkers and others.
Cultural plans are part of case planning and should be developed in
partnership with significant people in the child's life and community.

Cultural awareness and support for
non-Aboriginal carers
It’s important for non-Aboriginal carers to promote and support a child
or young person’s positive connections with family, community, culture
and identity. Having a good understanding yourself of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander history, culture and beliefs, and access to tools
and resources will help. Talk to your caseworker or agency and local
Aboriginal organisations about ways to make and maintain connections.

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

Support the child or young person to maintain contact with their
family, community and culture.
Explore opportunities for them to visit and spend time in their
community or on their traditional land.
Talk positively and regularly about their family and community.
Gather as much information as possible about their community.
Identify significant people in their life who can assist in maintaining
links.
Network with Aboriginal carers, workers and services in your local
area.
Attend local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural community
events.
Acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the
traditional custodians of Australia.
Talk to the child or young person about the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander flags about what they represent.
Seek out story books and child-friendly TV shows and movies that
reflect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures.
Encourage your child to connect with nature and the bush. Connect
the child with history and traditional relationships with land through
resources such as; Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies (aiatsis.gov.au), National Parks and Wildlife and the
Australian Museum (australian.museum) websites
Play and listen to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music.
Start or continue a My Life Story book.
Visit absec.org.au and naidoc.org.au for resources.

aboriginal

●
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Ways you can support your child’s connections
to culture:
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The value
of cultural
connections
The value
of cultural
connections
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Cultural
connections
are fundamental
to the
wellbeing
of Aboriginal
Cultural
connections
are fundamental
to the
wellbeing
of Aboriginal
and Torres
Strait
Islander
kids.
Ask
your
caseworker
about
and Torres Strait Islander kids. Ask your caseworker about
your your
childchild
or young
person’s
Cultural
PlanPlan
andand
work
together
to to
or young
person’s
Cultural
work
together
meetmeet
the goals
outlined
there.
From
timetime
to time,
askask
your
child
the goals
outlined
there.
From
to time,
your
child
questions
about
theirtheir
language,
stories
andand
cultural
practices.
questions
about
language,
stories
cultural
practices.
If theyIf they
don’tdon’t
always
know
the answers,
helphelp
them
connect
with
always
know
the answers,
them
connect
with
people
who who
can can
teach
themthem
more.
people
teach
more.
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Caring for kids from
culturally diverse
backgrounds

24

Raising kids from culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds
It’s vital to the long-term wellbeing of children and young people
from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds to
maintain connections with their family, community, language,
religion and culture. Wherever possible, kids are placed with
carers of the same cultural background.
Caring for children from diverse cultural backgrounds can be
rewarding and challenging. It may take time for kids to get used to their
new environment with people eating, speaking and practising customs
different from what they’re used to. It’s important to be respectful and
sensitive to differences and encourage the child or young person to
maintain cultural or religious practices that are important to them.


For information on
how Cultural Plans
support kids from
culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds,
see page 95.

Kids who have recently arrived in Australia may have difficulty with
English. Your caseworker can arrange free access to professional
interpreter services to help you communicate. There are also
fantastic translation resources and apps available online.

How culturally aware are you?

●

●

●

think about how your background may influence your attitudes,
beliefs, feelings and behaviours towards people from different
cultural or religious backgrounds
be aware of stereotypes and preconceptions you may have about
people from the child or young person’s background and try to
challenge these
show respect for the child or young person’s cultural, linguistic
and religious heritage
recognise changes in their environment may cause them to

culturally

●
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Increasing your own cultural awareness helps you to better understand
the cultural needs of the child or young person in your care. You can:
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●

experience cultural confusion and conflict
understand they are more likely to be exposed to discrimination,
prejudice and racism because of their different background.

Practical ideas for cultural connection
Practical ways to promote connections with culture and strengthen
kids’ sense of identity include:
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

caring for kids
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recognising and supporting the role of birth parents and families
where possible
celebrating all cultures and respecting diversity
asking your caseworker about special cultural or religious needs the
child may have, for example, food, clothing and religious worship
gathering as much information as possible about the community
the child or young person comes from and making this information
available to them in an age-appropriate way
encouraging them to talk about their family and community
encouraging them to get involved in their community by, for
example, taking them to community activities and cultural events
networking with carers of the same cultural background as the child,
your agency’s multicultural workers and multicultural services in your
local community
identifying significant people in the child or young person’s life who
can help them maintain links with their community
providing opportunities for them to make friends with children and
adults from their cultural background
maintaining their interest in their culture and language by providing
them with age-appropriate books, toys, music and videos in their
language
providing opportunities for the child and your family to learn the child
or young person’s birth language
planning major cultural celebrations, events and traditions as part
of the things your family does with the child or young person
seeking services and supports that can provide specialised care in
migrant and refugee issues if appropriate
exposing the child or young person to environments where diversity
is valued and they don’t feel like they’re the only one who is different,
for example, going to a school with students and teachers from
diverse backgrounds.

Cultural Plans
Cultural Plans are part of case planning for kids from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds. They outline how a child's identity,
language, religion, and connection to family, community and culture
will be maintained and supported by carers, caseworkers and others.
Cultural Plans should be developed in partnership with significant
people in the child's life and community.

Tackling racism or discrimination
Kids from diverse backgrounds may face racism or discrimination. Let
them know that racism is not okay. Speak out against it when you see
it. Encourage your child’s pride and resilience. Give them strategies for
responding calmly and productively to racism and discrimination.

Make the most of services for culturally and
linguistically diverse communities


For more information
on how to support and
protect kids from different
cultural backgrounds, see
'Handling racism' on
page 155.

Visit your local council’s website to find out about cultural groups and
events in your area or visit multicultural.nsw.gov.au for information
about other events, activities, resources and programs in the
community. You could also connect with services like those below.

Translating and Interpreting Service (tisnational.gov.au/en)
is a service for those who need help to communicate in English.

Ethnic Community Services Co-operative (ecsc.org.au) supports
inclusive practices in mainstream services. Its workshops and
resources, including the Survival Words website, have broad appeal.

Settlement and Multicultural Affairs (dss.gov.au/settlement-andmulticultural-affairs) is part of the Department of Social Services
and offers a range of services and programs to support the lifetime
wellbeing of migrants and refugees.

NSW Refugee Health Service (swslhd.nsw.gov.au/refugee), protects

support for those who have experienced torture and trauma.

Transcultural Mental Health Centres (dhi.health.nsw.gov.au),
are part of a NSW Health service working with people from CALD
communities, health professionals and partner organisations to
support good mental health.

culturally

Service for the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture and Trauma
Survivors (startts.org.au) provides culturally appropriate treatment and
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and promotes the health of people from refugee backgrounds.
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Life Story work for
kids from culturally
diverse backgrounds
Connecting with culture through Life Story work
Each child or young person is given a copy of the My Life Story
Book when they enter out-of-home care. Putting together
information about their cultural and religious heritage is a key
part of Life Story work. This includes details about the child’s birth
parents’ culture, ethnicity, religion, language and life in their
country of origin. The My Life Story Book will be important for
the child or young person when they become an adult, providing
information about childhood experiences and achievements.
Gathering information about birth parents helps kids connect with
their cultural and religious heritage. This includes information about:
●
●

●
●
●
●

caring for kids
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when their parents were born
the countries, cities or villages their parents, grandparents and
extended family came from, and what these places are like
the language their parents and extended family speak
what their parents and extended family did to earn a living
when, why and how their parents came to Australia
their family’s religion, religious beliefs and practices
holidays, special events, foods and dress associated with their
family’s culture or religion.

You can help kids explore, understand and strengthen their own sense
of identity by gathering and recording information about:
●

●
●
●

cultural and religious celebrations, events and activities they’ve
participated in
memories of these events and what they did
the language they spoke at home
things they enjoyed with their family and community including certain
kinds of food, places, people or special experiences.

For children or young people born overseas, you can
also help gather information about:
●
●
●

●
●

the country they were born in
how old they were when they came to Australia
things they remember from their early childhood, such
as where they lived, friends, games they played, important people
in their lives
what they liked and didn’t like about life in another country
their experiences after they arrived in Australia.

Where to look for information
You can gather information for Life Story work from:

●
●
●
●

●

●

The following organisations are good sources of information:
Multicultural NSW
multicultural.nsw.gov.au
Settlement Services
ssi.org.au
Services Australia
Click on the ‘Migrants, refugees and visitors’ tile at
servicesaustralia.gov.
Australian Human Rights Commission
Click on the ‘Asylum seekers and refugees’ tile at humanrights.gov.au


Some cultures have rituals
or events that should be
honoured as kids reach
certain ages or levels of
maturity. Caseworkers and
carers can work together
to make sure those
important moments
are observed.

& linguistically diverse children

●

the child or young person
their parents and relatives
community members and religious leaders
your caseworker
teachers
local ethnic and cultural organisations and services
(ask your local council
caseworkers from diverse backgrounds within DCJ and nongovernment agencies
libraries and the internet.

culturally

●
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Decision-making
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A guide to decision-making responsibilities
Every parent and carer knows that family life is full of decisions,
big and small. As a carer, there will be some decisions you can
make independently, and some that need the approval of your
caseworker or agency.
If you are looking after a child who is in crisis care, short-term care or
medium-term care, then the child’s caseworker or parents will remain
responsible for most decisions.
However, if you are a long-term carer and parental responsibility has
been allocated to the Minister of Communities and Justice (DCJ), then
you will be responsible for making most day-to-day decisions. The
same applies if you are a guardian for the child in your care, or if you
have adopted the child.
The table that follows is a guide to making decisions for children
and young people in long-term care through DCJ. If you’re unsure
whether you can make a decision in a particular situation, contact
your caseworker. If you are a carer through a non-government agency,
check with your agency to see what guidelines they have around
decision-making.


Read more about the
Working With Children
Check (WWCC) and
how to apply for one at
kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au.

Note that all carers must keep their caseworkers informed about
anyone who has regular contact with the child in their care. DCJ may
need to do a Working With Children Check (WWCC) on that person,
even if they are a partner or family member.

everyday care

Also note that carers must inform their caseworker if the child or young
person in their care suffers a serious accident, injury or illness or is
suspended or expelled from school (for more detail, see 'Code of
Conduct for Authorised Foster, Relative and Kinship Carers' on
page 212).
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CARE ARRANGEMENTS

Carer

Assistance and support
Coordinate the involvement of agencies
or services to meet the needs of the child
in relation to things like health, education,
vocation or disability



Contact
Make decisions around contact with birth
family and significant others



Contact
Arrange and help maintain contact with birth
family and significant others



Sharing information
Provide information to parents on
whereabouts of child or young person


your
agency
+ DCJ

Moving interstate
Approve and/or manage a carer’s move
interstate with the child or young person
Ending the placement
Remove the child or young person from a
placement

• caring.childstory.nsw.gov.au
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Life Story work
Preparing and helping the child to record
information in their Life Story work



Media and public appearances where the
out-of-home care status and/or identity
of the child is not revealed
Give permission for appearances



Media and public appearances where the
out-of-home care status and/or identity
of the child is revealed
Approve appearances
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DCJ
or your
agency

your
agency
+ DCJ

Carer

Driving lessons
Make arrangements for driving lessons



Haircuts
Make arrangements for haircuts



Hearing and eye tests
Arrange and attend tests as appropriate



Immunisation
Ensure that child’s immunisation is
up-to-date


your
agency
+ DCJ

Marriage
Give permission for the marriage of the
young person in care
Medical and dental (general)
Arrange and attend treatment or checkups
not requiring surgery or specialist treatment
identified in Case Plan, for example,
treatment for asthma or diabetes



Medical emergency at school
To be the first point of contact



Medication
Administer medication prescribed by a
medical practitioner as well as some overthe-counter medicines



Medication
Approve psychotropic medication (such
as anti-depressants) if part of an approved
Behaviour Support Plan and prescribed by a
doctor



your
agency
+ DCJ

Surgery (non-urgent)
Give approval for non-urgent surgery
Surgery (urgent)
Give approval in emergency situations where
the medical officer deems it necessary to
save the life of the child or young person
Swimming lessons (organised by carer)
Give permission to attend

DCJ
or your
agency
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HEALTH, WELLBEING
& PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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SCHOOL

Carer

After-school activities
Give permission to attend after-school
activities organised by the school



Before and after school care (unplanned
or infrequent arrangements)
Arrange and facilitate care arrangements as
necessary



Before and after school care (any
planned or frequent arrangements)
Approve care arrangements



Enrol at school
Enrolling in local primary or high school as
required for the child



Enrolment and/or transfer to a
new school
Make decisions regarding school enrolment,
education and training and provide school
with information about the child or young
person’s history (where appropriate) and
care arrangements, including current
schooling arrangements and supports



Hearing and eye tests
Give permission for tests conducted at
school
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High-risk activities
Give permission for activities organised by
school such as rock climbing or surfing
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DCJ
or your
agency



Information sharing
Share relevant information with school
when appropriate



Parent-teacher interviews
Attend parent-teacher interviews



Report cards and test results
Review report cards and test results; note
school sends copies to both carer and
agency



School attendance
Ensure attendance on a day-to-day basis



School expenses (regular)
Cover the cost of school expenses such as
uniforms, books, travel and excursions







Carer

School expenses (additional)
Pay and reimburse additional schoolrelated expenses not covered by the Care
Allowance, for example, tutoring
School excursion (short)
Give permission for day trip or excursion of
less than one week within NSW





School excursion (long)
Give permission for excursion of one week
or more within NSW (interstate or overseas
excursions require consent from DCJ)
School expulsion (consideration)
Be contacted by school if expulsion is
being considered; note school will contact
both carer and agency (also see school
suspension)

DCJ
or your
agency





School expulsion (decision)
Find an alternative educational placement
following expulsion (also see school
suspension)





School photos
Give permission for child to be in school
photos



School suspension (less than five days)
Be point of contact regarding short
suspension





School suspension (five days or more)
Be point of contact regarding long
suspension; note school will contact both
carer and agency





School suspension (return-to-school
strategy)
Agency, school and authorised carers to
work together to identify and case manage
appropriate return-to-school strategies





Swimming lessons (organised by school)
Give permission to attend
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SCHOOL
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RECREATION, CAMPS & HOLIDAYS
Camps (short)
Give permission for camps of less than
one-week duration (interstate and overseas
camps require consent from DCJ)

Carer



Camps (long)
Give permission for camps of one week
or longer (interstate and overseas camps
require consent from DCJ)



High-risk activities (organised by school)
Give permission for high-risk activities such
as rock climbing or surfing



Holidays and travel (local or interstate for
one day or less)
Arrange holidays and travel, and inform
caseworker


your
agency
+ DCJ

Holidays and travel (interstate for more
than one day, or overseas)
Approve plans as provided by carer
Overnight stays (one-off activities
including sleepovers)
Give permission and make arrangements

• caring.childstory.nsw.gov.au
caring for kids



Overnight stays (frequent/regular
overnight stays)
Approve frequent/planned overnight stays



Passport
Apply for passport



Recreational, leisure, sporting and
community activities
Make arrangements for participation as per
Case Plan
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DCJ
or your
agency



Carer

Bail
Payment of bail
Behaviour
Day-to-day decisions around behaviour

DCJ
or your
agency




Behaviour Support Plan
Develop a plan in partnership with carer and
relevant professionals



Behaviour Support Plan
Approve Behaviour Support Plan involving
the use of psychotropic medications for the
purpose of controlling behaviour



FAMILY LIFE

Carer

Celebrations
Make arrangements for celebrations in the
carer family; being mindful to arrange those
celebrations so that they don’t impact on
birth family contact visits



Child-minding (unplanned or infrequent
arrangements)
Make arrangements for child-minding as
necessary



Child-minding (planned and frequent
arrangements including formal childcare)
Approve child-minding arrangements

DCJ
or your
agency


your
agency
+ DCJ

Name change
Approve a legal change of name for the child
Pocket money
Decide on amount and frequency



Religious instruction
Facilitate religious instruction as detailed in
the Case Plan



What the child should call you, the carer
The carer can decide on the name used by
the child, but should speak with the child
at an age-appropriate level to ensure they
understand the difference between their
birth parents, and their carer



everyday care
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Day-to-day care
Babysitting, sleepovers, child minding
and camps
Babysitting and sleepovers It’s up to you whether you use a


Read more about the
Working With Children
Check (WWCC) and
how to apply for one at
kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au.

babysitter occasionally or let the child in your care go to a sleepover.
A Working With Children Check (WWCC) is not required for someone
who occasionally cares for your child, for example, a mum or dad who
brings your child home with their own child for a play after school.
Use your judgment when making decisions about how safe and
appropriate it is for your child to be babysat by a particular person or
stay overnight in another home. Make sure the person who’s looking
after your child has your contact details.
It is important you let your caseworker know if there is someone new
living in your house (such as a boyfriend, girlfriend or family member),
or if there is someone new having regular contact with your child (for
example, if you have a new partner). The new person may need a
WWCC.

Regular or long-term child minding You need your caseworker’s
approval before allowing another person to look after the child or
young person for more than one week (for example, if you’re planning
to attend a family event interstate without the kids). You also need
approval if an arrangement becomes regular (for example, every
Wednesday evening when you go to netball). This applies whether the
person looking after your child is a family member, friend or neighbour,
or a professional service such as vacation care or a recreational camp.

caring for kids
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Regular childcare or after-school care Your caseworker’s approval
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is also required if you wish to enrol the child in regular childcare or after
school care. As above, occasional child minding and babysitting does
not require approval. Both Communities and Justice (DCJ) and nongovernment agencies will cover the cost of regular childcare that has
been approved and included in the Case Plan.

School and vacation camps School or vacation camps can offer
children and young people a holiday break full of adventure and fun.
Your caseworker’s prior approval is needed if the child or young
person would like to attend camp for longer than one week. In
considering your request, your caseworker will look at the child’s
behaviour and consider if there are any issues or risks. Talk to your
caseworker or agency about who would cover the costs of school
camps and other types of camps.

Clothing and personal care
Clothing The Care Allowance you receive should
cover the cost of clothing and footwear. The child
or young person’s basic wardrobe should consist
of clothes and shoes for different types of weather and
occasions, such as play, school and special outings. It can be
useful to take children of any age shopping so they can see how to
handle budgets and make appropriate clothes choices. Older children
who may have strong views about what they like and don’t like should
definitely be involved in making clothing decisions.

Nutrition You are responsible for making sure kids receive a balanced
and healthy diet. If you have any concerns about the child in your
care being overweight or underweight, see your doctor or talk to your
caseworker. Sometimes a medical specialist or a dietitian is needed.
This will be included in the Case Plan. For information about healthy
eating habits for children of all ages, including a collection of healthy
recipes, visit the Healthy Kids website, at healthykids.nsw.gov.au.

Haircuts The decision about whether the child or young person needs
a haircut is yours to make. If they’re old enough, you will probably
make that decision in partnership with your child. However, you should
not perm or colour hair, cut long hair short or dramatically change a
hairstyle without the child’s consent, no matter what their age. If you
and your child are considering a significantly different hairstyle, check
with your caseworker to see if the consent of the child’s parents is
required.

Look beyond the behaviour of a teen to what is really
going on in their mind and heart by listening to them.

Pick your battles wisely. Don’t sweat the small stuff!
Jo-anne, carer, Blakehurst

or young person under the age of 18 wishes to get a tattoo on any
part of their body. This includes procedures known as scarification,
branding and beading. Agency consent is also required for kids under
16 to pierce non-intimate parts of their body, including their ears and
nose. Once they turn 16, they can have non-intimate piercings without
the consent of the agency. It’s against the law for anyone to allow a
child under the age of 16 to pierce intimate body parts.

everyday care

Tattooing and body piercing Agency consent is required if a child
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Smoking It’s illegal for children under 18 to purchase tobacco products.
It’s also both illegal and irresponsible for any adult to give cigarettes to
a child or young person, or to buy cigarettes for them. Discourage kids
from starting or continuing smoking. If you can’t prevent it, you have
the right to forbid them from smoking in your home.

Passive smoking A child or young person shouldn’t be exposed to
passive smoke in the home or any confined space, such as the car.
Anyone who smokes, including visitors, should do so well away from
the child. In NSW, smoking in a car with a child under the age of 16
years is against the law. An on-the-spot fine applies to any passenger
who smokes, and to the driver, regardless of whether they were
smoking themselves.

Sun safety Being sensible in hot weather and having sun-smart habits
can help reduce the risk of skin cancer and protect children from other
common sun and heat related injuries such as sunburn, heat stroke,
heat rash, dehydration, heat cramps, heat exhaustion and eye damage.
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
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Be a role model by wearing a hat, sunscreen, sunglasses and
clothing that covers your shoulders, arms and legs.
Use broad-spectrum water-resistant sunscreen rated SPF30+
or higher on areas not protected by clothing.
Apply sunscreen 20 minutes before going outside and reapply
sunscreen every two hours.
Try to stay in the shade between 10am and 2pm (11am and 3pm
during daylight saving hours).
Take more care when the child is near highly reflective surfaces,
such as water and snow.
Encourage kids to drink water regularly and avoid vigorous activity
in hot weather.
Make sure a sick baby or child drinks extra fluids in hot weather.
Avoid exposing a baby to direct sunlight and provide shade when
travelling in a car.
Never leave a baby or child alone in a car.
Seek urgent medical attention if a child or young person in your
care shows signs of heat stroke.

Transport and travel
Day-to-day travel
You’re expected to organise and pay for, or provide, day-to-day
transport for the child or young person in your care. This includes
transport to school, activities, general medical appointments, dental
visits and case meetings.

Within NSW
You don’t need approval to travel within NSW if it doesn’t interfere with
the child’s schooling or planned time with family (family contact). Tell
your caseworker if you’re going to be away overnight so they know
the child’s whereabouts.

Interstate
You don’t need approval to take the child on an interstate day trip.
However, you do have to get approval from the relevant casework
manager if you’re planning to stay overnight or longer.

Overseas
You need approval before taking a child or young person overseas.
Talk to your caseworker as early as you can as they will need to
prepare a submission on your behalf that includes reasons for the
travel, views of the child and their parents, impact on the child’s routine
(including the impact on contact with family and kin), supervision of
the child, financial arrangements and any other relevant matters. Once
a decision is made, you’ll receive a letter telling you whether approval
has been granted or denied, and any conditions or restrictions on the
travel arrangements. If approval is granted, you’ll then receive a letter
of authority to travel with the child or young person. Their parents will
also be advised if the travel is approved.


When planning holidays
try to avoid disruption to
time with family (family
contact), where possible.

Applying for a passport
Your caseworker will apply for a passport on behalf of the child or young
person. To avoid delays and disappointment, let your caseworker know
well in advance if you’re planning to travel overseas. It can take up to
12 months to get a passport for a child in care. This is because your
caseworker has to get the consent of each person who holds parental
responsibility for the child, or with a right to contact under a court order,
before a passport can be issued.

Dating

If you have a partner, model what a good relationship looks like and
point out that you behave respectfully, supportively and lovingly
towards each other. Talk about what really matters in a relationship,
such as shared values and interests. Have conversations about the
things that strengthen relationships, such as honesty and empathy,
and about the signs that a relationship is not working.

everyday care

Dating is a normal part of adolescence. It’s one of the ways young
people start to learn the skills needed to form and maintain intimate
relationships later in life. You can provide the guidance and boundaries
a teenager needs to safely learn and practise these life skills.
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Let teenagers know your rules around dating, for example:
●
●

●
●

●

you must meet the person before they head off on a date
up to a certain age, dates must involve a group of friends or a
family activity
if they’re going to a party, there must be adult supervision
you always need to know who they’re going out with, where they are
going and how they plan to get home by the curfew you have set
solo dates are only permitted after a certain age.

Don’t forget, not all young people may use the word ‘dating’.
If your child is dating or has a boyfriend or girlfriend, keep an eye out
for changes in their mood or behaviour. Sometimes, those changes are
an indication the young person is unhappy, depressed or involved in an
abusive relationship. Talk to your caseworker if you have any concerns.

Always be available to listen and advise. Be a shoulder
to lean on or cry on. Don’t be judgmental.

caring for kids
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Liz, carer, Bankstown
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In the kitchen
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●

Have a fire extinguisher or fire blanket located in or close to the
kitchen.
Keep cleaning products and medications out of reach of children.
Keep knives and other sharp objects out of reach of children; a knife
block is a good solution.
Keep electrical cords for appliances like kettles and blenders out
of reach of children.
Wash hands before preparing food, feeding young children, serving
food or eating.
Wash hands after handling raw food.
Use a separate cutting board for meat.
Cook on the back burners of the stove where possible, and position
handles out of reach.
Rinse a cleaning cloth or sponge after use and put it somewhere
to dry.

A safe home for the child in your care
All kids should grow up in a home that is safe and comfortable.
Alongside all the love and emotional support you offer, you’ll be
looking after a child or young person’s physical health and safety, too.

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

Set the hot water system so that tap water is not hotter than 50°C.
Keep hazardous materials including medications and razors out of
reach of children.
Do not keep electrical appliances in the bathroom.
Use non-slip mats in the shower and bath.
Wash hands after using the toilet or changing a nappy.
Wash toothbrushes in hot water and keep them away from the toilet
and sink to prevent contamination.
Never leave babies, infants and small children alone in the bath.
Wash hands before giving someone medicine or first aid.
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●

●

●

Wash hands after having contact with blood or body fluids,
coughing or sneezing or blowing your nose.
Wear rubber gloves when someone in the house is sick or injured
and you are dealing with bodily fluids, blood, faeces and vomit.
Properly dispose of used bandaids, bandages and needles.

Around the house
●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●
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●

●

Locate furniture away from windows to ensure a child can’t climb
up and out of a window.
Locate heaters at least one metre away from anything flammable,
such as curtains.
Clean surfaces regularly, particularly those that are touched often
like doorknobs and stair rails.
Clean surfaces frequently when someone is ill and immediately
if contaminated by bodily fluids, blood, faeces or vomit.
Clean a baby’s change table at least daily and whenever dirty.
Regularly wash children’s toys.
Keep pets clean and regularly emptying litter trays.
Install an electrical safety switch to minimise the risk of electric
shocks and injuries, deaths or fires.
Use power boards in electric sockets instead of double adapters,
and do not overload them.
Switch off and unplug electrical appliances when not in use.
Do not use extension cords in areas where they may be tripped
over or pulled out accidentally.
Do not run extension cords under carpeting or rugs, as they may
overheat.
Attach safety barriers to the top and bottom of stairs to prevent
falls if there is a baby or infant in the home.
Keep cords for blinds and curtains out of reach of children.
Install at least one working smoke alarm on each level of your
home (this is a legal requirement in NSW and anyone who
does not comply is guilty of an offence and can be fined).
Keep smoke alarms in working order; check twice a year and
change batteries once a year.
Have a fire escape plan and practise it regularly (for tips go to
NSW Fire and Rescue at fire.nsw.gov.au).
Keep handy the phone numbers of the police, fire brigade,
ambulance and NSW Poisons Information Centre (13 11 26)
so all members of your household can find them easily.

Around water
●
●

●

●

●

Familiarise kids with water and teach them to swim.
Always know where your child is. Make sure that any doors or gates
that provide access to areas where there are water tanks, drains,
fountains, ponds or pools are kept locked. Remember that small
children can also drown in unexpected places like baths and spas.
Do not leave water in eskies, buckets or wading pools; small
children can drown in just a few centimetres of water.
If you live on a property with a dam, make sure that your yard is
securely fenced.
Do not leave older children in charge of younger children.

ALWAYS know where your child is!
Keep a close eye on children around pools, beaches, rivers and
other water areas. Know where they are, even when you're visiting
family and friends, and don’t rely on older children to supervise.
Supervision means keeping close, watching them, reminding
them about dangers (sometimes repeatedly) and knowing their
swimming abilities and their limits. Remember that drowning can
occur quickly and quietly, without any warning noises. According
to Kidsafe, an average of one child a week dies from a preventable
drowning in Australia.

Around pools
●

●

●

●
●

●

Always supervise children in the pool, even if they know how to
swim. If the child is under five, then an adult should be in the pool
with them, within arm’s reach.
Regularly check your pool fence and self-closing gate to make sure
they are in good working order.
Be aware that competitive and repetitive breath-holding under water
can lead to brain damage or death; this is called ‘hypoxic blackout’.
Understand that flotation devices are not lifesaving devices.
Make sure nothing is stacked against the fence that a child could
use to climb over.
Learn resuscitation or take a refresher course; put up a resuscitation
chart in the pool area.


For more information
and advice on water
safety, contact:
Kidsafe NSW
(02) 9845 0890
kidsafensw.org
The Royal Life
Saving Society
royallifesaving.com.au

You must register your pool and have a valid pool compliance
certificate. To find out more about compliance, go to
swimmingpoolregister.nsw.gov.au. Pool fencing and gates
must meet the Building Code of Australia Standard 1926.1,
including having a self-closing gate. If you are unsure contact
your local council.
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Safe sleeping for
babies and toddlers
Reducing the risk of sudden unexpected deaths
in infancy
Even the most experienced carers need to keep up to date with
information about the safest way for infants to sleep. Safe sleeping
practices are vital to protect children, especially infants, from
sudden unexpected death in infancy (SUDI).
The sudden unexpected death of a baby, when there is no apparent
cause of death, is now called SUDI and includes sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS) and fatal sleep accidents. SIDS used to be called
‘cot death’. A baby can die of SUDI at any time of the day or night,
but most die quietly in their sleep.
Researchers still do not know what causes SUDI but have identified
common risk factors. The best way to provide a safe sleeping
environment is to make sure of the following:
●

●

●
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●
●
●
●

●

●

The baby sleeps alone in a cot and does not share a bed with
others (called ‘co-sleeping’), particularly if the adult is a smoker, is
affected by alcohol or drugs or is tired and likely to sleep very heavily.
The mattress is firm, clean, fits the cot and doesn’t leave a gap for
the baby to become trapped.
The bed is dressed with a single fitted sheet, a single flat sheet and
a blanket if some warmth is required.
The infant is placed on their back and the feet are positioned at the
bottom of the cot to prevent them slipping under bedding.
Bedclothes are tucked firmly around the baby.
No pillows, quilts or doonas are in the cot or draped over the cot.
No cot bumpers are used and no soft toys are kept in the cot.
The baby’s face is left uncovered and the baby does not sleep with
a hat, beanie or hood.
The baby is not at risk of overheating; don’t overdress the baby,
don’t use an electric blanket or hot water bottle, and don’t have a
heater in the room.
The baby is not cold; dress the baby as you would dress yourself
to be comfortably warm.

●

●
●

The
baby
is never
leftleft
toto
sleep
● The
baby
is never
sleepinina asofa,
sofa,armchair,
armchair,
beanbag,
waterbed
or
other
soft
surfaces.
beanbag, waterbed or other soft surfaces.
All
family
members
know
about
● All
family
members
know
aboutsafe
safesleeping.
sleeping.
No-one
smokes
inside
the
● No-one
smokes
inside
thehome,
home,car
carorornear
near
infants
and
children.
infants
and
children.

When
a babyis isplaced
placedininyour
yourcare
careand
andrecognises
recognises
When
a baby
firsttime,
time,it itisisone
oneofofthe
themost
mostbeautiful
beautiful
youyou
forforthethefirst
momentsyou
youcan
canexperience.
experience.
moments
Vikki,
carer,
Southern
Highlands
Vikki,
carer,
Southern
Highlands

Reducingthe
therisk
riskofofcot-related
cot-relatedinjuries
injuries
Reducing
A baby or infant’s cot can also be the site of other injuries. Most are
A baby or infant’s cot can also be the site of other injuries. Most are
related to falls, but children can also be injured by striking sharp edges
related to falls, but children can also be injured by striking sharp edges
in the cot, getting stuck between bars, or getting clothes caught on
in the cot, getting stuck between bars, or getting clothes caught on
fittings such as bolts, knobs and corner posts, causing strangulation.
fittings such as bolts, knobs and corner posts, causing strangulation.
All cots sold in this country must comply with the Australian Standard
All AS/NZS
cots sold2172-2003.
in this country
comply
with cot,
the Australian
If youmust
are buying
a new
make sure Standard
it carries
AS/NZS
2172-2003.
If
you
are
buying
a
new
cot,
make
sure
it
carries
this standard.
this standard.
If your cot is a hand-me-down, make sure it meets legal requirements:
If your cot is a hand-me-down, make sure it meets legal requirements:
● The space between bars or panels on the sides of the cot is no less
● The
space
between
bars
or than
panels
sidesIf gaps
of theare
cotsmaller,
is no less
than
50 mm
and no
more
95 on
mmthe
apart.
than
50 mm
more than
mmthemselves
apart. If gaps
are out
smaller,
infants
mayand
getno
a foothold
and95
push
up and
of the
infants
getare
a foothold
and
up arms
and out
of the
cot. Ifmay
gaps
wider they
canpush
trap themselves
a baby’s head,
or legs.
cot.
If gaps
are wider
theythe
can
a baby’s
armsand
or legs.
● The
distance
between
toptrap
surface
of thehead,
mattress
the top
● The
ofdistance
the cot should
be no
600of
mm.
between
theless
top than
surface
the mattress and the top
of
cotare
should
be noor
less
than
600 mm.
● the
There
no spaces
gaps
between
30 mm and 50 mm that
could
trap
a
child’s
arms
or
legs.
● There are no spaces or gaps between 30 mm and 50 mm that
● There
could
trap
child’s
area no
smallarms
holesororlegs.
openings between 5 mm and 12 mm
thatare
could
child’sor
fingers.
● There
no trap
smalla holes
openings between 5 mm and 12 mm
● The
cot trap
is placed
in a safe
spot with locking brakes on.
that
could
a child’s
fingers.

The cot is placed in a safe spot with locking brakes on.
For information on safe sleeping, contact your doctor or early
nurse,
or take
a look contact
at the website
run by or
Red
Nose
Forchildhood
information
on safe
sleeping,
your doctor
early
(formerlynurse,
Sids and
Kids)a at
rednose.org.au.
childhood
or take
look
at the website run by Red Nose
(formerly Sids and Kids) at rednose.com.au.
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Safety in cars
Child restraints
All children must be sitting safely in an approved and ageappropriate child restraint or booster. These laws apply nationally.
A child who is properly secured – for their age and size - in an
approved seat is less likely to be injured or killed in a crash. Talk to
your caseworker if you’re financially unable to purchase additional
car restraints for children in your care.


In NSW, it’s illegal
to smoke in a car
with a child or young
person present,
or to leave a child
unattended
in a car.

Age

Guidelines

0 - 6 months

●

6 months – 4 years

●

4 – 7 years

●

●

●
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7 – 16 years
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●

must be secured in a rearward-facing
restraint
must be secured in a rearward or forwardfacing restraint with an inbuilt harness
must either be secured in a child restraint
with an inbuilt harness; or
secured in a booster seat, restrained by
an approved lap-and-sash type seatbelt
or child safety harness that is properly
adjusted and fastened
cannot travel in the front seat of a vehicle
with two or more rows (unless all other
back seats are occupied by children
younger than seven years in an approved
child restraint or booster seat)
should use an approved booster seat if
they are too small to be safely restrained
by a normal seatbelt that has been
properly adjusted and fastened

Kids
Kidsinincars
cars
Leaving
Leavingchildren
childrenalone
aloneinincars
carseven
even for
for short
short periods
periods
puts
putsthem
thematatrisk
riskofofheat
heatstress,
stress,dehydration,
dehydration,
emotional
emotionaldistress,
distress,car
carthieves
thievesand
and accidents
accidents
caused
causedbybyplaying
playingwith
withcar
carcontrols.
controls. ItIt is
is never
never safe to
leavebabies
babiesororchildren
childrenalone
aloneinin cars,
cars, even
even for a short time.
leave
time.
youhave
haveaaquick
quickjob
jobtotodo,
do,always
always take
take the child with
If Ifyou
with you.
you.
Makesure
sureyou
youkeep
keepthe
thecar
carlocked
locked at
at home,
home, with the
● ●Make
the keys
keys out
outof
of
reach
of
children,
to
prevent
children
playing
inside
the
car.
reach of children, to prevent children playing
the car.
Onhot
hotdays,
days,the
thetemperature
temperatureinside
inside aa parked
parked car
car can
● ●On
can be
be 30-40°C
30-40°C
higherthan
thanthe
theoutside
outsidetemperature.
temperature.
higher
● Remember that 50 per cent of the temperature increase happens in
● Remember
that 50 per cent of the temperature increase happens in
the
first
eight
minutes.
the first eight minutes.
● Windows left open by 4.5cm only reduce the internal temperature by
● Windows left open by 4.5cm only reduce the internal temperature by
around10°C.
10°C.
around
● As the temperature increases, children can suffer dehydration and
● As the temperature increases, children can suffer dehydration and
heat stress, and even death.
heat stress, and even death.
● ●

For more information about car safety, go to:
For more information about car safety, go to:
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Roads and Waterways – Transport for NSW
NSW
Roads
13 22
13 and Maritime Services
1800
060 607
roads-waterways.transport.nsw.gov.au
rms.nsw.gov.au
Child Car Seats
Child
Car Seats
childcarseats.com.au
childcarseats.com.au
Authorised Restraint Fitting Stations and safety rules
Authorised
FittingatStations
Search forRestraint
‘Road safety’
roads-waterways.nsw.gov.au
Go to roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au
Kidsafe NSW
Kidsafe
NSW0890
(02) 9845
(02)
9845 0890
kidsafensw.org
kidsafensw.org
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Online safety
Kids and smartphones
If a child or young person in your care wants a mobile phone, talk
to your caseworker first to make sure there are no safety concerns
around contact that may prevent them from having one.
If there aren’t any safety concerns, consider if you think they’re old
enough and responsible enough to have a mobile phone. Many
kids are given a phone when they start to practise responsibility
and independence by getting themselves to and from school.
This commonly happens towards the end of primary school or the
beginning of high school.
Talk about looking after the phone (always keep the case on!) and
what will happen if the phone is lost or the screen smashed. If you
decide to give the child or young person a phone, the cost should be
covered by the Care Allowance. It’s important to have a conversation
about the ongoing costs of phone calls, data use, online shopping,
and in-app purchases. One way to limit the amount of money spent
on calls and data is to get pre-paid phone cards for kids.


Go to schoolatoz.nsw.edu.
au/technology, run by the
Department of Education,
for reliable information
on how gadgets work,
their benefits and their
potential dangers.

Kids and the internet
Many children and young people use the internet to help with
homework, listen to music, play games and chat with friends. Kids are
vulnerable to many of the risks of using the internet. These include:
●
●
●
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meeting predatory adults online, posing as potential friends
giving out personal information, such as phone numbers or photos
visiting sites showing pornography, racism or depictions of violence
staying up too late playing games and contacting friends
spending too much time online, compromising 'real world' friendships.

In the early years, it’s appropriate to be very actively involved when
your child is online: talk about how to use the internet safely, insist that
devices are used in public areas of the house, and perhaps consider
using settings or software that limit what your child can do online.
As your child gets older, you can pull back a bit. Keep up the
conversations about what they’re doing online, but don’t undermine
your older teen’s privacy by demanding passwords, logging on to their

devices or using software to track their activity unless
you have real concerns for their safety. It’s better to
make it clear what your values and expectations are,
and ensure that your teen knows they can always
come to you with questions or problems around what
they encounter online.
For more information and advice, visit:
The eSafety Commissioner
esafety.gov.au
Resource that helps kids, carers and other Australians stay safe online.
It has information in different languages, including Arabic, Chinese,
Hindi, Filipino and Vietnamese.
Think U Know
thinkuknow.org.au
Information about cyber-safety and preventing child exploitation for
carers and kids.

Safety and privacy online
Sharing images and information through websites, forums, online
games and social networks such as Instagram, Facebook, Tumblr
and Snapchat is a large part of what keeps young people connected
to friends – but it can also jeopardise their privacy and safety.

Just breathe… There are some situations you just need
to walk away from and then, when things are calmer,
open up the dialogue again.
Vikki, carer, Southern Highlands

●

●

Let your child know their safety is important and for that reason you
want to check and set the privacy settings of every new app, online
club or digital communication they download or sign up for. Choose
strict privacy settings and make sure location sharing is turned off.
Make the privacy rules clear to your child. There are certain things
kids should never share online including their full name, home
address, school address, current location or phone number. Explain
that reputable people and businesses won’t request this sort of

everyday care

Speak with your caseworker to see if it’s appropriate for the child or
young person in your care to be contacting others through social
networking - sometimes contact is restricted or requires supervision in
the best interests of the child, so it’s important you know who they are
talking to online.
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information, so if someone is asking for it, your child or teen should
let you know.
Explain that people often say things online they would never say
in person, and that they may be exposed to what’s called ‘cyberbullying’ either from friends or strangers. Tell them the easiest way
to discourage a cyber-bully is to ignore them. You can also delete
or block bullies so you no longer see their messages.
Remind them that if something online seems wrong, inappropriate
or dangerous, they’ll probably feel it: maybe their heart will pound
or their stomach will churn. If they’re feeling that way during any
sort of online conversation, they should exit it straight away and let
you know.
Make sure they realise that people can disguise their true identities
when they’re communicating online and tell them to never meet up in
the real world with someone you have met online – this can be risky.

If you know that the child or young person in your care has had any
sort of inappropriate contact online, report it to the police and the
school if needed, so they can follow it up. Also let your caseworker
know.

Watch what you post or say online too!
Remember you can also give away too much by posting or
publishing information such as your name, photos, birth date
and address. Without realising, you may also post identifying or
personal information about the child in your care, making it very
easy for someone to locate the child or young person. It’s hard
to control access to information once it has been posted online.
Think before you post and try to limit your use of social channels
and the personal information you publish online.

Sexting
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Sexting is using the internet to send highly suggestive or sexually
explicit images. It’s a growing trend with kids and a common way to
flirt among some teenagers. However, it can cause public humiliation
and in some cases is illegal.
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Warn the young person about the potential risks of sexting and sexual
predators. Give them clear rules about what they can and can’t do
with their mobile phone and remind them to think before they act.
Explain that they have no control over who sees their photos, where
they appear or how they’re used after they have been sent.
Make sure they understand that sexting involving anyone under the
age of 18 is a crime. That means it’s not okay for anyone under 18 to
send, receive or share a nude or sexual image, or to ask someone to
take an image of that kind. If your child or young person receives an

Make sure they understand that sexting involving anyone under the
age of 18 is a crime. That means it’s not okay for anyone under 18 to
send, receive or share a nude or sexual image, or to ask someone to
take an image of that kind. If your child or young person receives an
image, they should delete it and let the sender know they don’t want
image, they
should
to receive
anydelete
more.it and let the sender know they don’t want
to receive any more.
Sexting is also a crime when it is used to harass someone. At any
Sexting is
also
crimetowhen
is usedrevealing
to harass
someone.
age,
age,
it isawrong
take ait naked,
or sexual
imageAt
of any
someone
without
theira permission,
for example,
whenimage
they’reof
in someone
the shower or
it is wrong
to take
naked, revealing
or sexual
getting
changed.
It
is
also
wrong
to
use
sexting
to
make
someone
without their permission, for example, when they’re in the shower
or
feel
humiliated
or
threatened.
getting changed. It is also wrong to use sexting to make someone

feel humiliated
threatened.
Anyoneor
found
engaging in illegal sexting activity faces serious
penalties, including being listed on the sex offender register.

Anyone found engaging in illegal sexting activity faces serious
If you
believebeing
the child
or teen
in your
has had
inappropriate
penalties,
including
listed
on the
sexcare
offender
register.
images taken, or that they are being harassed, contact your
caseworker
and or
make
the police.
If you believe
the child
teena report
in yourtocare
has had inappropriate


Learn how to talk to
kids about protecting
their digital
reputation,
the dangers
of to
online
Learn
how to talk
kids
aboutand
protecting
gaming
more, at
their
digital
reputation,
esafety.gov.au, the
the
dangers
website
of of
theonline
Office
gaming and more,
of The Children’s eSafety
at esafety.gov.au, the
Commissioner.
website of Australia’s
eSafety Commissioner.
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images taken, or that they are being harassed, contact your
caseworker and make a report to the police.
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Life skills: earning,
driving, working
Pocket money
Getting pocket money helps a child or young person learn the value
of money, how to use it and how to save it to buy something they
really want. It helps promote a sense of independence and, through
experience, teaches kids how to make responsible decisions.
The Care Allowance is intended to cover pocket money. Typically,
parents and carers give their children $1 for each year of their age,
each week. For a 13-year-old child, for example, this equals $13 in
pocket money a week.
Pocket money is not to be used by the child or young person to cover
the cost of meeting their basic needs such as clothing, toiletries, food
or bedding. These costs are covered by the Care Allowance. Payment
of pocket money should not be linked to the child or young person
performing unreasonable duties.

Chores
Giving kids chores helps them gain life skills and a sense of responsibility.
From the age of five, they can help with tasks like setting the table for a
meal, making their bed or helping to tidy up around the house. Helping
out around the house helps kids feel even more connected to the family.
Children shouldn’t expect to be paid for this type of work. The types of
chores you give to a child or young person should:
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●

be appropriate for their age and level of physical and intellectual
development
consist of simple tasks they can do successfully, increasing in
complexity as their skills increase
be rotated to provide a variety of experiences that help develop a
range of skills
provide an opportunity for you to work alongside the child or young
person and praise them for a job well done to help instil a sense of
pride, achievement and self-confidence
not require too much time to complete

●

●

not interfere with school, family, play, family contact
and other activities
not be used as a form of discipline or punishment.

Savings
Helping kids develop good financial skills from an early age prepares
them for the financial challenges of adulthood. When you think they’re
old enough, show your child some money management basics such as
how to budget, spend, save and establish good money habits for life.
●

●

●

Set up a bank account Encourage kids to set up a bank account
and use it to save their pocket money, birthday money or earnings
from a part-time job. You may need certain identification documents
to set up the account; your caseworker can help you locate these.
Encourage savings Your child or young person’s savings belong to
them and their savings account should be in their own name. Help
them see the benefits of saving for a goal. Remember that the child
in your care does not have to pay for living essentials like clothes
and toiletries; these are covered by the Care Allowance.
Needs and wants Teach kids to set goals and think about whether
they want an item before parting with their money. Discuss the
difference between needs and wants and encourage kids to think
about this before spending.


For more information
on teaching children
about money, visit
the government’s
MoneySmart site at
moneysmart.gov.au.

Learner drivers
A young person has to be at least 16 years old before they can get
a learner licence (L-plates) for driving a car, or 16 years and 9 months
for a motorcycle. To get their L-plates, they’ll need to pass a driver
knowledge test, an eyesight test and provide documents that prove
their identity. You may need to ask your caseworker to help you source
the identity documents your teen needs.

Helping kids get on the road safely is a positive step. DCJ may pay for
up to 10 driving lessons as part of a young person’s Leaving Care Plan.
In cases where the young person doesn’t have regular access to a
car, DCJ may also consider paying for additional lessons. Ask your
caseworker for more information on what sort of support is available
for the teen in your care who is learning to drive.
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Learner drivers have to do at least 120 hours of supervised driving
including 20 hours of night driving in the company of a fully licensed
driver. A supervising driver must hold a current full Australian driver
licence and record the young person’s driving experience in their
learner-driver logbook.
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Every one-hour lesson through a driving school counts for three hours
in the logbook. This is capped at a maximum of 10 one-hour lessons,
which counts for 30 logbook-hours.


For more information
about learning
to drive, go to:
Service NSW
13 77 88
Click on the ‘Driving and
transport’
at service.nsw.gov.au

Most parents and carers feel some anxiety when their kids start
driving, and with good reason. Young drivers make up around 15 per
cent of all drivers in NSW, but account for more than a third of all road
fatalities. Inexperience is a factor, but accidents involving teenage
drivers are usually linked to risky behaviours such as speeding, driving
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, getting distracted, and driving
when tired.
You can help your teen become a safe driver by helping them gain
experience on the road, and by modelling safe driving. Be clear
about what they can and can’t do while driving, including:
●
●
●
●

not using mobile phones or other electronic devices
checking that everyone is wearing a seatbelt
keeping music volume down to a reasonable level
keeping their eyes on the road.

In NSW, drivers on L-plates and P-plates have restrictions on the
speed they’re allowed to drive and the number of passengers they
can carry. L-plate drivers must also have a zero blood alcohol reading,
which means they must not consume any alcohol if they intend to
drive. Check with Transport for NSW for details.
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In NSW, every car must be covered by Compulsory Third Party (CTP)
insurance before it can be registered. This is sometimes called a
‘green slip’. CTP insurance provides compensation for other people
injured in an accident when you or the person driving your vehicle is at
fault. It covers your passengers, other people on the roads including
pedestrians, and all children injured in a crash, regardless of which
driver was at fault. It does not cover damage to your vehicle, other
vehicles or property.
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Comprehensive insurance is optional. It covers the repair or replacement
of your car if it's stolen, involved in a collision, is damaged maliciously by
a person or gets damaged in bad weather. It also covers the repair or
replacement costs of other vehicles and property that are accidentally
damaged by your vehicle.
If your teen is old enough to apply for a learner licence, it’s a good idea
to have comprehensive insurance and to check your policy will cover
the learner driver. Give your insurer a call before teens get behind the
wheel.

Working
If they want to and it doesn’t interfere with their education, a young
person in care may be able to have a part-time job such as delivering
newspapers or babysitting. They will need permission from both you
and your caseworker. Young people under the age of 17 who wish to
leave school to work also need permission from the Department of
Education.
Your caseworker will consider a number of things before allowing
a young person to get a job. This includes laws about employing
children, transport to and from the job, the child’s maturity, their
behaviour and whether working would affect their schoolwork
and grades.
In NSW, the law states that:

●

it is an offence to allow a child or young person to take part in any
employment that puts their physical or emotional wellbeing at risk
a school-age child must not:
◆ work during school hours
◆ work more than four hours on a school day
◆ work more than five hours on any day
◆ work later than 9pm if they have to attend school the next day
◆ do more than one shift a day or a second shift within 12 hours
◆ spend more than 50 hours in a seven-day week at school and
work combined
◆ work more than 10 hours a week in total, unless the employer
has authority to employ people under 15.
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Arranging contact or
time with family & kin
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What is contact?
Most children and young people in care will have some sort of
time with their parents, brothers and sisters, grandparents, other
family members or close friends. This can be called ‘contact’ or
‘time with family and kin’. Contact can involve planned face-toface visits, telephone conversations, email messages, social
media connections and exchanging letters, gifts or photos.
Your agency will generally cover the costs associated with
maintaining contact.

Why time with family and kin is important
Time with family and kin can support the parent-child relationship and
reassure the child or young person while they are in care. It shows
them that their parents have not forgotten them and that they are still
part of their lives. It can also help kids and parents who have had
difficult relationships learn new ways of behaving, which is important
if the goal is to restore the child to their family in the future.
Time with family also helps children to maintain a loving and caring
bond with their siblings even if they cannot live with them.

The benefits of time with family and kin

●
●

●
●
●

●
●

maintain and strengthen kids’ relationships and connection with
family, significant others and their community
promote their cultural identity
ease the pain of separation and loss for both the child or young
person and their family
reduce the sense of abandonment and loneliness
reassure the child or young person of the parents’ wellbeing
keep birth parents updated with their child’s development and
activities
provide an opportunity to share news and information
help the kids adjust to their placement.

time with family
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Well-planned time with family, kin or significant others can:
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Who makes decisions about contact?
Decisions about the type and frequency of time spent together are
made by a court through a court order, or by your agency. These
decisions always take into account the safety and best interests
of the child or young person.
These decisions identify who should have time together, the type of
time spent together, how often this time should occur and if this time
together needs to be supported, for example, through supervision.
A court order may also prevent certain people having any time or
connection to the child or young person.
Family-time arrangements are tailored to meet the child or young
person’s needs. The child’s age and whether they’re likely to return
to their parents are key factors in these decisions.
Face-to-face contact is generally more frequent for kids who are likely
to return home. If a child or young person is in long-term care, faceto-face get-togethers may be less frequent and contact may involve
exchanging letters and phone calls.
A contact order can be varied by agreement between the carer, the
parents, the child and the caseworker. To have effect, this agreement
must be registered with the Children’s Court.
Disputes around contact should be resolved by agreement where
possible, however if this cannot occur an application must be made to
the court to change an existing contact order or seek a new contact
order.
Your agency will decide whether or not to apply for a ‘variation or
rescission’ of a contact order as part of the child or young person’s
Case Plan. A ‘variation’ will change the details of the order; a ‘rescission’
will cancel the order. Parents and carers may also make an application
to vary or rescind care orders, which include contact orders.
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Contact arrangements are part of a child’s Case Plan and are reviewed
regularly to ensure they continue to meet the child or young person’s
needs. Your agency will talk with everyone involved and consider their
views when making contact decisions.
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Your role in maintaining
and supporting contact
Your role in supporting kids to spend time with family
and kin includes preparing them for those occasions,
keeping a record of their experiences and providing
information about their time in care.
Sometimes the carer is the best person to take the child
or young person to and from family visits, and to supervise contact if
supervision is required. Sometimes, a caseworker or contact worker
may do this. Your role may change over time, depending on the child’s
needs.

‘Tummy Mummy’ is always mum. Always.

Sometimes it’s hard to share. It’s difficult.
But it’s the best for him.
Clodagh, carer, Miranda
As a carer, you significantly influence the child’s view of the world.
Try not to express anger or anxiety about family time (contact
arrangements) and avoid saying anything that blames or criticises
the child’s family.
Where appropriate and where you feel comfortable to do so, it is best if
you can attend or facilitate time with family or kin. When the relationship
between carers and members of the birth family is positive and strong,
kids can claim their connections without feeling like they’re being disloyal
or hurting someone they care about.
If you need to make a change to contact arrangements for family time,
you should tell your caseworker as soon as possible before a planned
visit.
Children sometimes experience anxiety about time with their birth
families and this may cause their behaviour to change before or after
the visit. It’s important to understand the possible anxieties the child
may have. Don’t pressure them for information about visits. Help them
manage their fears and frustrations so they can face visits with greater
confidence and benefit from time with family and kin.

●

being positive when discussing and preparing contact arrangements
preparing the child or young person in advance for visits, for
example, tell them where they will meet their parents, who will be
there and what is likely to happen

time with family

●

& kin

You can support time with family by:
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●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

giving the child or young person items to take to the visit that they
can talk about and share with their parents such as drawings,
schoolwork or other meaningful activities
keeping an open mind about the birth family and remembering that
most parents love their children
asking the parents for their views about their child’s education,
health, choice of clothes and even hair styles
providing opportunities for phone or email exchanges, if approved
helping the child or young person send birthday, mothers’ day,
fathers’ day and Christmas cards to their parents, siblings and other
family members (if appropriate)
taking photographs and videos of the child or young person to give
to birth parents
helping the child or young person observe days of religious significance
through scheduled contact with their family on these days
encouraging kids to express their feelings before and after contact.

It’s important not to:
●

●
●
●

●

have unsupervised meetings unless this is part of an approved
Case Plan
take out frustration, anger or anxiety on the child or young person
place yourself in a position where you feel unsafe
make promises you can’t keep, such as supervising contact if
you’re not comfortable or available
take on the role of counsellor for the child or their family.

What to do if time with family or kin is difficult
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Sometimes family time can be difficult for carers. There may be conflict
about the amount of time required for contact, or the behaviour of the
child before or after any family time. Ask your caseworker for help if
you have concerns or are worried about the child or young person’s
behaviour. Your caseworker may also be able to arrange training to
help you better manage family interactions.
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It’s important to raise any serious concerns with your caseworker as
soon as possible. If your caseworker is unavailable and you suspect
the child or young person is at risk of being neglected or physically,
sexually or emotionally abused, you should call the Child Protection
Helpline on 132 111.
See 'Complaints & grievances' on page 42 in this guide if you’re
unhappy about a contact decision.
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Time with family supervised by Communities and Justice (DCJ) will be
cancelled if a parent arrives under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. Carers who are involved in supporting family
time are encouraged to do the same.
Always check with your agency about their policies or views if you
have any questions or concerns.

Family contact for relative and kinship carers
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If you’re a relative or kinship carer, you may share a close
relationship with the child’s parents. This can make it easier to
organise family time and involve the parents in daily decisions,
or it could make it harder. If there’s conflict between you and
the child’s parents, these conflicts need to be managed to
prevent contact becoming difficult. If you need help, talk to your
caseworker about strategies that can make contact more positive.
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Health & wellbeing
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Sharing health information
When a child or young person first comes to live with you and your
family, your caseworker will share relevant health information with
you. This may include information such as if the child has asthma or
any allergies or serious health problems. While they are living with
you, they will need to have regular health and dental check ups.

Focus on health
Children and young people in out-of-home care are a vulnerable
group with increased rates of physical, developmental, emotional
and mental health issues compared to the general community of
Australian children.

Health Pathway: early assessment and
intervention
Communities and Justice (DCJ) and the NSW Ministry of Health have
developed the OOHC Health Pathway program to ensure every child
or young person entering statutory out-of-home care receives timely
and appropriate health screening, assessment, intervention, monitoring
and review of their health needs. The program begins as soon as
the child enters statutory out-of-home care, with screenings and
assessments that form the basis of a Health Management Plan. The
Health Management Plan records the child or young person’s health
needs and the services recommended to address them.

Healthcare costs

health

Some out-of-pocket expenses that are approved in the Case Plan
may be covered by DCJ or your agency. These could include
medical specialists, counselling, speech therapy, occupational
therapy, physiotherapy, medical aids, dental and orthodontic
treatment, glasses and long-term prescription medications not
covered under the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS).

& wellbeing

The Care Allowance is expected to cover the child or young person’s
general medical costs, including visits to the doctor, prescription
medications and non-prescription medications.
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Managing medications
When you are giving the child or young person medication prescribed
by a doctor, make sure you do it exactly as directed. If they get the
wrong dose or have a bad reaction seek immediate advice from your
doctor or call:
●
●

the Poisons Information Centre on 13 11 26
an ambulance on 000.

When buying non-prescription medication, such as analgesics and
cough and cold remedies, take into account the child or young
person’s medical history and any past side effects to different types
of medication.
Always make sure you store medicines safely and not within sight or
reach of children in your care.
If you have any questions about prescription medicines, nonprescription medicines or natural medications call 1300 MEDICINE
(1300 633 424). The phone line is run by NPS MedicineWise, a
government-funded, independent advisory body. Calls are
answered by registered nurses.

Make a record of allergies and reactions
If the child or young person in your care has allergies or reactions
to particular types of medication, tell your caseworker so they can
record this for future reference.

Consent for medical and dental treatment
Children and young people aged 14 years and older can give consent
to their own medical treatment if they have sufficient maturity and are
capable of understanding the nature and consequences of the treatment.
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Authorised carers can consent to many day-to-day medical and dental
treatments for the children in their care. Note that carers must keep
caseworkers informed of serious accidents, injuries or illnesses.
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In most other circumstances, consent must be obtained from DCJ.
For certain children and young people whose placement is managed
by Barnardos, parental responsibility for medical and dental consent
remains with Barnardos.
As an authorised carer you can consent to medical and dental
treatment not involving surgery if advised by a medical or dental
practitioner. You can also consent to emergency treatment involving
surgery if certified, ideally in writing, by a medical or dental practitioner.
Let your caseworker know about any treatment you’ve consented to,
so they can include this in the child or young person’s file.

You need approval from your caseworker or a manager from your
agency for other treatments, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

medical and dental surgery (non-urgent)
medical treatments for terminal illnesses
end-of-life decisions or medical intervention
drug and alcohol rehabilitation
contraception for children aged under 14
pregnancy termination for children aged under 14
psychiatric admission and treatment
DNA tests
most other tests including HIV/AIDS and hepatitis.

Serious accidents, illness and injuries
It is important to note that the law requires authorised carers to
immediately notify their agency if a child or young person in their
care suffers a serious accident, illness or injury.

Dental and orthodontic care
Children and young people should have regular dental check-ups.
The cost should be covered by the Care Allowance. As an authorised
carer, you can consent to dental check-ups. However, you’ll need
your caseworker’s prior approval if the child or young person needs
dental treatment involving surgery. Your agency will cover the costs of
ongoing dental or orthodontic treatment providing this is part of
the child or young person’s approved Case Plan.

Medicare card

There is no legislation that compels a doctor to perform a service, so
it is possible that a carer may be required to pay for a service up front.
If they are unable to do this they will need to get a bill from the doctor.

health

If a child is taken to a doctor who bulk bills, the doctor can obtain the
child or young person’s card number directly from Medicare for billing
purposes. Alternatively, if a carer has paid for a Medicare service for
a child or young person in their care, they can be paid the Medicare
benefit by advising the officer in a Medicare office that they paid for
the service.

& wellbeing

When a child or young person is placed in out-of-home care, the
caseworker will immediately apply for a new Medicare card number
for the child or young person. While waiting for a new Medicare card
to be issued, a carer can still access medical services or prescriptions
for the child or young person in care and receive reimbursement for
medical services provided.
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The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) makes certain medications
available at subsidised rates. If the child or young person in your care
requires a PBS medication, you will need to provide their Medicare
card number to the pharmacist so they can confirm the child or young
person’s eligibility for the subsidy. Sometimes it is not possible for a
carer to provide a child’s Medicare card details. With the consent of the
carer, the pharmacist can phone the Medicare Australia PBS enquiry
line to obtain the child or young person’s Medicare card number. In
certain situations, the pharmacist can use a pharmacy-only Special
Medicare Number.

Health Care Card
See 'Australian Government assistance' on page 22 in this guide.

Keeping up with immunisations
When a child or young person is placed with you, your caseworker will
give you information about the child’s immunisation history. It is expected
that children and young people receive all available immunisations. You
can give consent for immunisation of a child or young person in line with
the NSW Ministry of Health immunisation schedule. It is important
you maintain their health records for as long as they are in your care.

Child Dental Benefits Schedule
The Australian government provides financial support for basic dental
services to children and young people aged between two and 17 who
are eligible for Medicare and who are supported by a government
payment such as the Family Tax Benefit Part A or the Youth
Allowance, either directly or through their carer.
Benefits for basic dental services are capped at $1,000 per child
over two consecutive calendar years and cover a range of services
including examinations, x-rays, cleaning, fissure sealing, fillings, root
canals, extractions and partial dentures.
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Benefits are not available for orthodontic or cosmetic dental work
and cannot be paid for any services provided in a hospital.
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Services provided under the Child Dental Benefits Schedule will not
count towards the Medicare Safety Net or the Extended Medicare
Safety Net thresholds.
For more information go to the Services Australia website,
servicesaustralia.gov.au

My First Health Record
My First Health Record, also known as the ‘Blue Book’, is given to
all parents in NSW after the birth of a baby. When filled in regularly,
it provides a record of the child’s health history. It also includes a
developmental checklist to help identify any developmental
problems early.
If a child under five years of age is placed with you, your caseworker
will give you the child’s My First Health Record, if possible. If it’s
missing or unavailable, you can get a new one from your local child
health care centre or hospital. The results of health assessments
should be recorded in My First Health Record. If the child returns
home or moves to another placement, they should take their
My First Health Record with them.
You play an important role in making sure the My First Health Record
book is kept up to date. Before you go ahead with tests or immunisations,
check in with your caseworker. It may be necessary to consult with the
child’s parents first, especially if they will be returning home at some point.

Private health insurance
Contact your private health insurance provider if you want to add the
child or young person to your family’s policy. Your insurer can tell you
what legal papers they need to prove the child or young person is
in your care, and your caseworker can help you locate these. Some
insurers allow you to add a child up to the age of 21 on your existing
family health cover, for free. If your insurer charges you to add the child
or young person in your care to your existing policy, the cost is to be
met from the Care Allowance.

Hepatitis, HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases
You can give consent for the child or young person to be immunised
against Hepatitis A and B.
However, you can’t give consent for a child or young person to be
tested for HIV/AIDS or Hepatitis C.

health
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For children under 14, medical tests that involve taking tissue samples or
body fluids, such as blood or urine, can’t be done without your agency’s
approval. If the child is 14 or older, they can make their own decisions
about medical tests and give their own informed consent for testing.
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Your agency will only give approval for testing if:
●

●

there are sufficient grounds to suspect the child or young person
may be infected
testing is considered to be in their best interests or they’ve asked
to be tested.

Privacy laws that apply to all adults and children in NSW mean you
will only be informed that a child or young person in your care has
HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis C or other infectious disease if:
●

●

you need to know this information to provide appropriate care
for them
the disease could pose a significant health risk to you or members
of your family.

If you or a member of your family has an infectious disease you are
not required to tell your caseworker provided that:
●
●

you’re using universal infection control procedures
the disease doesn’t affect your ability to provide adequate care.
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If you are told about a child or young person’s infectious disease
status, you cannot disclose this information to anyone except a
medical practitioner or dentist for the purpose of medical advice or
treatment, or in certain circumstances approved by the Minister.
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As a general rule, carers should always treat all bodily substances
including blood, body fluid, urine and faeces as potentially infectious
and use sensible protective practices, such as wearing rubber gloves.
See also 'Household safety & hygiene' on page 111.

Psychotropic medication
A psychotropic drug is a prescribed medication that affects a person’s
perception, thinking, mood, level of arousal or behaviour. It may be
prescribed by a doctor to treat mental illness, psychiatric disorders
or other symptoms.
Psychotropic medication is not a stand-alone solution for challenging
behaviour. It should only be considered in the context of behaviour
support strategies that may have a positive impact on behaviour. All
children on psychotropic medication must also have a Behaviour
Support Plan developed by the caseworker and a psychologist or
other specialist.


For more information
on how to support
positive behaviour, see
'Encouraging positive
behaviour' on page 159.

When a child is prescribed a psychotropic drug by a medical practitioner:
●

●
●

the carer must immediately notify DCJ or the agency responsible for
the placement
the carer can administer the medication
the caseworker and carer must update each other on any changes
to the medication or the dosage, and any changes in the child or
young person’s moods or behaviour; this information should be
provided to the medical practitioner at the child’s medical review.


For more information
on Behaviour Support
Plans, see 'Managing
challenging behaviour'
on page 163.

Healthcare-related travel assistance

health
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You may be able to get help with travel costs associated with
taking the child or young person in your care to specialist medical
appointments. This includes help with fares, petrol for kilometres
travelled and parking costs. It’s important that you get prior approval
from your caseworker if you wish to receive support for travel costs.
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Sexuality & sexual
health
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Talking to kids about sex
As the child or young person in your care approaches puberty,
it’s important to talk to them about the changes they will be
going through, their emerging sexuality, how to look after
their own sexual and reproductive health, and about making
safe and responsible decisions.
Organisations such as Family Planning NSW offer information, advice
and services to the community on subjects such as menstruation,
contraception, sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy options.
You might find it useful to connect with Family Planning before you
have a conversation or to direct kids to the website so they can
access information for themselves.
Family Planning NSW
fpnsw.org.au
Call them on 1300 658 886 (Monday to Friday, 8am to 8pm)
Email them at talkline@fpnsw.org.au
Family Planning NSW also offers personal advice in email and face-toface appointments. Clinics are located in Ashfield, Newcastle, Penrith,
Dubbo, Fairfield and Blacktown and are staffed by fully qualified
doctors and nurses. Consultations are free.

Sexual activity

sexuality

The age of consent for sex in NSW is 16 years. It is an offence for a
child under the age of 16 to have sex, even if the other person is of a
similar age. Explain to kids that the age of consent is about ensuring
both people involved are emotionally mature, have a strong and
confident sense of themselves, and have the capacity to give consent
to sexual activity. If you believe the child or young person in your care
is sexually active and they are under the age of 16, you must let your
caseworker know.

& sexual health

Not all teenage relationships involve sex, but this is the age when many
young people start to become sexually active.
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For young people over 16 years of age, the decision to have sex
is a personal one. They don’t have to seek permission from you to
start being sexually active or to use contraception or other forms of
protection against sexually transmitted infections or pregnancy. If they
ask for your advice about contraception and you feel uncomfortable
talking to them about it, suggest they talk to their caseworker, doctor
or local Family Planning clinic.
The young person in your care may or may not want to talk to you
about their sexuality or sexual activity. Don’t force the issue. It’s
important to respect their feelings and their privacy as well. Keep up
the conversation with them through the teenage years, and remember
to have some one-on-one time so there are opportunities for talking if
that’s what they want. When questions do come up, answer them as
well as you can. Try to get across important messages such as:
●

●

●

●

no-one can touch them or engage in any sort of physical or sexual
activity without their consent
they always have the right to say ‘no’, whether it’s about going on
a date, leaving a party, ending a relationship or having sex
sexual activity is not okay when someone feels threatened,
pressured or tricked into their decision or when they are clearly
incapable of giving their consent (for example, if they are drunk
or unconscious)
if they ever feel vulnerable, uncomfortable or pressured, they should
contact you so that you can help.
Sometimes sexual activity in adolescence is a trigger for memories
of past abuse. If you think the child or young person in your care is
struggling with traumatic memories, or if they disclose past abuse to
you, you must tell your caseworker immediately. Together you can
make a plan to provide them with the support they need. For more
information, see ‘Disclosures of abuse or neglect’ on page 69.
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Sexual identity and orientation
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Social attitudes have become more welcoming and inclusive of people
who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or intersex, but young
people are still likely to feel nervous, scared or even ashamed
or angry about their developing sexuality. Sometimes kids are in care
because their birth family does not accept their sexual orientation or
gender identity.
You can provide help and support by:
●
●
●
●

respecting, validating and supporting their feelings
letting them know you love them and want them to be happy
letting them decide who they talk to about this, and when
continuing to do the things you always used to enjoy together,
to show that nothing has changed in your relationship

●

●

●

having some one-on-one time so they have an
opportunity to talk to you about how they’re feeling,
if they want to
helping them find supportive local groups, events or
activities where they can connect with other young
people who share the same sexual orientation, are
gender diverse, or who are gender non-binary
letting them know their new friends are welcome
at home.

Learning about the sexual orientation or gender identity of the child or
young person in your care can be confronting for some people. If you
feel challenged by your child’s sexual orientation or gender identity,
it may help to speak to someone who has been through a similar
experience, or to have some counselling. Your caseworker may be
able to recommend some support services, or
get in touch with one of the ones listed below.
ReachOut
au.reachout.com
Reach Out has loads of practical information and support for young
people exploring their sexual orientation or gender identity.
Families like mine
beyondblue.org.au
1300 22 4636
Beyond Blue supports the health of young people who are lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI), and provides guidance
to families on how to make the experience a positive one. Their
downloadable resource 'Families like mine' is a great place to start.
Minus18
minus18.org.au
Minus18 is Australia’s largest youth-led organisation for LGBTI youth.
They have online resources and support services, run social events
for under-18s, and offer mentoring services.

sexuality

Understanding of gender identity and sexual orientation is changing.
There is growing support for the idea that gender is not about physical
characteristics, but about how a person perceives themselves
and chooses to express themselves. The community is becoming
more accepting of gender diversity, but kids who are exploring and
questioning their gender identity may feel anxious,

& sexual health

Gender identity
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As a carer, you are in a strong position to protect the child or young
person in your care at a time when they may be feeling very
vulnerable. You can help by:
scared or ashamed.

●
●

●
●
●

●

letting them know nothing has changed in your relationship
As athem
carer,you
youappreciate
are in a strong
protect
child orto
telling
the position
couragetothey
are the
showing
person in your care at a time when they may be feeling very
be young
themselves
vulnerable. You can help by:
respecting their right to confidentiality
● letting them know nothing has changed in your relationship
allowing
them to decide who they share their feelings with, and when
● telling them you appreciate the courage they are showing to
calling
them by a different first name is that’s what they want (and
be themselves
updating the caseworker so that they can include the name change
● respecting their right to confidentiality
in the
Case Plan)
● allowing them to decide who they share their feelings with, and when
helping them access the information and services they need, in
● calling them by a different first name is that’s what they want (and
partnership
with your caseworker.

updating the caseworker so that they can include the name change
in the Case Plan)
Some carers will find it difficult to accept the new gender identity of the
●
access
thecare.
information
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theyhave
need,
in right
child orhelping
young them
person
in their
Remember
that kids
the
partnership with your caseworker.

to their own beliefs and way of life, and to be treated with respect. If
you feel
thatcarers
you are
to to
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or young
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Some
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the child
new gender
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of
talk tothe
your
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child or young person in their care. Remember that kids have the
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right to their own beliefs and way of life, and to be treated with respect.
If you feel that you are struggling to support the child or young person,
talk to your caseworker.
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Pregnancy
Young people who have been in care experience higher rates of
teenage pregnancy than their peers. Teen pregnancy is linked to
poorer educational, employment and general health outcomes
and long-term welfare dependency.
If the young person in your care tells you they are involved in a
pregnancy, either as father or mother, contact your caseworker. Your
caseworker will make sure they get the information and support they
need to confirm the pregnancy, consider the options and make an
informed decision.

A young woman’s decisions
Parental rights only begin with the birth of a child. When it comes to
decisions around whether or not to continue with a pregnancy, only
the young woman has the right to make that choice (although she
may choose to discuss it with her male partner). Her options include:
●

●

●

Choosing to parent If the young woman in your care chooses
to continue the pregnancy and keep the baby, she will need a lot
of support. Your caseworker can help you connect with the most
suitable support services, including the parenting support services
under the Brighter Futures early intervention program.
Choosing to adopt The young woman may decide to continue the
pregnancy, but to have the baby adopted. You and your caseworker
will need to work together on the support and services that will best
help her through this time.
Choosing to terminate A termination of the pregnancy, also called
an ‘abortion’, is a surgical or medical procedure that removes the
foetus from the uterus. For more information, see 'Terminations'
on page 146.

A young man’s decisions

●
●
●
●
●

whether or not he supports an adoption (both parents must consent)
how he will carry on a meaningful relationship with the child
how he will contribute to the day-to-day care of the child
how to negotiate access and visiting rights
whether he wants to take a paternity test
how he will manage financial child support.

sexuality

●

& sexual health

Although the two people involved might choose to share the decisionmaking around the pregnancy, on a legal basis the parental rights of
the father only begin at birth. You and your caseworker can help give
the young man the information and support he needs to deal with
this challenge, and explain his rights and responsibilities. If the mother
decides to continue the pregnancy, the young man will have to consider:
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Terminations
In NSW, a young person aged over 14 can give informed consent to
a termination without a carer’s knowledge if the doctor considers they
are mature enough to make this decision. Informed consent can only
be given after the young person gets information about the procedure,
possible risks and complications, and the emotions commonly
experienced after a termination.
A young person over 14 years of age with an intellectual disability has
the same rights to a termination as long as the doctor considers she’s
able to give informed consent.
If the young person is under 14, or if they are between 14 and 18
and the doctor believes they don’t have the ability to give informed
consent, then the consent of the person with parental responsibility
is required. This is usually the Communities and Justice (DCJ)
Manager Client Services.
Your caseworker can’t give information about the pregnancy to
you, the birth parents or anybody else without the young person’s
permission unless:
●

●
●

they are not capable of making a decision about the pregnancy
and other people, including you or the birth parents, need to be
consulted in the decision-making process
it’s necessary to ensure that appropriate care is provided
it’s necessary to ensure the safety of you and other members of
your household.

For more support and information when dealing with pregnancy, contact:
Family Planning NSW
fpnsw.org.au
1300 658 886 (Monday to Friday, 8am to 8pm)
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Pregnancy, Birth and Baby
pregnancybirthbaby.org.au
1800 882 436
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Men’s Helpline
mensline.org.au
1300 78 99 78

Emotional wellbeing
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How you can help
As a carer you play an important role in helping kids feel safe and
secure and giving them the stability they need to grow in confidence
and develop healthy ways of coping with what they have been
through. Self-belief, secure relationships, a strong sense of identity
and feelings of resilience are key to emotional wellbeing. This may
take time as many kids who enter care are dealing with ongoing
feelings of stress, anxiety and pain.

Trauma, loss and grief

A child or young person may find it difficult to understand that grief
will end, that they can cope, and that they will be okay if it comes
back again later. They may know they’re grieving, but not realise
their behaviour is related to the loss they have experienced.

Trauma and past experiences can really shape a person,
and that means we have to be quite considerate in

the way that we deal with situations. We have to look
through the lens of the fact that there are reasons
for the way the child in our care is behaving.
Stephen, carer, St Ives


Child Protection
Counselling Services
(CPCS) provide free
counselling and support
services for children
affected by abuse and
neglect. This is a NSW
Health service that only
accepts direct referrals
from DCJ Talk to your 		
caseworker if you believe
these services could be
of help to the child in your
care.
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Being in care can mean the loss of parents, siblings, extended family,
pets, home, neighbourhood, school, friends, activities, identity and
a sense of belonging. Grief is a normal healthy response to loss.
It includes shock, denial, anger, sadness, bargaining, hopelessness,
confusion, despair, guilt, understanding and acceptance. Grief is
personal. People grieve in their own time and in their own way.

social

Experiences of abuse or neglect are traumatic for young people,
and being separated from important people in their lives can be
distressing. Many children and young people in care bring with them
an entrenched sense of fear, a mistrust of adults, and a belief that they
have to look out for themselves. Their reactions to trauma can include
sleeping trouble, withdrawal, clinginess, severe anxiety, aches and
pains, substance abuse and risk taking.
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With your care and support most reactions to loss and grief will settle
down in a few weeks. If the pain or grief is ongoing or severe, then it
may be useful to get professional help. Talk to your caseworker about
how your child or young person is coping.
You can do a number of things to help kids cope with loss and grief,
such as:
●

●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

don’t get angry or blame them for their behaviour, which may be a
response to their experiences
reassure them they’re safe and cared for
listen and talk to them about what’s happening, their experiences,
how they’re feeling and how you feel
be understanding if they can’t do normal activities for a while
allow them time to work through their experiences
help them find ways to express their emotions and comfort them
when they’re distressed
be aware of key dates such as Christmas and birthdays which may
trigger memories and emotions
maintain routines, particularly around sleeping, eating and activities
make time to give them special attention and do activities you all
enjoy as a family
try not to become overprotective
help them maintain connections and their sense of identity
allow them to make choices that aren’t harmful and encourage safe
expressions of independence
never threaten to 'send them back' because of their behaviour
follow through with commitments
avoid comparing their losses to others’ experiences
prepare them well in advance of any new changes.
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Bonding and attachment
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A bond is an emotional connection between two people. ‘Attachment’
is the word used to describe the bond between a child and their
parent or primary carer. Healthy attachment sets the foundation for
positive relationships with others in the future. Poor attachment can
lead to emotional, behavioural, social and relationship problems.
Abuse, neglect, chaotic environments, fear and repeated rejections by
parents or carers are some of the factors that interfere with bonding and
attachment. Specific problems associated with poor attachment will vary
depending on the nature and duration of the abuse and neglect and the
child or young person’s age. Some children may have obvious emotional
and behavioural problems while others may have more subtle problems
that are harder to recognise. These could include developmental delays,
comforting behaviours, emotional problems, odd eating habits, abusive
behaviour and aggression.

Some ways you can help kids with attachment
problems include:
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

nurturing them in the way you would any child, while
carefully monitoring how they respond
trying to understand their behaviour before reacting
caring for them based on their emotional age,
rather than their age in years
being consistent and predictable and developing
regular routines
modelling and teaching appropriate social behaviour
taking the time to listen and talk to them
having realistic expectations and accept that progress may be slow
celebrating the subtle signs that show a child is becoming attached to
you, such as seeking comfort from you when they are hurt or sick.

Emotional and social skills
Everyday situations present opportunities for children and young
people to learn and practise emotional and social skills. Playing with
others teaches kids how to share, take turns and cooperate. Reading
storybooks that focus on friendships and social interactions creates
an opportunity for you to discuss these ideas.

Be a role model Shared encounters with people can be a good way
of teaching older children and young people about the messages we
send with words, facial expressions and body language. Show them
how you confidently and respectfully communicate your thoughts,
feelings and needs by letting people know if you’re feeling sad, irritable
or afraid. Let them see how you cope with your feelings by talking
about possible solutions. Let them know when you’re feeling better
and why. Don’t lie to them about a situation to avoid an emotional
reaction; it could just increase their mistrust of adults.


You play a major role in
helping kids learn the
emotional and social skills
they need to understand
and manage their
emotions, imagine
how others feel, solve
problems and form 		
healthy relationships.

Look at ways to express feelings Explain to kids that a feeling isn’t

solutions or downplaying their experience. Instead, encourage
problem-solving by asking what they could do about a situation
and what they think may happen if they tried it. Give them ageappropriate choices so they can practise making decisions and
learn how to take responsibility.

social

Teach problem-solving Avoid trying to fix the problem by offering

& emotional wellbeing

the same as an action: having feelings is always okay but acting in
certain ways isn’t. Encourage them to talk about their feelings without
pressuring them to answer questions about how they feel. Help them
find ways of expressing their feelings such as naming the feeling,
writing it down, being physical, drawing or painting, dancing, singing,
or playing music.
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Self-esteem
Self-esteem is feeling good about yourself. It’s about knowing you
belong, you matter, you can do things well and you’re worthy of being
loved and accepted by people who are important to you. Having high
self-esteem enables us to act independently, attempt new tasks, deal
with challenges, tolerate frustration, take pride in our achievements
and actively participate in our community.


Everyone experiences
highs and lows in their
self-esteem depending
on what’s happening in
their life. However, the
self-esteem of kids who
have been abused,
neglected or moved
around a lot may be
particularly fragile.

Kids in care have often experienced trauma, neglect and adversity.
Their experiences before and during care, such as being separated
from parents or insecurity arising from placement changes, can affect
their self-esteem, confidence and ability to cope. Try some of these
tips for building self-esteem, including:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
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letting them know you’re glad they are who they are
giving them attention, affection and spending time with them
showing respect by talking to them in the way you appreciate being
spoken to and taking what they have to say seriously
taking an interest in their hobbies, activities, schoolwork and opinions
giving them specific praise for the things they do including their efforts
making them feel needed by asking them for help with tasks
teaching them to trust their feelings
keeping special mementos, taking photos and celebrating
achievements
showing them that you have faith in them and their judgement
being careful not to send negative messages that say they’re a
failure, a nuisance or unwanted.

Keeping kids active – sport, play, hobbies
Encouraging kids to participate regularly in sport, play, creative
hobbies and other activities they enjoy helps them to develop new
skills, self-esteem and a sense of purpose and identity.
You have a great deal of influence over your child’s attitudes towards
sport and recreational activities. Your lifestyle, enthusiasm and support
can have a major impact on getting them involved in activities.
Get kids away from screens and encourage them to be part of life!
Involvement in activities such as sports, arts, music, dance, drama
and playgroups can:

●

●

●
●
●

Speak to your caseworker if you’re having difficulty accessing
activities, or wish to discuss the child or young person’s sport
and recreational needs. Otherwise, try some of these ideas:
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●

●

play with them, take them to the park or go to a playgroup
be active and have your own interests
be active as a family - go to the park, beach, picnics, bowling
and swimming
find out about local sport and recreation clubs, groups and activities
emphasise having fun and reduce competitive situations for children
who are developing skills
give lots of encouragement and offer to help if the child or young
person is having difficulty learning a new skill
encourage them to do activities at home with their friends
restrict time spent watching TV and playing computer games
find out what activities are offered at their school and take a big
interest in their school day. Ask them about what they do each day
including favourite subjects, sports and what they do at lunchtime
volunteer to help in the classroom, coach a sports team, or assist
with major sporting events such as swimming carnivals and interschool sports days.


If a child or young person
isn’t interested or resists
getting involved in
activities, ask them what
they’d like to do and
encourage those interests.
For some kids, making
them do an activity that
you believe is good for
them may just end
up being a negative
experience.
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●

help them get through a difficult time
let them make links in their community, interact with peers and make
new friends
provide opportunities for safe risk taking, learning and developing
teamwork, coordination and discipline skills
offer a way to express themselves and their feelings creatively in
a safe environment
promote self-worth and a sense of accomplishment
provide a chance to play and learn with others
give you an opportunity to make new friends and develop a support
network in your local community.

social

●
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Depression and anxiety
Feeling down or sad usually passes within a couple of months.
Depression occurs when these feelings are intense, persistent
and interfere with a person’s ability to function in everyday life.
Common signs of depression may include extreme sadness or
tearfulness, constant tiredness, loss of pleasure in activities, problems
concentrating and feelings of worthlessness.
Anxiety shows up as excessive fear, nervousness, apprehension,
and worrying about specific places, things or events. This can cause
lack of confidence and avoidance of difficult situations. Anxiety from
time to time is common in children and young people. It becomes a
problem when it’s ongoing, overwhelming and interferes with daily
life. Common signs of anxiety can include constant irritability, needing
continual reassurance, getting upset if there’s a change in routine,
being argumentative or feeling sick to avoid a situation.
Recognising signs of possible depression or anxiety can help you
understand the child’s behaviour and get professional support early.
If you think the child or young person in your care may be depressed
or anxious:
●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●
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●
●

try to identify their triggers and how those triggers affect them
make time for them to talk to you and listen to what they say without
judging, interrupting, reacting or trying to cheer them up
acknowledge their worries and gently ask questions to understand
the reason for what’s happening and help them find practical ways
to solve the problem
model positive coping skills
encourage them to eat well, avoid skipping meals, keep active and
do things they used to enjoy
give them time to practise new routines, set small goals and
introduce challenges gradually
tell them what they do well and give praise when they have a go or
attempt new things
don’t force them to confront deeply held fears
discourage avoidance, such as not attending school
prepare them for major changes
ask for professional help from your caseworker or the child’s doctor,
paediatrician, therapist or school counsellor, when you need it.

Self-harm
Sometimes children and young people cope with intense distress
by deliberately cutting, scratching, burning or biting themselves, or
refusing to eat. This is called self-harm. Kids in care often have to deal
with overwhelming emotions, and it’s not uncommon for them to start
self-harming.
While most young people who self-harm don’t want to die, the self-harm
can still result in serious physical injury. It’s important not to dismiss selfharm as being manipulative or attention seeking. Children and young
people often say they self-harm because it relieves emotional pain or
because they want to feel something rather than feel numb.
The child or young person may have feelings of hopelessness and
believe they have no control over their lives.
Signs that a child or young person is self-harming can include:

●

●
●
●

If you believe or know that the child or young person in your care is
self-harming, you can help by:
●
●

●

●

●
●

●

letting them know that help is available
organising support from a counsellor or psychologist, in partnership
with your caseworker
making them aware of websites such as those listed on this page
that can provide advice and support for young people
making the effort to understand self-harm as a response to
emotional pain and breaking down the stigmas associated with it
reducing conflict within the home
creating a closer bond with the young person, for example,
scheduling one-on-one time
looking at ways to reduce stress related to school or study.

It can be disturbing to discover the young person in your care is
self-harming. Carers can feel shock, confusion, inadequacy, and even
anger. These feelings are completely normal. It is important to know
that there is support for you and what you're going through, as well
as for the young person.


For more information
and support, contact:
Headspace
National Youth Mental
Health Foundation
headspace.org.au
ReachOut
au.reachout.com
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●

not taking care of themselves, for example, poor hygiene or
dirty clothes
wearing clothing to cover up signs of cutting, for example, long
sleeves in summer
saying they feel hopeless, there is no point, or appearing not to
care about anything
withdrawing from friends and family
seeing self-harm done by others, friends or on social media
visiting websites about self-harm.

social

●
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Suicidal ideation
Young people who contemplate suicide are unable to imagine that
they will ever feel better. The emotional pain they feel outweighs their
ability to cope and they have lost hope. It’s important to know that it
may take a long time and a lot of support for your child to recover.



Some signs that a child or young person could be thinking about
suicide include:

For more information
and support, contact:

●

Beyond Blue
beyondblue.com
1300 22 4636

●

Lifeline
lifeline.org.au
13 11 14

●

Suicide Call Back Service
suicidecallbackservice.org.au
1300 659 467
Kids Helpline
kidshelpline.com.au
1800 55 1800

●

●
●

●
●

●

talk of death or suicide, even jokingly
expressions of hopelessness or being trapped
withdrawal from friends and family
increased usage of alcohol or other drugs
expressions of rage or revenge
dramatic changes in mood
research into suicide methods on the internet
making final arrangements, such as saying goodbye to friends and
family and giving away possessions
they have been depressed for a significant period of time but then
seem to be ‘doing really well’.

If you suspect your child is thinking about suicide, take action. Don’t
ignore your instincts. Speak to your caseworker and connect with your
family doctor for a referral to a mental health expert. And reach out to
your child. You can actually lower the risk of suicide by being open and
communicating your concerns about suicide with your child, at home.
It can be helpful to:
●

●
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●

●

●

●

●

remind the child or young person that suicidal thoughts are real but
they are only thoughts; help them to realise that their thoughts don’t
have to result in action.
encourage them to seek help early when suicidal thoughts arise;
it might take more than one attempt to find the right kind of help for
your child, but stay motivated
make agreements with them that they will not act on any thoughts of
ending their life before telling you, or telling a helpline like the Suicide
Call Back Service
support them through the tough time and help them see that the
thoughts will pass
encourage them to talk to you about their thoughts; never leave
them alone if they are suicidal
insist that they refrain from using any recreational drugs or alcohol
while they are feeling suicidal
help them to set small goals as a way of working their way out of
their crisis
help them find reasons to keep living and things to look forward to.

Handling racism
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The impact of racism
Experiencing racism can make kids feel sad, angry, depressed
and left out. It can make them fearful and less likely to engage
with school. It can even impact on their physical health, including
stress reactions like increased heart rate and headaches.
Nobody has the right to treat a child or young person differently
because of their race, skin colour, or religious or ethnic background.
It’s up to the adults in their life to make sure any racist behaviour
is stopped.

What is racism?
Racism is any attitude or behaviour that assumes someone is
inferior because of their skin colour or race. It can take many forms
from jokes or comments that cause offence (perhaps unintentionally)
to harassment and intimidation or physical abuse and violence.
Racism can directly or indirectly exclude people from accessing
services or taking part in employment, education, sport and social
activities. It can also occur at a systemic or institutional level through
policies, conditions or practices that disadvantage certain groups.

What is racial bullying?
Racial bullying, or harassment, means subjecting someone to verbal,
physical or emotional abuse, in person or online, because of their race
or skin colour. For children and young people, racial bullying at school
could be their most common experience of racism.

Sometimes, the discrimination involves treating people differently in
an obvious way, for example, a bus or taxi driver might refuse to take
a passenger because of their racial background or skin colour. This
is called ‘direct discrimination’.

social

Racial discrimination is when a person is treated less favourably than
another person in a similar situation because of their race, colour,
descent, national or ethnic origin or immigration status.
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What is racial discrimination?
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Sometimes the discrimination comes from a rule or policy that is the
same for everyone, but has an unfair effect on people of a particular
race, colour, religion or origin. For example, if a sports club has a rule
that headwear is not allowed on the field, this could unfairly affect
people from some racial or ethnic backgrounds. This is called ‘indirect
discrimination’.
The child or young person in your care may be experiencing racism
if either adults or children:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●

refuse to play with or sit next to them
exclude them from social groups
make fun of their clothes, food or appearance
ridicule or mimic their accents or gestures
write graffiti or use derogatory language directed against their
family or cultural group
make stereotypical statements
make assumptions about their abilities based on their cultural
background
witness racist behaviour and allow it to go unchallenged
do not respond to complaints of racism
anglicise their name whether they like it or not
force them to take part in activities that go against their cultural
or religious beliefs
do not allow them to speak their birth language
hand out more severe forms of discipline, favouring children from
their own cultural background
use intimidating behaviour, such as stealing, damaging personal
property, taunting and stalking, because the child or young person
is seen as being different
pick fights with them or physically assault them because of their
cultural background.

Finding ways to deal with racism
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When a child or young person suffers because of racism,
discrimination or bullying they can feel angry, isolated and powerless.
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As a carer, you can develop strategies for dealing with racism before it
happens, so that both you and the child or young person in your care can
manage it better and prevent it getting out of control. If racism occurs, be
assertive and challenge the behaviour, or report it if necessary.

Following
are some
strategies
for dealing
withwith
racism
at at
Following
are some
strategies
for dealing
racism
home,home,
at school
and in
thein community.
If the
child
or or
at school
and
the community.
If the
child
youngyoung
person
is ever
threatened,
stalked
or physically
person
is ever
threatened,
stalked
or physically
assaulted
anywhere,
including
school,
immediately
assaulted
anywhere,
including
school,
immediately
make make
a report
to thetopolice
and and
inform
youryour
a report
the police
inform
caseworker.
youunsure
are unsure
about
what
to do,
caseworker.
If youIfare
about
what
to do,
or or
thethe
child
or
young
person
is
traumatised,
contact
your
child or young person is traumatised, contact your
caseworker
for support.
caseworker
for support.

…at home
…at home
●
●

●

●

●

●

Encourage and value diversity and foster a sense of cultural pride.
Encourage
and value diversity and foster a sense of cultural pride.
● Make it known that racism is against the law, is unacceptable and
Make it known that racism is against the law, is unacceptable and
no one deserves to be treated disrespectfully.
no one deserves to be treated disrespectfully.
● Discuss racism and encourage conversation about its effects
Discuss
and encourage conversation about its effects
andracism
impacts.
and●impacts.
Lead by example – don’t make racist slurs or jokes about other
Lead cultures
by example
– don’t make racist slurs or jokes about other
or backgrounds.
cultures
or backgrounds.
● Display zero tolerance for racist behaviour – this will encourage the
Display
zero
for racist
behaviour
– this
will encourage
the
child
or tolerance
young person
to develop
positive
attitudes,
a strong sense
of self
andperson
positivetoself-esteem.
child or
young
develop positive attitudes, a strong sense
of self
and
positive self-esteem.
● Be
supportive,
but don’t make promises you can’t keep like, ‘I’m
going to make
sure this
never
happensyou
to you
Be supportive,
but don’t
make
promises
can’tagain’.
keep like, ‘I’m
going to make sure this never happens to you again’.
●

…at school
● If kids are threatened or physically assaulted at school, report it to
…at school

●

●

●

●
●
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●

the police and let your caseworker know as soon as possible, in

If kids are threatened or physically assaulted at school, report it to
addition to informing the school.
the police and let your caseworker know as soon as possible, in
● If there is racist bullying or intimidation going on, encourage them
addition to informing the school.
to report it to a teacher, counsellor or student welfare officer.
If there
is racist bullying or intimidation going on, encourage them
● Help kids work out ways of dealing with the situation that makes
to report
to amore
teacher,
counsellor
or student
welfare
themit feel
in control
and safe
in the short
term:officer.
for example,
Help kids
work
out
ways
of
dealing
with
the
situation
that
makes
taking a different way home or staying with a group of friends.
them
feel more
in of
control
and safe inwhen
the short
term: forwho
example,
● Keep
a diary
what happened,
it happened,
was
takinginvolved
a different
way
home
or
staying
with
a
group
of
friends.
and who witnessed it.
Keep
a diary
of what
it happened,
who was
● Get
in touch
withhappened,
the teacher when
to discuss
your concerns
and ask
involved
and
witnessed
what
canwho
be done
to stopit.the racial bullying.
you don’t
you’reto
getting
anywhere,
talk to the
principal
Get●inIf touch
withfeel
thelike
teacher
discuss
your concerns
and
ask
about
the
school’s
policy
for
dealing
with
racist
bullying
and
ask
what can be done to stop the racial bullying.
steps
the school
take to prevent
from
happening
If you what
don’tformal
feel like
you’re
gettingwill
anywhere,
talk to itthe
principal
again.
about the school’s policy for dealing with racist bullying and ask
● Take a support person with you if you find it difficult talking about
what
formal steps the school will take to prevent it from happening
this with the school.
again.
● Keep in contact with the school until the problem is fixed.
Take a support person with you if you find it difficult talking about
● If it keeps happening, get your caseworker involved in dealing
this with
the school.
with the school.
Keep in contact with the school until the problem is fixed.
If it keeps happening, get your caseworker involved in dealing
with the school.
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…outside school
●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●
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If you witness racist behaviour towards your child or young person, be
assertive and challenge the behaviour by naming what’s happening
and telling the person their behaviour isn’t okay, particularly if it’s family
or friends who have regular contact with the child or young person.
If it happens on public transport, report it to the driver or an attendant.
Make a complaint to the Human Rights Commission if necessary
(humanrights.gov.au).
Be aware that the child or young person is watching how you
respond so they can learn how to deal with racist behaviour
themselves.
Don’t threaten, intimidate or verbally abuse the bully.
Listen to the child or young person and take their feelings and
fears seriously.
Let them know it’s not their fault.
Don’t tell them to just ignore it, call them names like ‘sook’ or make
excuses for the behaviour; and don’t let anyone else do so.
Seek out people who have experienced discrimination firsthand,
such as a member of the child or young person’s community, to
advise you about ways of dealing with racist behaviour.
Get support from family and friends.

Encouraging positive
behaviour

38

Understanding your child's behaviour
The chronic stress of being exposed to abuse and neglect over
a long period of time can affect a child's emotional development
and will have a big impact on their behaviour. Their internal
thoughts and feelings are usually quite different from those
of kids who have not been exposed to trauma.
It’s important to understand that the child or young person in your
care is not just trying to be difficult. Most kids in care live with ongoing
anxiety, alarm and deep emotional pain, even if it isn't obvious on
the surface. Usually, it's those underlying feelings that are driving the
behaviour. It can also be linked to factors including:
●
●
●
●
●
●

being exposed to violence and extreme aggression early in life
trying to cope with grief, loss and separation
repeated rejections by loved ones and feelings of abandonment
health and developmental issues
inconsistent parenting
having to adjust to new environments with different rules and ways
of doing things too often.

Stay positive, stay focused and remember where these

kids have come from and what they have gone through.
Focussing on behaviour alone is not usually a productive approach
when it comes to kids in care. Carers should always keep in mind
the underlying fears and pain of kids who been abused or neglected.
However, kids who have been exposed to trauma are often acutely
aware of what’s going on around them, even if they don’t seem
to be be listening to what you say or noticing what you do. The
‘effective discipline’ strategies outlined here, and your caring, kind and
consistent manner will, over time, bring them around to more
positive ways of behaving.

managing behaviour

Vikki, carer, Wyong
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Encouraging good behaviour
- how to use ‘effective discipline’
Many people assume that ‘discipline’ is the same thing as ‘punishment’.
In fact, using positive strategies to teach and encourage positive
behaviour is often more effective than using punishment in response
to negative behaviours. This is called ‘effective discipline’.
Using effective discipline within a loving and secure relationship can
help the child or young person in your care feel secure and conﬁdent.
They will beneﬁt from knowing their environment is stable and a
competent adult is taking care of them.
Effective discipline:
●

●
●
●
●
●

protects children and young people from danger and helps them
feel safe and secure
teaches them to understand and care about others
teaches them emotional self-control and self-direction
helps them develop a sense of responsibility
teaches values
helps them to be happy and well adjusted.

You can learn more about effective discipline from sources like Raising
Children Network (raisingchildren.net.au), Relationships Australia
(relationshipsnsw.org.au) and Be You (beyou.edu.au). Some basic
principles include:

Explain the ground rules Make sure your expectations are clear and
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well matched to the age and maturity of the child or young person in
your care. When they do the right thing, show that you have noticed
and you appreciate it.
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Keep it simple Having just a few simple rules helps kids understand
what the limits are. Set reasonable and enforceable limits and follow
through consistently. Being consistent is easier when you focus on
the things you think are most important, for example, ‘remember
your manners at home and when you’re out’, ‘clean up after yourself’,
‘help others whenever you can, whether or not they ask’, and ‘stick
to the safety rules’.
Stay calm Avoid getting into power struggles. Recognise your own
triggers and be ready with strategies that will help you cool down such
as walking away and discussing the issue later when you are calm, or
giving yourself some time out.

Teach rather than punish Punishment puts the focus on what not
to do instead of teaching kids what they should be doing. When
problems or misbehaviour occur, think less about 'punishment' and
more about helping the child recognise more appropriate behaviours.

Babies
Babies don’t need discipline. Babies cry because
they’re hungry, wet, tired, in pain or need to be held.
You can’t spoil a baby by tending to their needs.
When they start crawling, they get into everything
so make sure you baby proof your home to keep
them safe while exploring. As your baby grows you
will develop a routine, but it’s important to be flexible.
Distract them or offer alternatives if they are doing something
you don’t like, instead of saying ‘Don’t’.

Toddlers and preschoolers
Toddlers and preschoolers are beginning to learn the basic rules of
positive behaviour, but they can be challenging at times. Here are
some tips:

Be a good role model Behave as you would want your child to behave.
Think ahead Don’t leave fragile or valuable things around for little ones
to play with. If they haven’t seen them before, they may not know to
treat them with care.

Use distraction Toddlers and preschoolers can get very emotional
and throw tantrums when things aren’t going their way, or when they
are struggling to express themselves. Sometimes the best strategy is
simply to distract them with a change of location or activity.

Give lots of praise and stick to routines Whenever you see your
toddler or preschooler doing the right thing, such as tidying their toys
or helping a friend, let them know that you’ve noticed and you are
proud of them. Keep to routines to help children feel secure and make
sure they get plenty of sleep.

School-aged kids and teenagers

managing behaviour

Once kids are at school, you can start putting in place clear rules,
limits and boundaries. This helps them learn independence, take
responsibility and begin solving their own problems. Discipline will be
most effective when you are consistent, communicate openly and
often, and keep up a warm and loving family environment. Here are
some ideas for encouraging positive behaviour in the child or young
person in your care.
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●

●

●


There are many resources
and courses available for
parents and carers that
can help you find ways to
respond more positively
to challenges in your
family. Have a look at
the list on page 169.

●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

Lead by example and model the kind of positive behaviour you hope
to see in them, such as respecting people and being a good listener.
Help them discover their strengths so they feel good about
themselves.
Share the discussion about setting rules and establishing
consequences for breaking them.
Talk to them about their choices and possible consequences.
Teach them that rights and responsibilities go hand-in-hand.
Reinforce and reward positive behaviour with warmth and praise.
Plan ahead by preventing situations that commonly lead to or trigger
challenging behaviour - such as making sure they’re not over-tired
before going out.
Avoid labels and name-calling statements like 'You're such a lazy
kid' or 'Aren't you hopeless'; instead, talk in terms of how their
actions affect you, for example 'I feel let down when you don't help
me around the house'.
Keep your cool and focus on addressing the behaviour rather than
getting involved in power struggles.
Make sure kids understand why they’re being disciplined.
Speak in a calm but firm tone – this shows you mean what you
say and expect them to do it.

Water and bush – the calming impact of nature
Think about ways to keep children and young people calm when
emotions seem to ‘fly out of control’. Try taking them swimming
regularly (water therapy!); get back to nature with bush walking; or
give them some focus with a regular outdoor sport. Sometimes this
helps reduce frustrations and can have a calming impact on behaviour
and emotions.
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Why ‘punishment’ doesn’t work
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A carer can’t use any form of discipline that involves spanking,
slapping, shouting, blaming, shaming or ridiculing a child or young
person. Those actions may feel like a quick and easy solution, but
physical and psychological forms of punishment don’t teach selfcontrol. Instead, they reinforce the child or young person’s experience
that the bigger, angrier and stronger you are, the more you get your
own way.
For more information, see 'Restricted & prohibited practices' on
page 167.

Managing
challenging
behaviour
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What is challenging behaviour?
Sometimes, the impact of trauma can lead to behaviour that is
profoundly challenging. Challenging behaviour is the kind of behaviour
that can potentially put your child, you, your family or other people in
danger. It is different to everyday difficult behaviour and can include:
●
●

●
●

verbal and physical abuse, threats and assaults
sexual offences, such as indecent exposure, sexually explicit
behaviour, sexual harassment and sexual assault
running away
antisocial behaviour, such as damaging property, stealing and
picking fights.

Challenging behaviour may also include a child or young person
seemingly being unable to control their actions, and certain behaviours
that occur frequently or continue for extended periods of time.

My strategy is to just step back. You have to tell

yourself occasionally 'I need to step back and I need

to cool off'.' You have to be quite deliberate, sometimes,
in stepping back.

Stephen, carer, St Ives

You, your caseworker, and possibly other experts such as a
psychologist, will consider the least intrusive and most supportive
ways to address the behaviour. Options include positive parenting
approaches and behaviour support strategies, with the possibility
of escalating to a Behaviour Support Plan in some circumstances.

managing behaviour

Support for challenging behaviour
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Positive parenting
‘Positive parenting’ is the idea of proactive early intervention by the
carer as part of day-to-day behaviour management. It focuses on
providing a respectful and sensitive environment that will empower
the child or young person to achieve and maintain their goals. Your
caseworker will support you in:
●

●

●
●

identifying discipline responses that respect the rights of children
and young people in out-of-home care
monitoring and adjusting these responses according to the needs
of the child or young person
developing new skills and techniques for managing behaviour
adjusting the home environment to suit the child or young person’s
preferred lifestyle so that they do not need to resort to challenging
behaviour as a means of expressing their need.

Behaviour support
Behaviour support strategies are appropriate when the child or young
person’s behaviour is negative or challenging and appears to be
escalating. It does not include the use of any ‘restricted practices’
to address the behaviour.
The caseworker will meet with you, the child or young person
(depending on their developmental age) and relevant clinical
staff to develop a strategy. It will include:
●
●

●
●
●

●
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the behaviour to be addressed by the strategy
what happened before and after the behaviour, including any
conversations
the consequences of the child or young person’s behaviour
appropriate strategies for managing the behaviour
any support and training that can help you implement the strategy
at home
details on how the strategy will be implemented and when it will
be reviewed
details about the information you should collect and record (for
example, the number of times the child or young person refuses
to follow directions).
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You are not expected to manage challenging behaviour on your
You are not expected to manage challenging behaviour on your
own. There is a range of ideas, techniques, strategies and support
own. There is a range of ideas, techniques, strategies and support
services that can help you deal with the situation and make some
services that can help you deal with the situation and make some
progress towards more positive behaviour. Talk to your caseworker
progress towards more positive behaviour. Talk to your caseworker
and ask them to help you connect with services that can help.
and ask them to help you connect with services that can help.
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Restricted practices
The law restricts some practices used to manage the behaviour
of children and young people in care. You cannot use restricted
practices to manage a child or young person’s behaviour unless
they are included in their Behaviour Support Plan. Restricted
practices which can only be used as part of an approved
Behaviour Support Plan include:
●

●

●

●

●

●

psychotropic medication for the sole purpose of controlling
behaviour
‘non-exclusionary’ time-out (used consistently to target a particular
behaviour by withdrawing the carer’s attention for a period of time
so as not to reinforce the unacceptable behaviour)
‘exclusionary’ time-out (the removal of a child or young person from
a situation)
response cost (denying a child or young person valued items or
activities as a consequence for unacceptable behaviour)
restrictive access (limiting a child or young person’s access to items,
activities or experiences by means of physical barriers)
physical restraint to restrain a child or young person.

Talk to your caseworker if you’re unsure whether a form of discipline
you’re using is a restricted practice.

Prohibited practices

●
●

●

●

any form of corporal punishment (for example, smacking or hitting)
any punishment that’s intended to humiliate or frighten a child or
young person
any punishment that involves immobilising them with a chemical or
physical restraint
force-feeding or depriving a child or young person of food

managing behaviour

Prohibited practices are against the law and must not be used in any
circumstances to manage the behaviour of children or young people
in care. Prohibited practices include:
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●

use of medication to control or restrain a child without a Behaviour
use of medication to control or restrain a child without a Behaviour
Support Plan, proper medical authorisation or legal consent
Support Plan, proper medical authorisation or legal consent
use of punishing techniques, such as putting a child or young
● use of punishing techniques, such as putting a child or young
person in a hot or cold bath, putting spice in their food, or
person in a hot or cold bath, putting spice in their food, or
squirting liquid on their face or body
squirting liquid on their face or body
over-correction,
where the punishment is out of proportion to the
● over-correction, where the punishment is out of proportion to the
behaviour
(for example, making a child or young person clean an
behaviour (for example, making a child or young person clean an
entire
entireroom
roombecause
becausethey
theytipped
tippedtheir
theirmeal
mealon
onthe
thefloor)
floor)
confinement or containment (for example, a child being forced to
● confinement or containment (for example, a child being forced to
remain
remaininina alocked
lockedroom
roomororother
otherplace
placethat
thatthey
theycan’t
can’tleave)
leave)
punishment
that
involves
threats
to
withhold
family
contact
or
● punishment that involves threats to withhold family contact or
change
changeany
anypart
partofofa achild
childororyoung
youngperson’s
person’sCase
CasePlan
Plan
denying
access
to
basic
needs
or
supports
● denying access to basic needs or supports
unethical
●
unethicalpractices,
practices,such
suchasasrewarding
rewardingaachild
childor
oryoung
youngperson
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with
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any
other
● any
otheract
actororfailure
failuretotoact
actthat
thatisisan
anoffence
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thecivil
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or
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criminal laws of NSW.
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
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Where to find support and guidance
The following organisations and educators provide support
and guidance on parenting issues to carers of children and
young people.
Raising Children Network
raisingchildren.net.au
Free parenting resources and information for all stages and ages –
lots of tips, tools and videos.
Relationships Australia
relationshipsnsw.org.au
1300 364 277
Offers a range of support services including counselling, therapy and
mediation services. Relationships Australia also has a specialist service
to help reslove issues between teenagers and their parents or carers.
Karitane
karitane.com.au
1300 CARING (1300 227 464)
Provides parenting education services, activities and events for carers
of newborns to five-year-olds.

Parent Line
parentline.org.au
1300 1300 52
Counselling, information and referral service for carers and parents of
children aged up to 18.

managing behaviour

Tresillian
tresillian.org.au
1300 2 PARENT (1300 272 736)
Offering guidance for carers of babies, toddlers and pre-schoolers
through phone counselling, online counselling, education programs,
outreach visits and residential stays.
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Be You
beyou.edu.au
Be You is the national mental health in education initiative. Beyond
Blue delivers Be You in collaboration with Early Childhood Australia
and headspace. Be You provides educators with a range of resources,
services and support across early childhood learning services and
schools. The initiative’s aim is to build resilient, mentally healthy
learning communities so every child, young person, educator and
family achieves their best mental health.
Triple P Positive Parenting Program
triplep-parenting.net.au
Triple P providers are located in city and regional areas in NSW. You
can be part of a Triple P program online or attend public seminars,
group courses or private sessions. Check the website for details.
Tuning into Kids
tuningintokids.org.au
(03) 9371 0214
Email: tik-info@unimelb.edu.au
Held at locations across Australia, these evidence-based programs
teach parents and carers to recognise, understand and respond to
children’s emotions in an accepting and supportive way. Book in for
a class or purchase books or DVDs online.
Tuning into Teens
relationshipsnsw.org.au
Tuning into Teens (TINT) is a program for parents and carers of
9-18 year olds. It teaches you to manage your and your teenager’s
emotions in a way that allows you to remain close and keep
communicating. Click on the ‘Children & Young People’ tab on the
website. NOTE: the ParentWorks website comes up as ‘Not Secure’
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ParentWorks
parentworks.org.au
Developed by a team of psychologists and researchers at the
University of Sydney, ParentWorks is a free, 'father-friendly' program
for caregivers of children aged up to 16. The program is completed
online and makes use of digital features including weekly videos and
an interactive behaviour tracker.
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AbSec (NSW Child, Family and Community Peak Aboriginal
Corporation)
absec.org.au
AbSec offers support, advice and advocacy for Aboriginal children
and young people and their families in NSW. They also offer advice
and support to carers of Aboriginal children.
My Forever Family NSW
myforeverfamily.org.au
1300 782 975 (Monday to Friday)
My Forever Family NSW recruits, trains and supports carers of children
and young people.

Supporting education
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Why school matters
You play a crucial role in supporting the child or young person in
your care to participate and achieve the best outcomes at school.
Education may not have been a priority for some kids. This can cause
gaps in learning and make it harder for them to settle into school.
They may also be dealing with the additional stress of moving to a
new placement, starting at a new school, moving from primary to high
school, or changing schools.
Staying involved in learning up to Year 12 and beyond gives children
and young people greater employment opportunities and a broader
set of social skills. It also prepares them for life after school and
helps them to make decisions about their future.

The rewards are just seeing your child thrive and

knowing that you are helping this child achieve to
the best of their ability.
Vikki, carer, Wyong

The value of early education
Children aged three to five years old will benefit from preschool or
childcare. It helps them get ready for ‘big school’ and learn new social
skills. Involving them in learning from a young age will give them the
best start in life. High-quality preschool programs allow children to
learn the problem-solving, communication and social skills they
need for future educational success.

●
●
●
●

how to build relationships and be part of a community
how to work with classmates to achieve goals
how to accept success and disappointment
about diversity, tolerance and acceptance.

education

Young children benefit from education in a number of ways.
For example, they learn:
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Kids in out-of-home care get priority places at childcare or preschool –
talk to your caseworker to learn more about early childhood learning and
local preschool options. Local playgroups and early childhood centres
often have a lot of information about what services
are available.
Children with additional needs sometimes require extra help at
preschool, occasional care or vacation care. Talk to the school
or your caseworker about what’s available.

How to kick-start reading and writing
Teaching children to read helps them build good foundations for life.

Start early You can introduce your child to reading from a very early
age. Even when kids are babies, you can start by reading books at
quiet times and bedtime. Most toddlers enjoy looking at picture books;
encourage them by pointing out simple letters or words, colours and
some of the detail in the pictures. As kids approach school age, you can
begin to get them involved in choosing books they like about subjects
that interest them. Magnetic letters are helpful for learning the alphabet
and word-building with younger children.

Some children need to be convinced of the value of reading Try to
establish a reason for reading something other than to read it correctly.
It may be because a book is funny, to solve a problem, to help with an
activity, such as cooking, or to find the answer to a question.

Reading anything is better than reading nothing Think about what
your child enjoys and encourage them to learn more about it by reading
websites, online forums, email newsletters, social media, magazines,
comics or books. Be patient and let your child discover the benefits
of reading, without making the link back to performance at school.

Praise is extremely important Give praise for reading hard words
or longer sections, or for correcting a mistake. The more enthusiastic
your praise becomes, the more enthused they’ll get.

Find out what is happening at your local library Many libraries
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hold holiday activities and have weekly story-time sessions.
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Rereading a book many times is fine Some children become
attached to a favourite book. Rereading allows them to experience
success with a book they feel comfortable with.

Use computers to support literacy Ask your school, local library or
caseworker about computer games and programs that help develop
reading and writing skills. These can be a great way of engaging
children with a limited attention span or behavioural problems.

Remember, reading should be fun A laugh and
a joke will do a lot to help a child.

How learning and support
plans work
Learning and support plans (previously known as
'Education Plans') identify the kind of support your child
needs and ensures the right sort of people and services
are in place.
Learning and support planning is an ongoing process and is
personalised to suit the needs and strengths of each child or young
person. To get the best out of it, the school, caseworker and carer need
to work together and be strong advocates for the child’s learning.
When a child or young person enters out-of-home care, their
caseworker will make contact with the school principal and the school
will start the learning and support planning process. The basic steps
are as follows:

Identifying educational needs Soon after the school is notified
about a student entering out-of-home care, the principal will hold a
planning meeting. At that meeting, the principal, the caseworker, you
and any other relevant professionals will work together to identify the
child’s educational needs. If appropriate, the child or young person will
also be involved in this.

Developing and implementing the plan The learning and
support plans will be shared with the school, the caseworker, you
and, if appropriate, the child or young person in your care. The school
is responsible for the school-based actions in the plan. Your caseworker
should organise any recommended external services.
Monitoring and reviewing the plan Learning and support plans

education

must be reviewed whenever there is a significant change for the child
in your care. The school will arrange the review. It will involve you, your
caseworker, other relevant professionals and your child, if appropriate.
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School years
In NSW, children must be enrolled in and attending school, or
registered with the Board of Studies for home schooling, from the
age of six, although many kids start at the age of five. To be eligible
to begin kindergarten, the child must turn five on or before 31 July
of that school year.
Ensure children and teenagers always get a good night’s sleep and a
healthy breakfast before they set off for school. Make learning part of
everyday family life and help them establish good routines. You can
support learning by:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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being involved in the school community and getting to know your
child’s teachers and friends
attending parent–teacher meetings – a great opportunity to talk
about how the child or young person is progressing
telling the school and your caseworker about issues you think could
impact on your child’s ability to learn
participating in the child or young person’s personalised learning
and support planning and encouraging them to be part of the
process
checking with your caseworker or school to make sure any actions
are followed through
asking kids about what they are doing at school, what they enjoy
and what they are having trouble with
giving them a regular structured time and a place for homework
checking their homework
providing opportunities for them to study with their friends
balancing homework with recreation, play and sporting activities
reading together and going to your local library
acknowledging and giving praise for achievements, big and small
taking kids on trips that link to school work, for example, museums
and art galleries – many of which are free
making sure the learning and support plans, school reports and any
other relevant education records are made available to new carers
or parents if a child or young person moves to a new placement or
returns home.

Be a school supporter! Tell kids you believe education is important and
you value learning – even if you didn’t finish school yourself. Help them
to understand that completing school and going on to do university,
TAFE or an apprenticeship will give them their best possible chance of
success and financial independence. Encourage young people to think
about what they want to achieve after they finish school. Help them see
what steps they need to take to reach their goals.

Getting the best out of the school years All students must stay at
school until they finish Year 10, or turn 17. If they have finished Year 10
but are not yet 17, they have options. Get teens to reflect on what
they enjoy and what they are naturally good at. Working with your
caseworker to find ways to support those strengths and interests
will give a boost to their self-esteem and confidence.

There have been times when we’ve been very proud of
the child in our care, especially with her schooling. We

identified early in her stay that there were a number of
areas she was really struggling with and there’s been
some great improvements there.
Stephen, carer, St Ives

Staying on to complete the Higher School Certificate and go on
to further education Children and young people in care may not have
had much exposure to the idea of going on to further education after
school. It’s a good idea to start talking to your child about university
or TAFE while they are still at school to provide them with a goal and
to help direct their subject choices. There are a range of programs
that give young people in care an introduction to university life through
camps and ‘taster’ programs. Some universities even have dedicated
out-of-home care support people. Your caseworker can help you
connect with universities or TAFEs, and can also help you find out
about scholarships that could help over the cost of fees.

Taking Vocational Education and Training courses NSW high
schools offer Vocational Education and Training (VET) subjects for
students interested in trades or vocational areas such as animal care or
hospitality. The work the students do in VET subjects will count
towards their Record of School Achievement (RoSA) in Year 10
or their HSC in Year 12.

Going for a school-based apprenticeship or traineeship School-

education

based apprenticeships and traineeships are available to all Year 10, 11
and 12 high school students in NSW. They allow students to commence
an apprenticeship or complete a traineeship while at school. Students
gain a nationally recognised qualification, are paid for the on-the-job
component of the apprenticeship – and still leave school with the HSC.
Students doing school-based apprenticeships usually complete the
equivalent of the first year of their apprenticeship while still at school,
followed by three more years of full-time employment and training.
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Leaving school to do an apprenticeship Young people may choose
to leave school and enrol in an apprenticeship at the end of Year 10
or when they turn 17. Subsidised Smart and Skilled training up to
Certificate III level is available for most young people in NSW. Subsidised
training to Certificate IV, Diploma or Advanced Diploma level is also
possible, but depends on funding availability. There are also a number of
fee-free scholarships available to young people who have left or who are
currently in out-of-home care; these will be available through to 2019. To
find out whether your child is eligible and how much they would have to
pay for their course, go to smartandskilled.nsw.gov.au.

School-leavers and the Youth Allowance
If the young person in your care chooses not to stay in school or
begin training or employment, it can affect their income support,
including the Youth Allowance, from the government.

Financial assistance for students in care aged 16 and 17


For more information on
the ‘Teenage Education
Payment’, go to page 185.

The Teenage Education Payment (TEP) is paid to eligible carers to
help them keep 16 and 17-year-olds in their care in full or part-time
education and training, including apprenticeships.
The payment helps cover education-related costs such as supplies
and uniforms, as well as activities to improve opportunities for the
young person to stay in education or training such as tutoring, school
camps and excursions, leadership or social skills programs and sports
registration fees.

Financial assistance for students aged 18 and over
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For more information
on ‘Post Care Education
Financial Support’, go
to page 186.
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It’s not unusual for a young person in care to turn 18 while still at
school. Sometimes, those young people choose to leave care at that
time, and the pressure of earning money and paying rent puts them
at risk of failing to finish school and compete their HSC.
Post Care Education Financial Support is available to carers who
extend care arrangements for a young person over the age of 18
who is studying Year 12, or equivalent, on a full-time basis.

Contacts for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander students

●

●

●

Aboriginal Education Officers (AEOs) work in schools where
significant numbers of Aboriginal students are enrolled. To find out
more, contact your school or call the Department of Education on
1300 679 332.
The NSW Aboriginal Education Consultative Group Inc. (AEGC) is
a not-for-profit Aboriginal organisation that provides advice
on education and training from the viewpoint of the Aboriginal
community. The NSW AECG runs programs and policies across the
state that help ensure that Aboriginal people and their communities
get the benefits of gains and opportunities in education and training.
For more go to aegc.nsw.edu.au or call (02) 9550 5666.
AIME (the Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience) is a dynamic
educational program that gives indigenous high school students the
skills, opportunities, belief and confidence to finish school at the same
rate as their peers. AIME also connects students with post-school
opportunities, including further education and employment. Go to
aimementoring.com/about/aime to find out more.
There are other programs and opportunities for Aboriginal children
and teenagers across many schools. Find out what’s on offer and
what’s available, with help from your caseworker if you need it.
Support kids to connect with culture and community through
school activities and events.
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School-related issues
Attendance
All school-age children should go to school every day, not just
because it’s the law in NSW, but because it will help them feel like
they belong and give them the best chance of doing well. You are
responsible for making sure the child or young person in your care
goes to school. The school will contact you if their attendance is
a problem. If it continues to be a problem, the school will contact
your agency.
If your child has not gone to school and you don’t know where they
are, contact your caseworker or call the 24-hour Child Protection
Helpline on 132 111 for immediate support.

Change of school
Stability of education is important, however in some circumstances
you or your child may believe it would be best to move to another
school. Contact your caseworker or agency to discuss the issues.
You must not change schools without prior approval.
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Choice of school
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When possible, children or young people will remain in their usual
school after entering care. Most kids in care attend public schools. If
you feel your child or young person’s educational needs can’t be met
by the public education system in your area, discuss this with your
caseworker. Your agency may consider other options, such as private
school, boarding school or home schooling. If approved, this decision
will be included in the Case Plan. Be aware that payment of nongovernment school fees is only approved in exceptional circumstances
and only when the school choice is part of an approved Case
Plan. You also have the option of personally covering the cost of an
approved non-government school.

Enrolling in or transferring to a new school
Your caseworker is responsible for enrolling the child into a new
school. They will handle the enrolment paperwork and will provide
the new school with appropriate information about the child’s history,
care arrangements, existing schooling arrangements and support.
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Bullying
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● talking about hating school
refusing to go to school
● increased fearfulness, anxiety, tearfulness or depression
talking about hating school
● missing or damaged belongings, including torn clothing
increased fearfulness, anxiety, tearfulness or depression
● unexplained cuts, bruises or scratches
missing or damaged belongings, including torn clothing
● lack of friends
unexplained cuts, bruises or scratches
● not doing well at school
lack of friends
not doing well at school
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scared and they think that talking will make things worse. Signs of
Victims
of bullying are often afraid to talk about it because they’re
being bullied may include:
scared and they think that talking will make things worse. Signs of
being
bullied
may
● not
wanting
to include:
go to school and using excuses such as feeling sick

●
●

asking for or stealing money (to hand over to bullies)
trouble with sleeping.

If you suspect your child or young person is being bullied, approach
the issue sensitively. Don’t try to make them admit it and avoid using
‘why’ questions. Ask about what’s making them feel this way. Usually
they’ll hint about what’s happening without giving specific details.
Calmly listen to them and take their feelings seriously. Ask what
they’ve tried and offer to help them work out some strategies for
dealing with the situation.
It’s important your child knows that telling you was the right thing to
do and being bullied is not their fault. Keep a written record of what
happened including when, where, who was involved and if anyone
else saw it. Work together to come up with some coping strategies,
such as taking a different way home, staying with a group or changing
their mobile phone number.
If the bullying continues, talk to your child’s teacher and school
counsellor about how you can work together to prevent it from
happening. If nothing changes, speak to the principal about the school’s
anti-bullying plan and how the school intends to respond. Keep in
contact with the school until the bullying is sorted out. Talk to your
caseworker if this is an ongoing problem or you need extra support.

Bullying others
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Children and young people may bully others for a number of different
of reasons. They may feel powerful, enjoy getting attention and think
it makes them popular with peers. They may believe everyone does it
and that it’s acceptable fun. They may do it as a way of getting things
they want, such as money or food, or because they feel angry or
jealous. Or they may do it to protect themselves from being bullied.
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If the child or young person in your care is bullying others at school, tell
them clearly this kind of behaviour is not okay. Keep calm and listen
to their point of view. Discuss the impact of their behaviour on the
person they have bullied. Sit down and explain the consequences of
their actions, for example, no computer games for a week. Be aware
of, and restrict, activities or situations that may be influencing their
behaviour, such as violent video games and movies or being around
adults who are modelling bullying behaviour.
Talk to the teacher and school counsellor to find out how you can work
with the school to prevent the behaviour. If the bullying continues, talk to
your caseworker.

Suspensions
The school will implement an appropriate range of student welfare
and discipline strategies before imposing a suspension, unless an

immediate suspension is necessary. If they do decide to impose a
suspension, the school will let you know. For children and young
people in care who are already struggling at school, a suspension can
trigger a complete disengagement with education. Together, you and
your caseworker can ask the school to consider a reduction in the
length of the suspension, or some other alternative. For example, an
internal suspension where students are supervised at school but kept
out of their regular classes can be a better option.
If the suspension goes ahead, it is expected that carers will supervise
children and oversee their study. If your school doesn’t provide you
with a study plan, ask them for one. Make sure your caseworker is
aware of the suspension so that you can both be involved in working
with the child or young person to get them engaged with school again.

Expulsions
The school will contact you if they’re considering expelling your child.
Contact your caseworker as soon as possible if this happens. It’s
important that you both meet with the school to talk about why they
think an expulsion is necessary, and ask them to consider other
solutions. For children and young people in care, an expulsion is a
breakdown in education that can be very hard to recover from.

Leaving school early
If the teen in your care is at risk of leaving school before completing
their Higher School Certificate (HSC), contact your caseworker. They
can work with you, the young person and the school to consider
options that include staying on and finishing Year 12 or getting
involved in school-based apprenticeships or traineeships.
Make sure the young person in your care understands that leaving
school may affect payment of the Youth Allowance. To be eligible
for the payment, the young person must be in full-time education or
training, or a combination of part-time work and study for at least
25 hours a week.

High school formals and graduation dinners acknowledge the
educational achievement of young people. They also mark the
transition to young adulthood. Every young person in care should
have the opportunity to attend school formals and graduation dinners
if they want. The Care Allowance is intended to cover the cost of
tickets, dresses, accessories, suit hire, shoes, hair, make-up and
beauty products, transport, photos and graduation gifts.
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Formals and graduation dinners
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Plan ahead for formals and graduations
Formals and graduations can be expensive. Think about putting
aside some of the Care Allowance throughout the year to help
cover the costs of the event.

Schoolies Week
Schoolies Week is an important rite of passage for many young people
leaving school. Others may prefer to celebrate in a different way, such
as a party or getting a contribution towards something they’ve been
saving for. Begin talking to your teen early in Year 12 about how they’d
like to celebrate, what they can expect and how it will be planned. If
they want to go on an interstate or overseas holiday and you agree,
speak to your caseworker. If the child is under 18, they will need prior
approval from your agency.
While preparing for a Schoolies Week celebration, it can be useful to
discuss:
●

●

●

the budget, including how much will be set aside out of the Care
Allowance and what they’re prepared to contribute through pocket
money or earnings
understanding how drinking and drugs are the main causes of
accidental injury, getting into fights and risky sexual behaviour
how they will deal with peer pressure around social activities like
going to clubs and pubs and drinking alcohol if they are under 18.

Ongoing support to complete education
and training
Talk to your caseworker if financial pressures are making it difficult for
the young person in your care to pursue school, further education at
a university or TAFE, an apprenticeship or other training. There are a
number of government payments and programs that can help. The
teen in your care may also be eligible for a full or part scholarship.
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For more information see 'School fees & contributions' on page 183.
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Who can make school-related decisions?
Some decisions can be made by you, but others must be referred
to the agency or the child or young person’s birth parents. For
more information see 'Decision-making' on page 99 or contact
your caseworker.

School fees &
contributions

44

Common costs at government schools
In general children and young people in out-of-home care
will attend their local government school. Enrolment in a nongovernment school is an option that you can discuss with your
caseworker, but be aware that payment of non-government
school fees is only approved in exceptional circumstances
and must be part of an approved Case Plan.
Government schools can request school contributions. These are
voluntary and it is your decision whether to pay them. Principals are
responsible for ensuring no student or family suffers discrimination
or embarrassment over voluntary school contributions.
Schools may also charge students for purchase of materials used in
specific subjects. Generally the Care Allowance meets these costs.
Talk to your caseworker about possible assistance if you think an
elective subject may cause financial hardship.

Uniforms, books and other costs

education

The Care Allowance should cover general educational costs. This
includes the cost of uniforms, stationery, textbooks, excursions, school
camps, levies, photos, activities and so on. You may be able to get
help with other education costs, such as tutoring or a computer, if
this is part of an approved Case Plan. Talk to your caseworker, or
your agency, for more information.
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Tutoring
It’s not unusual for children and young people in care to have some
learning gaps. It could be because they have been moving from school
to school, or placement to placement. Or it could just be because
education has not been a priority in their lives so far.
If you think your child would benefit from some extra help, get together
with your caseworker and your child’s school and discuss the options.
The school may be able to provide some extra support services, or
they might recommend a community-based service or homework
club. Or it could be that tutoring outside of school is the best option
for your child.
Your agency may cover the cost of tutoring if the need for it is
identified in the child’s Case Plan. You can’t claim reimbursement
for tutoring you’ve organised without prior approval.

Photos
School photos are an important record of the child’s school history.
The Care Allowance should cover the cost of photos.

Before school, after school and vacation care
Prior approval is required before the child or young person in your
care can regularly attend before-school, after-school or vacation care.
If their attendance is part of an approved Case Plan, your agency will
generally pay the gap between the Commonwealth Child Care Benefit,
the Child Care Rebate and the fees. See 'Childcare' on page 15.

School Student Transport Scheme
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The NSW Government’s School Student Transport Scheme (SSTS)
provides subsidised travel for eligible school students on rail, bus, ferry
and long-distance coaches. Eligible students in the Opal network,
if approved for free travel, will have a School Opal Card sent to their
home or nominated address.
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Eligible students in rural and regional areas, if approved for free travel,
will receive a school travel pass or passes issued by the approved
transport operators.
The School Opal Card or school travel pass can only be used for
approved travel on school days between the student's home and
their school or college between 6.30am and 7pm (6.30am and
9.30pm for TAFE students).
A subsidy is also available for transport to and from school in private
vehicles in areas where there is no public transport.
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to education.nsw.gov.au and searching for ‘Assisted School Travel
Program’ or type in; education.nsw.gov.au/public-schools/astp.

The Teenage Education Payment
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to help them support 16 and 17-year-olds in their care to remain in
The Teenage
Education Payment (TEP) is a payment made to carers
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or training.
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carers
will receive payments of up to $6,000 per annum. The
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Carers providing short-term or emergency placements of more than
three months can receive the payment. Respite carers cannot receive
the payment.
To maintain the payment carers are required, once every six months,
to show that the young person continues to participate in education
or training.
A carer may continue to receive the payment after the young person
turns 18 if they are studying Year 12 or equivalent on a full-time basis.
Carers should discuss this with their caseworker before the young
person turns 18.
The payment is intended to cover education-related costs such as
supplies and uniforms, as well as activities to improve opportunities
for the young person to stay in education or training such as tutoring,
school camps and excursions, school holiday programs, sport and
recreation camps, team building, leadership or social skills programs
and sports registration fees.
Speak to your caseworker for more information and assistance in
making a TEP application.

Post Care Education Financial Support
It’s extremely valuable for young people in out-of-home care to get
the benefits of a solid education and, wherever possible, to attain their
Higher School Certificate (HSC) and go on to further education.
It’s not unusual for a young person in care to turn 18 before they
finish at school. At this age, they may choose to leave your home and
transition to independence from out-of-home care. The pressures
of earning money and finding independent accommodation can put
those young people at risk of not attaining their HSC or equivalent.
Post Care Education Financial Support is a non-means tested payment
aimed at helping young people aged over 18 complete their education
by providing their carers with financial support to maintain the current
living and support arrangements until they complete their HSC.
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In order to receive the Post Care Education Financial Support:
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●

●

●

●

●

the carer must have been receiving a Care Allowance immediately
before the young person reached 18 years of age
the young person must be over 18 and under 25 years of age and
live with the carer,
the out-of-home care placement must have ended due to the young
person’s age
the young person must be studying full-time to complete Year 12
or equivalent studies
the carer must reside in NSW.

For the purposes of Post Care Education Financial Support, full-time
study is understood to be 15 hours or more a week and can take
place at a high school, TAFE or equivalent setting. The student must
be enrolled in one of the following:
●
●
●

●
●

Higher School Certificate (HSC)
HSC via school-based apprenticeship or traineeship
HSC via Vocational Education and Training (VET) Board Endorsed
courses
TAFE NSW Certificate IV in Tertiary Preparation
International Baccalaureate, diploma level.

Support for further education
Children in care may not have had much exposure to the idea of going
on to further education after school. You can introduce your child to
those possibilities by talking to them about university and TAFE courses
that may be of interest to them. Your caseworker can help you connect
with universities or TAFEs, and can also help you find out about
scholarships that could help cover the cost of fees.
Some universities give young people in care an introduction to university
life through camps and ‘taster’ days. You and your child may like to get
involved in one of the programs described below.
Newcastle University
newcastle.edu.au
(02) 4985 4200 (02) 4913 8199 or Emily Fuller on 0439 953 579
ceehe@newcastle.edu.au or emily.fuller@newcastle.edu.au
Newcastle University holds on-campus residential experiences for
Year 9 students to help them get a feel for university. They also
support careleavers at university with the 'Live, Learn, Grow' program,
with benefits including subsidised on-campus accommodation and
guaranteed on-campus employment. You can search for Live, Learn,
Grow’ on the university website.

DCJ Youth Development Scholarships
This scholarship helps young people living in social housing or in outof-home care finish their education and reach their full potential. The
scholarships are available for students who are in Year 10-12, studying
HSC equivalent at TAFE, completing a school-based apprenticeship or
traineeship, or studying a VET subject.
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Western Sydney University
westernsydney.edu.au
1300 854 224
westernengagement@westernsydney.edu.au
Through its Partnership Programs, Western Sydney University
engages high school students and other members of the community
in higher education. You can contact them to find out how your child
can participate in their programs.
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Support for an apprenticeship
Subsidised training up to Certificate III level is available for most young
people in NSW under the Smart and Skilled initiative. Subsidised
training to Certificate IV, Diploma or Advanced Diploma level is also
possible, but depends on funding availability.
There are also a number of fee-free scholarships available to young
people who have left or who are currently in out-of-home care.
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To find out whether your child is eligible and how much they would
have to pay for their course, go to smartandskilled.nsw.gov.au.
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Leaving care
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Staying on
When a young person turns 18, their care order legally comes to
an end. This doesn’t mean they have to leave their carer’s home.
Some young people will stay on with the support of their carer.
Others will choose to move out, either to return to their birth
families or to live independently.
Leaving care definitely doesn’t mean that the young person must leave
the home they have been sharing with you. That will be a decision that
you make together, with the support of your caseworker if you need it.
If the young person is staying on with you, think about what it will
mean to you both and how your relationship and your arrangements
might change. As an adult, your child will probably want to assert their
independence, but it’s important that everyone in the household is
treated with respect and consideration. For example, will it be alright
for your child to bring someone home for the night, or to stay out
overnight without letting you know? Will they be expected to make
a contribution to the household budget? Having a fresh discussion
about the house rules can be a good idea.

Moving out
Some young people will move out once they turn 18 or soon after. This
could be because they want to try living independently, or because
they want to move back in with their birth family. It could also be
because the placement has been challenging, and you have both
agreed to the idea that the young person will move out of your house.

leaving care

Both you and the young person could find this a very emotional
experience. If there are other children in the household, they could
also feel a sense of grief and loss. You might have concerns about the
choice the young person has made, either because you don’t think
they’re ready to live independently or because you are not comfortable
with the idea of them returning to their birth family. If you are struggling
with your feelings, it’s a good idea to talk to your caseworker.
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I enjoy being a foster carer because I enjoy making a
difference to a child’s life.
Liz, carer, Bankstown
If the young person is moving out, there are a few issues to keep in mind:

Belongings Anything that your child had when they entered care, and
anything that has been bought for them with the Care Allowance or
as a gift, is theirs to take with them. To avoid misunderstandings and
disappointments, you should have specific discussions around other
items, including shared gifts bought for the whole family and even pets.
Financial arrangements Have a think about any expenses that you
currently cover for the young person, for example, a phone plan or
gym membership. Will they take over those bills, or will you continue
to pay them? Make sure that you both understand what will happen
with those expenses in the future.

Post-care relationships Both you and the young person need to
understand what your relationship will be like after they move out.
Are you both happy to have completely open contact, dropping in on
each other at any time? Will you need some structured arrangements?
Or do you both feel a need to have some space for a while? If you
are struggling with these decisions, ask your caseworker for some
support.
Goodbyes Talk to the young person about how they would like to
mark the end of their time in your home. Would they be happy to have
a farewell party so that everyone can say their goodbyes, or would
they rather leave without a fuss? Whether it is a public or a private
moment, this is an opportunity to help everyone feel positive about
the young person leaving care.

Coming back It is not unusual for young people to jump at the
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opportunity to move out of their carer’s home at the age of 18, and
then to want to return within a year or so. Keep in mind that this is a
possibility. If it’s something you would like, make sure your child knows
that you would welcome their return, whenever they are ready.
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After the child or young person has left your home, you may want to
consider looking after another child who needs the kind of safe and
loving environment that you can offer.

Helping kids prepare for independence
All teenagers can benefit from some support and guidance as they
mature into adults. That help is possibly even more valuable for young
people who have been in care and may have had an unstable family
life in the past.

Aside from all the love and care you provide daily, you can help the
child in your care prepare for adulthood in three key ways:
●

●

●

teaching life skills such as cooking, cleaning and money
management
putting in place plans and arrangements that will help them reach
their goals – things like setting up bank accounts, applying for
passports, enrolling to vote and getting a place at university or
TAFE or establishing an apprenticeship.
managing their expectations around how things will change,
including their relationships with you or their birth family, along
with the new rules and responsibilities of being an adult.

Knowing we are making a difference to a child’s life and
seeing the positive generational changes that can occur
is so exciting.

Jo-anne, carer, Blakehurst
Below are some of the great resources produced by Communities
and Justice (DCJ) to help you and the young person get ready for
independence and adulthood.

Resolve A smartphone app that helps young care leavers on their
journey to independence with information, advice and links to services.
Download it via Windows, Google Play and the Apple App Store.

YOU (you.childstory.nsw.gov.au) A website that informs young people
about their rights, particularly what sort of things they can
ask for and make happen before and after they transition from
out-of-home care.
Independent Living Skills – a checklist for young people in care
A detailed checklist that helps identify the skills that need to be
developed as young people move towards independence. Search
for 'Independent Living Skills' at DCJ.nsw.gov.au.

Leading the Way – preparing young people for leaving care
A guide to the skills, arrangements and discussions that can help
prepare a young person for life after they leave care. Search for
'Leading the Way' at DCJ.nsw.gov.au.
A booklet about a young person’s entitlements, their Leaving Care
Plan and their living skills. This also contains contact details for
services that help with money, accommodation, education, training,
employment, health and wellbeing, rights, records, identity and
after-care services. Search for 'Your Next Step' at DCJ.nsw.gov.au.

leaving care

Your Next Step – information for young people leaving care
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What is a Leaving Care Plan?
Your caseworker will begin working with you, the young person and
significant other people in their life on a Leaving Care Plan once they
turn 15. The plan will include reasonable steps to prepare the young
person for their transition to independence.
The Leaving Care Plan generally covers:
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

a safe place to live (whether they are staying on with you, returning
to their birth family or setting up independent living arrangements)
access to education and training
employment and income support
independent living skills (including financial management, health and
lifestyle issues)
personal history (including cultural background)
contact details
agencies and people responsible for carrying out each part of the plan.

Your caseworker will talk to the young person about ongoing support
needs and how to access information and services. Carers and young
people should receive a copy of the Leaving Care Plan.

You can’t describe the joy of being a foster carer.
It is something you need to experience.
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Vikki, carer, Southern Highlands
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Contact after a young person leaves your home
Your caseworker will talk to you about whether ongoing contact is a
good idea for you and the young person who has been in your care.
If it is, they’ll ask you whether you’d like to maintain contact and also
seek the views of the child and their birth family. Agreed contact
arrangements will then be included in the child’s Case Plan.

How to support care leavers with disabilities
If a young person with disability needs ongoing support when they
leave statutory out-of-home care, their agency should contact the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Leaving care planning
with the NDIS should begin at least two years before the young person
is due to leave care.
If a young person has a disability that affects their ability to weigh
up information to make a decision in their best interests, even with
support, it may be useful to appoint a Public Guardian. The Public
Guardian is a statutory official appointed to advocate on behalf of
the young person to assist with leaving care planning.
For more information about care-leaver support for young people
with disabilities, talk to your caseworker.
For more information about the Public Guardian, go to
tag.nsw.gov.au/public-guardian or call 1300 109 290.


For more information on
financial assistance for
the education of young
people in care, see
‘Supporting education’
on page 171.

Entering apprenticeships, traineeships, university
or the defence force

leaving care

Young people in care may choose to enter an apprenticeship,
traineeship, university or enlist in the Australian Defence Force (ADF),
as their preferred training, study or employment option. Before
applying, they’ll need consent from the agency. All decisions
will be documented in their Leaving Care Plan.
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What documents should care leavers take
with them?
Apart from personal belongings, it’s important that the young person
has all the documents necessary to prove their identity and access
required services. For example, check they have:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

their original birth certificate
Medicare Card, Health Care Card and medical records
school reports, transcripts and certificates
training enrolment details or qualifications
tax file number
bank book or ATM card
leaving care letters from your agency
copy of their Leaving Care Plan
Life Story book or My Life Story.

If you are having any difficulty, your caseworker can help you locate
and access these documents.

How do care leavers access their records?
Young people can access agency files about their time in care, either
at the time they leave care or in the future. These files may contain
original documents, such as their birth certificate, school reports and
sporting certificates. If the young person wants to read their file or get
their original documents, they need to contact their agency.
For legal reasons, some types of information may be removed from
the records before they are released. This can include:
●

●
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personal information about other people unless they have given
their consent to release the information
information that could lead to the identification of a person who
reported that a child was at risk of harm
privileged communications between a lawyer and their client where
that communication was created for the main purpose of providing
legal advice or assistance, or preparing for court proceedings.

When does the Care Allowance stops?
Payment of the Care Allowance usually stops when the care order
expires. Sometimes, though a young person is still completing their
school or similar studies at the time they turn 18. Post Care Education
Financial Support is a non-means tested payment aimed at helping
young people aged over 18 complete their education by providing their
carers with financial support to maintain the current living and support
arrangements until they complete their Higher School Certificate (HSC).

Assistance for care
leavers
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After-care financial assistance
All young people leaving statutory care receive information
about available resources, services and support. Your agency is
responsible for following up with the young care leaver at regular
intervals in the years after they leave care.
Further help, including financial assistance, is available from
Communities and Justice (DCJ) for care leavers aged between 15 and
24 as part of a Leaving Care Plan, based on an assessment of need.
Assistance may include help with getting accommodation, setting up
house, education and training, finding employment, legal advice and
accessing health services.
Assistance can also be provided to care leavers 25 years and older at
the discretion of DCJ.

After Care Payment
A time-limited After Care Payment is provided by DCJ to all eligible
young people if they:
●
●

●
●
●

are living independently
are undertaking full-time training or education (unless they can
only attend part-time because of health problems or parenting
responsibilities)
need help to get safe, stable, affordable accommodation
will be at risk of homelessness if assistance isn’t provided
have been unable to get public housing assistance.

leaving care

The After Care Payment is based on an assessment of need and is
made directly to the young person. It is paid fortnightly and reviewed
every three months.
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One-off after-care payments
Whether they receive the After Care Payment or not, an eligible
care leaver with an assessed need can receive one-off after-care
contingency payments as part of an approved Leaving Care Plan.
This is intended to help cover the costs of things such as:
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

getting accommodation or establishing tenancy
buying books, materials or tools
driving lessons
contacting Services Australia for job-seeking assistance, to access
Australian Government childcare subsidies and rebates, or pay
deposits to secure a childcare placement
getting legal advice if this can’t be provided by Legal Aid or
LawAccess services
accessing public health services where possible
dental treatment not covered by public dental hospitals
cost of counselling or support, such as independent living or social
skills training.

Criteria for care leaver financial aid
To be eligible for leaving- and after-care assistance, the young
person must have been in the parental responsibility of the Minister
immediately before leaving care for a cumulative period of at least
12 months.

After-care assistance for young people
with disability
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A young person in care with a disability may have an NDIS plan as
well as an out-of-home care case plan. There should be a coordinated
response between case planning and the NDIS to make sure the
young person’s support needs are met. The NDIS plan should
complement a young person’s leaving care plan. You should discuss
with your child and caseworker whether their NDIS plan currently
meets your child’s disability needs. If not, their plan may need to be
reviewed.
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You can find out more about the NDIS by talking to your caseworker
or visiting ndis.gov.au. You can also contact the Disability Gateway
to find out about the supports available to your child. The Disability
Gateway is a national service connecting people with disability and
their carers to information and services. Go to disabilitygateway.gov.au
or call 1800 643 787 (Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm).

The Disability Gateway also has an interpreter service on 13 14 50 and
the National Relay Service on 1800 555 677.


Australian Government payments
There are also a range of payments funded by the federal government
that can help young people who are leaving care.

For information on
NDIS eligibility and the
participant planning call
1800 800 110 or go to
ndis.gov.au

Transition to Independent Living Allowance Young people aged
between 15 and 25 who are in care or have been in care may be
eligible for the federal government’s Transition to Independent Living
Allowance (TILA) to help pay for some of the things needed to move
to independent living. TILA is a one-off payment to pay for the
following types of goods and services for the young person:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

utilities connection (gas, electricity and so on)
moving expenses
appliances and whitegoods
furnishings
food
financial or other counselling
education
transport to get to studies or work
bus tickets, phone cards, and similar.

The young person can’t apply directly for TILA. Their caseworker will
assess their eligibility and make the application on their behalf. Speak
to your child’s caseworker to find out more about TILA.

Youth Allowance The Youth Allowance provides financial support for
people aged 16 to 24 years who are studying full-time, undertaking a
full-time apprenticeship, training or looking for work.


To find out more about
the Youth Allowance, go
to Services Australia
website
servicesaustralia.gov.au

leaving care

If the young person is studying part-time and is younger than 22, they
may be eligible for Youth Allowance as a job seeker. They will need to
have a Job Plan and do activities such as part-time work, volunteer
work or youth programs to be eligible.
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Care leaver support
services
After-care services
A number of non-government agencies provide assistance to people
who have been in care. Their services include:
●
●
●

help with family searching, mediation and reunion
help with viewing files and accessing personal documents
assistance with accommodation, education and training, counselling,
employment, legal advice, health services or professional services.

Referrals can be made by your caseworker or agency, or the young
person can contact an after-care service directly. For more information
on after-care services, see 'Useful contacts' on page 221.

CREATE Foundation
CREATE Foundation provides services and programs including:
●
●
●

mentoring by young people who have left care
events, workshops, training, youth forums and advisory groups
clubCREATE (with quarterly newsletters and invitations to events).

CREATE also runs the Create Your Future website (createyourfuture.org.
au)which helps care leavers actively prepare for their independence with
information on health, housing, education, employment and other peoples’
experiences of leaving care.
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CREATE
create.org.au
(02) 9267 1999 or 1800 655 105
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Care Leaver’s Line
DCJ is responsible for supporting care leavers as they transition to
independence. People who have left care and those about to leave
care are encouraged to get in touch if they have questions or need
support. Call the DCJ Care Leaver’s Line on 1800 994 686 or email
careleaversline@DCJ.nsw.gov.au.

Resolve app
Young people preparing to leave care can also download the Resolve app to
their smartphone from Windows, Google Play or the Apple App store. They
can find advice about identity, relationships, health, education, employment,
finance, housing and accommodation, and living skills.

Acts, regulations &
governing bodies
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What you need to know
You’re not expected to have in-depth knowledge of either the
Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 or the
Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Regulation 2012
described below. Your agency will make sure you have all the
information you need to carry out your role in a way that
complies with the law.

Children and Young Persons
(Care and Protection) Act 1998
All states and territories in Australia have their own laws for protecting
children and young people. In NSW, the child protection legislation is
the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998.
The Act requires that the best interests of the child or young person are
considered in all decisions and actions. This includes the safety, welfare
and wellbeing of children and young people who are removed from
their families. The Act gives specific powers to Communities and Justice
(DCJ) to investigate child protection reports, and the courts
to make orders. It also sets out the responsibilities of each government
agency, non-government agency and person involved in protecting
and caring for children at risk of significant harm.

Children and Young Persons
(Care and Protection) Regulation 2012

leagal matters

This Regulation provides more detailed guidance about what is
required to meet responsibilities around children and young people
in care. This is where the Code of Conduct for Authorised Foster,
Relative and Kinship Carers comes from.
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Office of the Children’s Guardian


For more information
about the standards,
guidelines and benchmark
policies developed by the
Children’s Guardian, visit
kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au.

The Office of the Children’s Guardian has a number of responsibilities
under the Act and Regulation. One of their key roles is developing
guidelines to assist agencies and carers in fulfilling their responsibilities
under the legislation.
The NSW Child Safe Standards for Permanent Care 2015 are used by
the Children’s Guardian for the evaluation, accreditation and ongoing
monitoring of agencies that provide statutory out-of-home care
services and/or adoption services in NSW.
The rights of children and young people arise from the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Charter of Rights for
Children and Young People in Out-of-Home Care in NSW. These
charters underpin the NSW Child Safe Standards for Permanent
Care. Children and young people have the right to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

be safe and protected from harm
live a full and healthy life
participate in decisions that affect them
live in healthy environments
receive an education
receive quality healthcare
maintain relationships with family and people of significance
maintain connections to community, culture, language and
spirituality
access information about issues that concern them
have their privacy respected
engage in leisure activities and spend time with their peers
access services that assist them to achieve their full potential .
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NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
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Some decisions that agencies make about out-of-home care can be
reviewed by the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT). These
include decisions about authorisation and de-authorisation of carers,
and decisions to grant or remove a child or young person from a
current placement.
For a full explanation of the role and responsibilities of the NCAT
go to ncat.nsw.gov.au or call 1300 006 228.

NSW Ombudsman
The NSW Ombudsman can deal with complaints about the way
services are provided to children and young people in out-of-home
care under the Ombudsman Act 1974 and the Community Services
(Complaints, Reviews and Monitoring) Act 1993.
The Ombudsman can decide to review the circumstances of a child
or group of children in care, where various aspects of their welfare and
circumstances are examined. It is responsible for reviewing the deaths
of children and young people. It also coordinates official community
visitors, who advocate for and aim to protect the interests of children,
young people and adults living in full-time residential care.

leagal matters

For more information about the NSW Ombudsman, go to
ombo.nsw.gov.au or call (02) 9286 1000 (Sydney metro)
or 1800 451 524 (outside Sydney metro).
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Contact with the
police
Interviews and arrests
A person cannot be forced to attend a police interview unless they
are arrested. If the police ask the child or young person to come to
the station for questioning, then either they, you or the caseworker
should ask if the child is under arrest.
If a child or young person is arrested, the police can keep them for up
to four hours unless they get special permission from a court to keep
them longer.
If they are not under arrest, then they don’t have to go to the interview.
The decision about whether or not a child or young person is to
attend a police interview must involve the Minister’s delegate, in other
words, the Communities and Justice (DCJ) Manager Casework or the
equivalent from a non-government agency.
The purpose of the interview must be given some consideration. For
example, is the child or young person suspected of committing an
offence, or are police attempting to obtain evidence from them to
charge someone else?

Call your caseworker
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You should contact your caseworker as soon as possible if the child
or young person in your care comes into contact with the police.
Your caseworker can provide support and assistance in terms of
police interviews, obtaining legal advice and the court process.
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Attending a police interview
The best interests of the child or young person must always be
the primary concern. If the child wants to provide a statement, the
caseworker should arrange legal advice before they do so. If the
agency manager is of the view that the child should not provide a
statement, the caseworker should have a solicitor attend the interview
if possible.
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The principle of 'doli incapax'
The principle of 'doli incapax'

The principle of ‘doli incapax’ is a common law principle that
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Obtaining legal advice for the child or young
Obtaining legal advice for the child or young
person
person
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The Aboriginal Legal Service
There are rules the police have to follow when speaking to and
dealing with indigenous people. This includes calling the Aboriginal
Legal Service (ALS) if an Indigenous person is arrested and hasn’t
organised their own lawyer. If the child or young person is an
indigenous person, then they or you or their caseworker should
inform the police of this. The police must call the ALS before they
question the person.

Obligation to report matters to police
If someone knows or believes that a person has committed
a serious indictable offence and has information that might be
of material assistance to police in securing the apprehension,
prosecution or conviction of the offender, then they are obliged
to provide this information to police. It is a criminal offence to
fail to provide this information to police.
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It is also an offence to hinder the investigation of a serious indictable
offence committed by another person. An offence is a ‘serious
indictable offence’ if it is punishable by imprisonment for more than
five years. This includes murder, manslaughter, indecent and sexual
assaults and producing, disseminating and possession of child
pornography. A carer or caseworker may have an obligation to report
matters involving a child or young person in care to the police.
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What happens if a matter goes to court
The NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act
1998 gives the Children’s Court the authority to make a variety of
orders about the care and protection of a child or young person.
These orders may include things like orders allocating parental
responsibility, contact orders, and orders to attend therapeutic
or treatment programs.
Communities and Justice (DCJ) is responsible for presenting
matters to the Children’s Court and preparing documents for the
hearing. Those documents may include a Care Plan, which provides
background information about the child or young person and outlines
the plan for their placement. If you are a carer with a non-government
agency, your caseworker will work with the DCJ representative to
prepare these documents. Carers are generally not given copies of
documents unless they are a party to court proceedings. However,
your caseworker will provide you with information and updates.
You may ask to be party to the court proceedings or the court may
request that you be involved. This usually happens when you have
had care of the child or young person for some time, or if you ask to
be heard by the court about a matter that significantly affects you or
your family.

The caseworker will prepare the child or young person for their court
attendance. They’ll also explain the outcome of the proceedings to
you and the child. Sometimes the child or young person may not fully
understand the outcome or decisions of the court. If you think the child
does not understand what’s happening, let your caseworker know so
they can explain the decisions made by the court thoroughly.
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The court process can be complex, time-consuming, unsettling and
stressful for all involved. Children and young people may be included
in hearings and may need to meet or speak with a legal representative
who is appointed to seek their views and represent their interests.
Generally, children over 12 years of age are presumed capable of
giving proper legal instructions to their legal representative. Children
under 12 years of age are presumed incapable of giving proper
instructions. A legal representative for a child may apply to the
Children’s Court to rebut the assumptions about the child’s
capacity to give proper legal instructions.
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The child or young person involved in a court hearing may need a lot
of support from their carer. You may be asked to attend court as a
support person. Carers are generally not required to give evidence at
The child or young person involved in a court hearing may need a lot
court. If you are required to do so, your caseworker can support you
of support from their carer. You may be asked to attend court as a
during
the process.
support person. Carers are generally not required to give evidence at
court. If you are required to do so, your caseworker can support you

A carer's
rights
in the court process
during the
process.
As a carer, you can expect:

A carer's rights in the court process
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●
to be provided with a copy of the final court order concerning
the child – this information must be treated as confidential.
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Bail, surety and payment of fines
Your agency is responsible for ensuring a child or young person isn’t
held in custody when charged with a criminal offence for which bail
or surety is sought or a fine has been imposed by a court.
Your agency may enter a bail agreement as an ‘acceptable person’,
or pay a surety or fine on behalf of a child or young person.
Whenever possible, the child or young person should be responsible
for paying fines. The caseworker will make arrangements with them
to pay it off completely or in instalments.
If you pay the fine yourself, encourage the child or young person to
take responsibility as long as it’s age-appropriate and relevant to their
circumstances. You may be reimbursed for paying a fine if the child or
young person is at risk of being jailed if the fine is left unpaid.

Changing a child’s name
Children and young people have the right to preserve their name and
identity. ‘Name’ includes the first name, middle name and surname
listed on their birth certificate. These names are to be used in all
official documents, including school enrolment.
If the child or young person prefers to be called another name or
wants to legally change their name, talk to your caseworker. They’ll
discuss the child’s wishes with all relevant parties. They’ll also seek
input from community and cultural representatives if the child is
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

●
●
●
●
●

they’re 12 years of age or older
they’ve been assessed as competent to make an informed decision
they’ve been in a stable long-term placement for at least two years
there’s no plan to restore them to their birth family
they’re fully aware of their identity.
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For a child to use a preferred name, it must be part of the
approved Case Plan. If the child wishes to legally change their
name, Communities and Justice (DCJ) or the agency with parental
responsibility must consent. They may approve the application for
a legal name change if there’s no sign the child is being forced into
doing so and:
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Claims against a foster carer’s estate
A will allows you to say who can have what from your estate when you
die. You can also make a written statement to be kept with your will
explaining how you’ve made proper provision for all those dependent
upon you and the reasoning behind this. This may be taken into
account if someone makes a claim on your estate or is considering
making a claim on your estate.
The Succession Act 2006 provides protection for people who have
not been provided for in a will or who feel they have not been properly
provided for. Any person who was a spouse, de facto partner, child
or grandchild of the deceased, or was at any time wholly or partly
dependent upon the deceased person and was part of the deceased
person’s household, is eligible to make a claim.
A child or young person who has been in the care of an authorised
carer and accepted as part of the family may be entitled to apply for
a share of the carer’s estate. A decision about entitlement to claim is
made by the Supreme Court or District Court. The decision will be
based on factors including the nature and duration of the relationship
between the child or young person and the authorised carer.

End-of-life decisions and urgent medical
treatment
When a child or young person is dying from a terminal illness or as a
result of an accident, decisions need to be made about what medical
intervention will happen. This involves respecting the child’s wishes
and considering decisions about withdrawal of treatment and organ
donations.
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If the child has a terminal illness, their caseworker will involve medical
professionals, carers, family and significant others in palliative care
planning and decision-making. The palliative care plan contains
end-of-life decisions and must be approved by the agency.
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If the child or young person has an accident, urgent medical treatment
may be carried out by a doctor without consent. This is until the child’s
caseworker has obtained required consents. It’s important to call your
caseworker or the Child Protection Helpline on 132 111 as soon as
possible after the child has been admitted to hospital.
Consent for organ donations cannot be given without the approval
of the Secretary.

Teenage marriage
All young people aged 16 to 17 need permission from a judge to get
married. This permission is only given in exceptional circumstances.
Talk to your caseworker if the young person in your care wants to get
married. The caseworker will get your views and those of the young
people, their parents and other significant people. If your agency gives
consent for the young person to marry, it will seek permission from the
relevant court. If consent is not given, the young person has the same
right as any other young person to seek permission from a judge to
marry without parental consent.

Trust accounts
If a child or young person has property or assets of their own, the
agency may set up a trust account to look after these assets on
the child’s behalf until they turn 18. Assets include any lump-sum
compensation payment. If the cost of having a trust account is greater
than the benefit, the child’s money is held in an interest-bearing account.
The kind of account established, and details including how many
signatories are attached to the account and who those people should
be, will be decided by the caseworker in consultation with you.
Caseworkers and carers can’t access money or assets held in trust
or in an interest-bearing account. The agency may approve an
advance of funds if this will directly benefit the child or young person.
For example, a young person moving to independent living may
request an advance to rent, buy or invest in a property or business.

Victims of crime
Under the Victims Rights and Support Act 2013, victims of crime in
NSW have the Charter of Victims Rights to protect and promote their
rights. This includes the right to:

●

●

●

●

be treated with courtesy, compassion and respect
information about, and access to, welfare, health, counselling and
legal services
not to have their residential address and telephone number
disclosed unless a court otherwise directs
information about whether any charges are to be laid against the
accused and any criminal trial
compensation.

The child or young person’s caseworker can work on their behalf
to access services and support, and apply for victims of crime
compensation when eligible.

leagal matters
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Victims Register
Children and young people who have been victims of crime, where the
offender has been convicted, can be added to the Victims Register.
The register aims to keep victims and their guardians or other people
with parental responsibility informed of the following:
●
●

●

an offender’s impending release from gaol or escape from custody
a change in an offender’s security classification that may result in the
offender being eligible for unescorted absence from custody
an offender’s death while in custody or under a community-based
order.

A registered victim can make submissions concerning the granting of
parole or unescorted leave or any change in security classification that
may result in an offender being released from custody.

Wills for children and young people
There’s no need for a child or young person to have a will if they don’t
have assets such as property, inheritance money or compensation
payment. If they do have assets, it’s advisable they have a will to ensure
their estate goes to the people they want it to go to when they die.
Unless the young person is married or planning to marry, an
application to make a will by a minor must be lodged with
the Supreme Court of NSW. However there must be special
circumstances for the court to make a will for a child or young
person under 18. These special circumstances could include:
●

●
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if the minor were to die without a will their estate would pass to an
inappropriate person such as a parent who caused injury or harm
to the child
the minor has a terminal illness and is unlikely to reach 18 (where
they can legally make a will)
the minor is unlikely to ever gain the legal capacity to make a will
(that is the capacity to understand the nature and extent of their
assets, the nature of a will, and the persons who ought to be
provided for in their will).

If an application is made to the Supreme Court to make a will for a
minor, the Public Trustee of NSW will write the will on behalf of the
child or young person. The Public Trustee or another suitable person
may be appointed as the executor of the will.
Talk to your caseworker if you think there may be special circumstances
that warrant the child or young person in your care making a will. They’ll
discuss this with the child, including their wishes, and organise the
necessary legal arrangements.

Charter of Rights
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Your role in supporting the Charter of Rights
Carers play a vital role in promoting and protecting the rights of
children and young people in out-of-home care. The Charter of
Rights outlines the general rights and responsibilities of every child
and young person in out-of-home care. These rights reflect those
of any child or young person. The Children and Young Persons
(Care and Protection) Act 1998 requires that these rights are
supported by carers and caseworkers.

the charter of rights
You have the right to have contact with your family and community.
You have the right to be told why you are in care and to keep a record
of your time in care.
You have the right to ask for any information that is being kept about
you, to read your file and to add information to your file.
You have the right to be treated fairly.
You have the right to be treated with respect.
You have the right to feel safe and not be abused.
You have the right to complain.
You have the right to services that promote your health and wellbeing.
You have the right to ask for extra help with your education.
If you have to go to court, you have the right to be helped and supported.
You have the right to do things you enjoy.
You have the right to your own beliefs and way of life.
You have the right to make choices about everyday matters.
You have the right to take part in making important decisions affecting
your life.
Before leaving care, you have the right to be involved in planning the
kind of support and assistance you may need after leaving care.

resources
leaving care

You have the right to say what you are thinking and feeling.
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Code of Conduct
for Authorised Foster,
Relative and Kinship
Carers
Statement of Purpose
The safety and welfare of children and young people in outof-home care are best served by promoting strong and close
relationships between the child or young person being cared for,
their carer and the designated agency. The Code of Conduct aims
to foster stable and positive relationships between the child or
young person, their carer and the designated agency.
This Code of Conduct for Authorised Carers (the Code of Conduct)
is a principle-based framework. It promotes the highest standards of
conduct by authorised carers1. It sets out the standards of behaviour
that apply to carers. It also sets out the support and assistance that
carers can expect to receive from the designated agency supervising
the placement2.
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The Code of Conduct is consistent with the objectives and principles of
the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998. The Act
provides the overarching framework for the care and protection of, and
provision of services to, children and young persons in NSW, including
the provision of out-of-home care services. Carers and designated
agencies are legally required to follow the provisions of the Act.
The Office for the Children’s Guardian’s NSW Child Safe Standards
for Permanent Care establishes the minimum requirements for
accreditation of designated agencies. Under the Standards it is the
responsibility of the designated agency to ensure children and young
people are cared for appropriately through the appropriate selection,
assessment, training, supervision and support of authorised carers.

In carrying out this responsibility, the designated
agency should ensure that authorised carers comply
with the Code of Conduct and are adequately trained,
supervised and supported to do so.
The Code of Conduct will help ensure designated
agencies and authorised carers meet their obligation to uphold
the rights of children and young people outlined in the NSW Charter
of Rights for Children and Young People in Out-of-Home Care.

Non-Compliance with the Code of Conduct
The Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Regulation
2012 (the Regulation) provides for the Minister to issue this Code of
Conduct and requires authorised carers to comply with this Code
of Conduct as a condition of their authorisation. This ensures carers
understand their rights and responsibilities. Non-compliance with this
Code of Conduct could lead a designated agency to commence an
investigation into the suitability of an authorised carer to provide
out-of-home care.
Under the Regulation, a designated agency may cancel or suspend
the authorisation of an authorised carer if the agency is of the opinion
that the authorised carer has failed to comply with any obligation or
restriction imposed on the authorised carer by the Act or Regulation.
Any decision to cancel of suspend the authorisation of an authorised
carer is reviewable by the Administrative Decisions Tribunal.

What authorised carers are expected to do:
●

●

●

●

●

Follow the lawful policies, procedures and guidelines brought to
your attention by the designated agency.
Maintain the rights of the child and young person in your care as set
out in the NSW Charter of Rights for Children and Young People in
Out-of-Home Care in NSW.
Immediately report to the designated agency any allegations or
incidents of abuse, neglect or ill-treatment you are aware of.
Permit and support access by the designated agency, at any
reasonable hour and on reasonable notice, to the child or young
person for the purpose of consultation, assessment, monitoring,
case planning and case management.
Actively participate in the development, implementation and review
of Case Plans for the child and young person in your care.

leaving care
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Care environment
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Provide a physical environment that is safe, clean and comfortable
and meets the needs of the child or young person in your care.
Respect the child or young person’s personal privacy and ensure
secure storage and respect of their belongings.
Provide a range of age and developmentally appropriate social and
recreational activities and experiences.
Permit and support access by the designated agency, at any
reasonable hour and on reasonable notice, to the home environment for
assessment of safety and suitability prior to and during placements.
Report immediately to the designated agency any incidents3 in the
care environment or any change in household membership.
Not discharge the child or young person into the care of any other
person, other than a staff member of the designated agency having
supervisory responsibility or a person with parental responsibility
for the child or young person, without the written approval of the
principal officer of the designated agency or by court order4.
Provide a care environment where the child or young person is
not exposed to physical, sexual, psychological or verbal abuse, ill
treatment or neglect.

Family and significant others
●

●

Recognise and respect that the child or young person has a right to
maintain relationships with birth family, other significant individuals
and their cultural and/or religious community where appropriate
and safe to do so.
Support these relationships in accordance with the child or young
person’s care plan and any relevant court orders.

Identity, emotional and social development
●
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●

●
●

Support the child or young person to feel safe and develop a sense
of security.
Take appropriate measures, with support and assistance from
the designated agency, to promote the physical, cognitive and
psychological recovery, rehabilitation and social reintegration
of persons with disabilities who become victims of any form
of exploitation, violence or abuse5.
Support the child and young person to develop a positive sense
of identity.
Allow the child or young person to observe his or her religion (if any).
Assist in implementing the cultural support plans for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and culturally and linguistically diverse children
and young people in care.

●
●

Support and encourage the development of positive peer relationships.
Respect the right of the child or young person to express their views
freely about decisions that affect them and give due weight to those
views with regard to the age and maturity of the child or young person.

Wellbeing, health and education
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Follow the behaviour management policy of the designated agency.
This will include ways to encourage positive behaviour in children
and young people and appropriate actions to respond to challenging
behaviours.
Only use behaviour management practices as described in the
behaviour management policy or approved by the designated agency.
The use of any physical punishment or coercion, immobilisation,
force-feeding, deprivation of food or any punishment intended to
humiliate or frighten a child or young person is not permitted.
Report any incident where physical restraint6 has been used
following the protocol for critical incident/event reporting within
the designated agency. These reports enable the designated
agency to respond quickly and provide appropriate support.
Dispense medication, particularly psychotropic medication,
according to medical advice. Not reduce or withdraw medication
without medical advice and the designated agency’s consent.
Ensure the child or young person’s health, wellbeing and dental
needs are met and any planned intervention is carried out.
Immediately notify the designated agency of any major medical
events, surgery, hospitalisation and school suspension or expulsion.
Regularly provide information to the designated agency about the
child or young person’s wellbeing, including issues that may arise
about their development, health, behaviour and educational progress.
Not require a child or young person in your care to perform duties
that are unreasonable for their age and physical and intellectual
development.
Provide an environment and activities which support learning and
assist the child or young person in meeting their educational needs
and future goals.

●

●

In consultation with and with the assistance of the designated
agency, implement plans to assist the young person for transition
to adulthood. This will include teaching the young person the skills
required for independent living
Where the young person has a disability or disabilities, in
consultation with and with the assistance of the designated agency,
Ageing, Disability and Home Care and the National Disability
Insurance Agency, implement plans for a transition period to
independent living or a more supportive accommodation option
if required, depending on the young person’s needs.

leaving care
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What authorised carers can expect:
Respect and participation
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Recognised for the important things you do that help the whole
community.
Supported in your role as a carer and respected as someone with
your own needs including being able to access respite where
appropriate.
Valued for what you bring to the role, including your language,
cultural heritage, religious beliefs and life experience.
Encouraged to participate and provide your views in case planning
and review, case management and service delivery planning.
Entitled to nominate a support person to be present when attending
meetings with the designated agency.
Respected for your opinion and consulted on decisions about the
care of a child or young person.
Entitled to access personal information held on file by the designated
agency about you.
Provided with information about the designated agency’s complaints
process.

Information
●

●

●

●

●
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●

●

Provided with a copy of the NSW Charter of Rights for Children and
Young People in Out-of-Home Care in NSW.
Provided with a clearly expressed statement of purpose of the
designated agency.
Provided with all relevant information that is available about the child
or young person in your care to help you understand their needs.
Given clear, written information and training on your legal
responsibilities as a carer and any reporting obligations required of
the designated agency.
Given clear guidance on reportable conduct and the designated
agencies’ obligation to record, investigate and respond to allegations
of reportable conduct against an employee7.
Provided with information about the process of investigations and
advised of the outcome of any investigation within reasonable
timeframes.
Provided with access to an interpreter, as required, when important
decisions are being made about your relationship with the
designated agency and/or the child or young person in your care.
Provided with information about foster, relative and kinship carer
support networks, including 24 hour support numbers, which can
support you in your role as an authorised carer.

leaving care
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Administration of the Code of Conduct
This Code of Conduct is issued by the Minister for Communities and
Justice (DCJ) to be applied consistently across the out-of-home care
sector. It is to be administered by the Communities and Justice and any
amendments will need to be made and approved by the Minister for
Communities and Justice.
Designated agencies may develop their own policies, procedures
and guidelines that provide more detailed information for authorised
carers and designated agencies about their shared responsibilities to
children and young people. These policies, procedures and guidelines
should be consistent with the Children and Young Persons (Care and
Protection) Act 1998, The Children and Young Persons (Care and
Protection) Regulation 2012 and this Code of Conduct.
An authorised carer means a person who, in accordance with the
regulations, is authorised as an authorised carer by a designated
agency, or a person who, in accordance with the regulations, is
otherwise authorised as an authorised carer.

1

Designated agencies are agencies accredited by the Children’s
Guardian to arrange and supervise the provision of out-of-home
care services.

2

The Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Regulation
requires an authorised carer to immediately notify the designated
agency if any of the following occurs: the child or young person is
expelled or suspended from school, absent without permission from
care of the carer for a period of 24 hours or more, absent without
permission (whether or not while in the care of the authorised carer)
from NSW for any period, or suffers a serious accident, injury, illness
or death, the authorised carer becomes a parent to another child or
young person or the authorised carer or any other members of the
household are charged with or convicted of an offence for which a
penalty of imprisonment for 12 months or more may be imposed.

3

Occasional arrangements, such as a sleep-over at a friend’s house,
play-dates and babysitting, do not constitute a ‘discharge’ of care.

4

This is required under Article 16.4 of the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
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The Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998
permits physical restraint to only be used in extreme situations where
there is a risk of serious injury to the child, young person or another
person.

6

Reportable conduct is any sexual offence or sexual misconduct
committed against, with or in the presence of a child (including a child
pornography offence); any assault, ill-treatment or neglect of a child;
and any behaviour that causes psychological harm to a child.

7

Partnership
Agreement
between Family
and Community
Services and carers
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About the Partnership Agreement
Communities and Justice (DCJ) values and appreciates the
contributions that carers and their families make every day to
support children and young people. The actions identified in the
Partnership Agreement are monitored so we can continue to
improve the way we work together and achieve the best possible
outcomes for children and young people in out-of-home care.

DCJ and carers communicate by:
●
●
●
●
●

responding promptly and courteously to one another
contacting one another to share information and feedback
listening to and respecting each other’s point of view
working together to resolve concerns
working together to protect the confidentiality of sensitive and
personal information.

DCJ and carers support placements by:

●

●

caseworkers giving carers relevant information as soon as it
becomes available
caseworkers and carers working together to meet children and
young people’s support needs and case plan goals
caseworkers phoning carers to check how things are progressing
in the first week of the placement
leaving care
resources
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helping children and young people to understand their identity and
supporting contact with their family and community
● helping children and young people to understand their identity and
● telling one another about concerns and asking for help when needed
supporting contact with their family and community
● participating in training to continually expand knowledge and skills
● telling one another about concerns and asking for help when needed
in looking after children and young people in care.
● participating in training to continually expand knowledge and skills
in looking after children and young people in care.
●

FACS includes carers’ views by:
●

recognising
thecarers’
importance
the views of carers in decisionDCJ
includes
viewsofby:

making
concerning children and young people, and including them
recognising the importance of the views of carers in decisioninmaking
case-planning
processes
concerning
children and young people, and including them
● giving
clear reasons
why decisions are made
in case-planning
processes
● ●respecting
celebrating
diversityare
of culture
giving clearand
reasons
why decisions
made and beliefs
● ●consulting
and families,
theirand
needs
and those
respectingwith
andcarers
celebrating
diversity taking
of culture
beliefs
any otherwith
childcarers
in theand
placement
consideration
making
●ofconsulting
families,into
taking
their needs when
and those
arrangements
for ainchild
or young person
in care.
of any other child
the placement
into consideration
when making
arrangements for a child or young person in care.
●

FACS management systems support carers by:
DCJ management systems support carers by:
● giving feedback to carers about the care they provide
givingcarers
feedback
to carers
about
care they provide
giving
written
policies
andthe
information
givingcarers
carersabout
writtenFACS
policies
and information
● ●telling
processes
and how to follow them
● telling carers about DCJ processes and how to follow them
● having accessible complaints, appeal and carer feedback processes
● having accessible complaints, appeal and carer feedback processes
● making carer payments promptly and accurately.
● making carer payments promptly and accurately.
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Useful contacts
AbSec (NSW Child, Family and
Community Peak Aboriginal
Corporation)
1800 888 698

absec.org.au
Centrelink | Services Australia
136 150

servicesaustralia.gov.au
My Forever Family NSW
1300 782 975
Interpreter service: 131 450
(weekdays 9am – 5pm)

myforeverfamily.org.au
Child Protection Helpline
132 111
Grandparent, Relative and Kinship
Carer Alliance (GRaKCA)
(02) 9286 3860 (within Sydney)
1800 449 102 (outside Sydney)
cotansw.com.au and look for
GRaKCA under ‘Programs/Initiatives’
Karitane
1300 227 464

karitane.com.au
Be You

beyou.edu.au
Parent Line
1300 1300 52

parentline.org.au
Raising Children Network

raisingchildren.net.au
Reach Out Parents

Legal Aid NSW: Best For Kids
1300 888 529

bestforkids.org.au
Kids Helpline
1800 55 1800

kidshelpline.com.au
Lifeline Australia
13 11 14

lifeline.org.au
Reach Out

au.reachout.com
Twenty 10
(02) 8594 9555

twenty10.org.au
Youth Beyondblue
1300 22 46 36

youthbeyondblue.com

After care
DCJ Care Leaver’s Line
1800 994 686

careleaversline@DCJ.nsw.gov.au
DCJ Care Leavers Records Access
Unit
Locked Bag 5000
Parramatta NSW 2124
(02) 9716 2500 or 1300 137 160

DCJ.nsw.gov.au
Resolve
Care leavers' smartphone app
Download via Windows, Google Play
and the Apple App store

tresillian.org.au

Transition to Independent Living
Allowance (TILA)
1300 653 277
dss.gov.au and search for ‘Transition
to Independent Living Allowance’

Support for children &
young people

Youth Hub website
nsw.gov.au
search for ‘Youth Hub’

parents.au.reachout.com
Tresillian
1300 272 736

Care Leavers of Australia
Network (CLAN)
1800 008 774

clan.org.au
CREATE Foundation
1800 655 105

create.org.au

leaving care
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Uniting Church Aftercare for
Young People
1800 864 846
uniting.org and search for ‘Aftercare
for Young People’
Wesley Dalmar Aftercare Program
(02) 9857 2511
wesleymission.org.au and search
for ‘Aftercare Program’

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander services
and agencies
Abcare Coffs Harbour
(02) 5615 8300

abcare.org.au
Abcare Grafton
(02) 5615 8315

abcare.org.au
Aboriginal Affairs Family Records
Unit
1800 019 998
aboriginalaffairs.nsw.gov.au and
search for ‘Family Records Unit’
AbSec (NSW Child, Family and
Community Peak Aboriginal
Corporation)
1800 888 698
absec.org.au
Aboriginal Education Consultative
Group Inc (AECG)
(02) 9550 5666
aecg.nsw.edu.au
Aboriginal Health and Medical
Research Council

ahmrc.org.au

Biripi Aboriginal Corporation
Medical Centre Taree
(02) 6551 7444
Burrun Dalai Out-of-Home Care &
Family Support Service Kempsey
(02) 6562 1913
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Gaba Yula in partnership with
Uniting Care
(02) 9798 6955
uniting.org and search for ‘Gaba Yula’
Illawarra Aboriginal Corporation
(02) 4228 1585

iac.org.au

Kari Aboriginal Resources Inc.
Liverpool
(02) 8782 0300

kari.org.au

Link-Up (NSW) and Family Link
1800 624 332

linkupnsw.org.au
Muloobinba Aboriginal Corporation
(02) 4969 5299
muloobinba.org.au
Narang Bir-rong
In partnership with DCJ and Barnardos
(02) 4761 4000

narangbirrong.org.au
Ngunya Jarjum Aboriginal Child &
Family Network Lismore
(02) 6626 3700

ngunyajarjum.com
Ngurambang Out-Of-Home Care in
partnership with Uniting Care
(02) 6885 5010
uniting.org and search for
'Ngurambang'
NSW Aboriginal Land Council
(02) 9689 4444

alc.org.au
Secretariat of National Aboriginal
and Islander Child Care (SNAICC)
(03) 9419 1921

snaicc.org.au
South Coast Medical Service
Aboriginal Corporation Nowra
(02) 4448 0200
1800 215 099

southcoastams.org.au
Tranby Educational College
(02) 9660 3444
1800 601 988

tranby.edu.au
Wandiyali Out-Of-Home Care
Children’s Services
Hunter, New England
(02) 4957 5900
Wanggaay Out-Of-Home Care
Service in partnership with
Anglicare Murrumbidgee, Riverina
(02) 6927 0400
Woomera Aboriginal Corporation
(02) 6057 7400
woomera.org.au

Ethnic Community Services Co-op
(02) 9569 1288

ecsc.org.au
Multicultural Disability Advocacy
Association (MDAA)
(02) 9891 6400

mdaa.org.au
Multicultural NSW
(02) 8255 6767

multicultural.nsw.gov.au
NSW Ethnic Communities Council
(02) 9319 0288

eccnsw.org.au
NSW Refugee Health Service
(02) 9794 0770

swslhd.nsw.gov.au/refugee
NSW Service for the Treatment and
Rehabilitation of Torture
and Trauma Survivors (STARTTS)
(02) 9646 6700

startts.org.au
Transcultural Mental Health Centre
(02) 9912 3851 or 1800 648 911 or 1800 011 511

dhi.health.nsw.gov.au
Translating and Interpreting Service (TIS)
131 450

tisnational.gov.au

Disability services

National Disability Insurance Scheme
1800 800 110
ndis.gov.au
National Disability Abuse and Neglect
Hotline
1800 880 052
jobaccess.gov.au and search for ‘Disability
Abuse and Neglect Hotline’
Office of the Children’s Guardian
(02) 8219 3600
ocg.nsw.gov.au
Raisingchildren.net.au –
The Australian Parenting Website
raisingchildren.net.au and click on ‘Disability’
SYNAPSE Australia’s Brain Injury
Organisation
1800 673 074
synapse.org.au

Health and wellbeing
1800 Respect
1800 737 732
1800respect.org.au
Beyond Blue
1300 22 4636
beyondblue.org
Family Planning NSW
1300 658 886
fpnsw.org.au
Headspace
1800 650 890
headspace.org.au

Association for Children with a Disability
(ACD)
(03) 9880 7000 or 1800 654 013

Health Direct Australia
1800 022 222
healthdirect.gov.au

acd.org.au

Healthy Kids
healthykids.nsw.gov.au

Australian Centre for Disability Law
(02) 9370 3135 or 1800 800 708

disabilitylaw.org.au
Centrelink | Services Australia
136 150
servicesaustralia.gov.au
FACS Ageing, Disability and Home Care
(ADHC)
(02) 9377 6000
adhc.nsw.gov.au
Intellectual Disability Rights Service NSW
(02) 9265 6300
idrs.org.au

HSNet
facs.nsw.gov.au
search for ‘HSNet’
Search for general and specialist health
services in your local area
Be You
beyou.edu.au
Medicare | Human Services
132 011
servicesaustralia.gov.au
NSW Ministry of Health
(02) 9391 9000
health.nsw.gov.au
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Quitline and NSW Aboriginal
Quitline
13 78 48
icanquit.com.au

Education and training
Aboriginal Education Consultative
Group Inc (AECG)
(02) 9550 5666
aecg.nsw.edu.au
Assisted School Travel Program
1300 338 278
education.nsw.gov.au and search for
‘Assisted School Travel Program’
Newcastle University Live, Learn,
Grow program and 'university
taster days'
(02) 4913 8199
newcastle.edu.au
NSW Department of Education
1300 679 332
education.nsw.gov.au
School-Based Apprenticeships and
Traineeships in NSW
1300 679 332
education.nsw.gov.au
StartingBlocks.gov.au
Links to fees, vacancies, quality ratings
and inclusions
Support for Literacy and Numeracy
education.gov.au
Search for ‘Support for Literacy and
Numeracy’
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TAFE NSW
131 601
tafensw.edu.au
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Western Sydney University
Community Education Liaison
Program U1st program and
'university taster days'
(02) 9678 7603
westernsydney.edu.au

Employment
Aboriginal Initiatives|Training
Services NSW
13 28 11
education.nsw.gov.au
Links to apprenticeship and
traineeships and search ‘Aboriginal
initiatives’

Find Your Next Job
1800 805 260
workforceaustralia.gov.au
JobAccess (for people with
disabilities)
1800 464 800
jobaccess.gov.au

Legal
Australian Centre for Disability Law
(02) 9370 3135
1800 800 708
disabilitylaw.org.au
Information and Privacy Commission
1800 472 679
ipc.nsw.gov.au
LawAccess NSW
1300 888 529
lawaccess.nsw.gov.au
Lawstuff: know your rights
Legalanswers.sl.nsw.gov.au
Legal Aid NSW: Best For Kids
1300 888 529
bestforkids.org.au

Housing
NSW Aboriginal Tenancy Advice
Service
(02) 4312 6747
nswats.com.au
DCJ Housing
1800 422 322
service.nsw.gov.au
DCJ Link2Home (homelessness
enquiries)
1800 152 152
service.nsw.gov.au and search for
‘Link2Home’
DCJ Aboriginal Housing Office
(02) 8836 9444
1800 727 555
aho.nsw.gov.au
Fair Trading NSW
13 32 20
fairtrading.nsw.gov.au

Government contacts

Emergency contacts

Centrelink | Services Australia
136 150
servicesaustralia.gov.au

Child Protection Helpline
132 111

DCJ Care Leavers Records
Access Unit
Locked Bag 5000
Parramatta NSW 2124
(02) 9716 2500 or 1300 137 160
DCJ.nsw.gov.au
DCJ Community Services Centres
(CSCs)
For contact details of each community
services centre (CSC), log on to
DCJ.nsw.gov.au and search for ‘DCJ
Community Services Centres’
DCJ Complaints Unit
Reply Paid 1113
Locked Bag 7150
Liverpool NSW 1871
1800 000 164

Emergency Services (Fire, Police,
Ambulance)
000
Health Direct Australia
1800 022 222
healthdirect.gov.au
Kids Helpline
1800 55 1800
kidshelpline.com.au
Lifeline Australia
13 11 14
lifeline.org.au
Poisons Information Centre
131 126
poisonsinfo.nsw.gov.au

DCJ Reportable Conduct Unit
Locked Bag 5000
Parramatta NSW 2124
ReportableConductCS@facs.nsw.gov.au
Medicare | Services Australia
132 011
servicesaustralia.gov.au
Office of the Children’s Guardian
(02) 8219 3600
ocg.nsw.gov.au
Open Government and Privacy Unit
Locked Bag 5000
Parramatta NSW 2124
(02) 9716 2662
infoandprivacy@dcj.nsw.gov.au

NSW Ombudsman
Level 24, 580 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
(02) 9286 1000 (within Sydney) or
1800 451 524 (outside Sydney)
ombo.nsw.gov.au
Transport for NSW
132 213
rms.nsw.gov.au

The contact information on
these pages was correct at
time of printing. If you need
new or updated contacts
for these or other services
or agencies, just ask your
caseworker for help.
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NSW Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (NCAT)
1300 006 228
ncat.nsw.gov.au
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Glossary
Adoption

Care and protection

A legal order that permanently transfers
all the legal rights and responsibilities of
being a parent from the birth parents to
the adoptive parents.

‘In need of care and protection’ is a
term DCJ uses under two different
circumstances and according to two
different standards of proof. They are
when:

After-care support

●

Support provided to young people aged
between 15 and 24 years after they
leave out-of-home care.

Agency
Non-government organisation
contracted by Communities and Justice
(DCJ) to provide out-of-home care
services.

Assessment
The process of gathering, organising,
analysing and evaluating accurate and
relevant information to inform decisionmaking.

Authorised carer
A person authorised by a designated
agency, or the principal officer of a
designated agency, or according to
the Regulations under section 137(1)
of the Act.
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A plan detailing behaviour support
strategies (when required) developed by
the caseworker together with the child
or young person, carer, parents (when
appropriate), a psychologist and other
relevant specialists. The development
of a Behaviour Support Plan may be
recommended when a child or young
person exhibits challenging behaviour
that goes beyond what the carer can
reasonably be expected to manage.

Birth parents
The biological parents of a child. Also
referred to as the ‘original’, ‘natural’ or
‘first’ parents.

●

following a secondary assessment,
DCJ forms an opinion on reasonable
grounds that the level of future risk to
a child or young person is sufficient
to warrant protective action, which
may include the provision of support
services, protective intervention or
court action
a matter is placed before the
Children’s Court for a care order, and
the Court must be satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that the child
is in need of care and protection.

Case meetings
Held to help with information sharing,
case review, decision-making and
interagency coordination. The meeting’s
purpose will depend on the type of plan
or action needed and is the main way of
carrying out case planning. May be held
with people attending or via telephone.

Care Plan
A tool that may be used in casework to
formalise agreements made with the
family to meet the care and protection
needs of a child or young person, or
within a legal context to enable the
Children’s Court to allocate parental
responsibility.

Case Plan
An accurate, up-to-date record of the
decisions, services and actions required
to meet the needs of a child or young
person. Case Plans are developed from
the start of involvement and reviewed at
regular intervals.

Case planning

Children’s Court Clinic

Identifies strategies that will meet the
physical, emotional, educational, social,
religious and cultural needs of a child
or young person. This is an interactive
process that ensures all parties
participate and are clear about the goal
and objectives of intervention, the issues
to be addressed and their responsibilities
for the tasks involved.

Provides independent and expert
assessment reports to the Children’s
Court about care matters. Run by the
Attorney-General’s Department.

Enables caseworkers to include
changes to the assessment of the child
and family, validate plans and review
ongoing support needs. The review
meeting should also involve the child,
parent and their advocates whenever
possible.

Caseworker
DCJ officer or agency worker
with day-to-day case coordination
responsibilities for working with children,
carers and families.

Challenging behaviours
Includes verbal assault, physical assault,
sexual offences, absconding and
antisocial behaviour.

Child Protection Reports
Information provided to DCJ by any
person who suspects that a child or
young person is at risk of significant
harm from abuse or neglect.

Children’s Court
The court designated under the
Children’s Court Act 1987 to hear care
applications and criminal proceedings
about children and young people.

A Communities and Justice unit that
manages referrals and other matters
from the District’s community services
centres to support vulnerable children
and young people and families with a
focus on safety and permanency for
children.

Contact or Family time
All forms of communication between a
child or young person who can’t live at
home, and their family members or
significant others. Contact may occur
through planned visits, letters, telephone
conversations or other forms of
communication such as social media.

Contingency payments
One-off payments that may be made in
addition to an allowance for services
and items in excess of the day-to-day
expenses covered by the statutory Care
Allowance and needed to carry out tasks
in a child or young person’s Case Plan.

Emergency placements
Care arrangements provided when
children and young people need an
immediate out-of-home placement. It
is an unplanned short-term placement,
arranged on the same day as required.
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Guardian
A person who has full parental
responsibility for a child or young
person until they reach the age of
18. Relatives and carers may seek
guardianship through an order of the
NSW Children’s Court.

Kin
A person who is not a relative of the child
but shares cultural, tribal and community
connection that is recognised by that
child’s community.

Leaving Care Plan
A plan that addresses the needs of the
child or young person who has turned 18
and whose care order has ceased. The
child or young person may be
living with their carer, their birth family,
or independently.

Long-term care or permanent care
Long-term care is generally for children
and young people who are not expected
to return to their family and
are placed in care under an order from
the Children’s Court for longer than
12 months.

Parental responsibility
All of the duties, powers,
responsibilities and authorities
that parents generally have for
their children.

Parental responsibility to the
Minister
An order of the Children’s Court placing
the child or young person under the
parental responsibility of the Minister.
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The making of a plan that aims to give a
child or young person a safe home for life
by exploring options for safety
and stability, including restoration,
guardianship, adoption and long term
care where appropriate. By working with
families and making decisions earlier,
permanency can
offer long-term security that:
(a) meets their needs

(b) avoids the instability and uncertainty
that arises from a series of different
placements or temporary care
arrangements
(c) aims to make arrangements in a timely
manner, recognising their circumstances
and that the younger
the child, the greater the need for early
decisions about a permanent placement.

Permanency Support Program
The Permanency Support Program
provides tailored services to vulnerable
children so that they can grow up in
stable, secure and loving homes.
It is one of the most significant changes
made to the NSW child protection and
out-of-home care (OOHC) systems in
decades.
The program brings together government
and non-government partners as part of
a new vision in child protection and
OOHC.
Changes under the program began on 1
October 2017. Practices to further
support permanency for children and
young people and have been
strengthened through amendments to
the Children and Young Persons (Care
and Protection) Act 1998 and Adoption
Act 2000 passed in November 2018.
The Permanency Support Program
supports safety, wellbeing and positive
life outcomes for children and young
people in the child protection and OOHC
systems in
The Permanency Support Program has
three goals:
1.

Fewer entries into care - by 		
keeping families together

2.

Shorter time in care - by 			
returning children home or 		
finding other permanent homes 		
for more children

3.

A better care experience - by 		
supporting children’s individual 		
needs and their recovery from 		
trauma

Privacy
Freedom from intrusions, public
attention and unauthorised disclosures
of personal information.

Relative
Under the Children and Young Persons
(Care and Protection) Act 1998 ‘relative’
refers to:
●

●

●

●

parents, siblings, grandparents, stepparents, step-sisters, step-brothers,
aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews,
cousins (whether by blood, affinity or
adoption) of the child or young person
the person with parental responsibility
(but not including the Minister
or a person who has parental
responsibility other than in their
personal capacity)
the person who the child or young
person has been placed in the care
or custody of under the Adoption
Act 2000.
in the case of a child or young person
who is Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander, a person who is part of the
extended family or kin.

Restoration
When a child returns to live with parent
or parents for the long term.

Statutory out-of-home care
Where a child or young person lives at a
place other than their usual home for
more than 14 days and the Minister has
parental responsibility for residency,
because of an order of the Children’s
Court or because they’re a protected
person. A protected person includes a

child or young person who is a ward of
the Supreme Court, under the parental
responsibility of the Director-General
while awaiting adoption, or for whom
the Minister has parental responsibility
under the Family Law Act 1975.

Supported out-of-home care
Care arranged, provided or supported
by DCJ when DCJ has assessed that a
child or young person is in need of care
and protection, and the Children’s Court
has made an order giving the relative or
kin carer full parental responsibility for
the child.

Transition
Preparing and supporting a child or
young person as they move to another
service or placement or when they are
leaving care.

Wraparound support services
Services that support a child or young
person in their care placement, such as
counselling, allied health services and
respite.

Young person
A person aged above 16 years but
under 18 years.

Case plan goal
A case plan goal is the permanent
placement goal for the child or young
person in out-of-home care. The goal
can be any of the ones outlined under
our child protection laws. That is, it can
be restoration, guardianship, adoption or
long term care. The caseworker will
develop the goal as part of doing
permanency case planning for the child
or young person. The case plan goal
can be changed if the child’s
circumstances – or their family’s
circumstances change. Ultimately, the
caseworker wants to make sure the
child or young person achieves
permanency in a safe, loving home
environment.
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Under the Permanency Support
Program, caseworkers work with a child
and the people who love and care for
that child, to identify the best
permanency goal - and to attain that
goal within two years. Achieving
permanency for children and young
people is the priority. Evidence
demonstrates a permanent, safe and
loving home gives a child or young
person a better chance at leading an
independent, successful life as an adult.
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Acronyms
ACWA

NCAT

Association of Children's
Welfare Agencies

NSW Civil and Administrative
Tribunal

AbSec

NDIS

Aboriginal Child, Family and
Community Care State
Secretariat

National Disability Insurance
Scheme

ACYP

Non-government organisation

Advocate for Children and
Young People

OCG

CALD
Culturally and linguistically diverse

CAT
Child assessment tool

CSC

NGO

Office of the Children's Guardian

OOHC
Out-of-home care

PR
Parental responsibility

Community services centre

PRM

DCJ

Parental responsibility of the
Minister

Communities and Justice

PSP

KiDS

Permanency Support Program

Key Information and Directory
System (Community Services)

ROSH

MOU
Memorandum of understanding

Risk of significant harm

WWCC
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